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Preface to the book, <20-year History of ESMOD SEOUL>

After working in the fashion industry for a long time, I founded the ESMOD SEOUL in 1989 with the aim to foster
competent professionals in Korea by adopting the superior European fashion training system.
Looking back over the past 20 years, the first decade was dedicated to laying the groundwork for introducing the
advanced French fashion education system to Korea. The second decade focused on localizing the European fashion
style and globalizing Korea’s own fashion style - drawing on the time-tested competencies built up during the first
decade. As a result, ESMOD SEOUL is now recognized as one of the most successful establishments in the ESMOD
International Group.
In <20-year History of ESMOD SEOUL>, I would like to tell you the story of the people who have led ESMOD
SEOUL. With ESMOD SEOUL’s non-mainstream framework, this book details how it overcame the social barrier
of academic cliques and discrimination, according to educational background that exists in Korea; how the students
have been taught in the school; how they grew up; and how they are contributing to the growth of the Korean fashion
industry. The 20-year journey of ESMOD may not have been without incident, but the institution has never wavered
from its ideals. This fact alone guarantees a bright outlook for the foreseeable future and beyond.
Until ESMOD SEOUL could assume the dignified appearance of a 20-year old school, it was offered significant
support from diverse fields. Namely, ESMOD PARIS headquarters, which has been an excellent role model for the
Seoul branch; the Korean fashion industry that has enabled ESMOD to foster competent and talented professionals
able to slot instantly into the industry; financial backers who helped to create the Scholarship Foundation; the board
of directors of ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation; former and current professors, who have done their best to
make ESMOD SEOUL as it is today. I cannot thank you enough for everything you have brought to ESMOD.
Finally, I would like to show my appreciation to our fellow pupils. You are our most precious element. You are the
heroes and heroines who create a new chapter in the history of ESMOD and preserve our grand tradition. You
successfully endured the hardest study regime to now fill outstanding roles in every fashion sector. I should give you a
big hand for your passion and spirit of challenge.
Globalization requires trained global talents in all educational and industrial areas. ESMOD SEOUL, which is heir to
the 169-year-old tradition of ESMOD International, promises to continue to do its best to train the creative talents
who will play an active role on the global stage.
President ESMOD SEOUL
Yoon Chung PARK

Greetings
Je vous exprime tous mes voeux à l’occasion du 20ème anniversaire d’ESMOD SEOUL.
Depuis sa fondation, votre école forme des étudiants brillants, sous la direction de Madame Park
et avec d’excellents professeurs. Leurs créations et technicité de haut niveau sont des modèles pour
ESMOD INTERNATIONAL FASHION UNIVERSITY GROUP.
Mes souhaits les plus sincères de prospérité pour le développement d’ESMOD SEOUL.
Je vous prie de croire, Madame La Présidente, en l’expression de mon profond respect.

Président d’ESMOD INTERNATIONAL
NINO Satoru

I express my best wishes to mark the 20th anniversary of ESMOD SEOUL.
Since its foundation, the excellent teachers of your school have trained bright students under
the leadership of Ms. PARK. Their creative and high-level works have becomes representative of
ESMOD International Fashion University Group.
My best wishes for the prosperity of ESMOD SEOUL and please accept, Madame President, the
assurances of my profound respect.
President of ESMOD International
NINO Satoru

ESMOD célèbre cette année le 20ème anniversaire de l’ouverture de son école à Séoul. La présence de ce
groupe international depuis 20 ans en Corée lui a permis de jouer un rôle essentiel dans la découverte des
talents de la mode dans ce pays. Les échanges très dynamiques et très fructueux entre la France et la Corée dans
le domaine de la création et de la diffusion de la mode doivent effectivement beaucoup aux professionnels issus
de cette institution.
Je me réjouis donc de cette célébration et à l’occasion de cet anniversaire, qu’il me soit permis d’adresser mes
plus sincères félicitations à la présidente, Madame PARK Yoon-Chung, à la direction, aux professeurs ainsi
qu’aux étudiants d’ESMOD COREE, qui contribuent au dialogue entre les cultures française et coréenne, à la
diffusion d’un savoir-faire et à la constitution d’un partenariat d’excellence. Je leur souhaite tout le succès qu’ils
méritent.

Ambassadeur de France en Corée
Philippe THIEBAUD

ESMOD is celebrating the 20th anniversary of its opening in Seoul. This 20 year history has
allowed ESMOD to play a key role in the discovery of major domestic fashion talents. Exchanges
between France and Korea have been very dynamic and very successful in the creation and
distribution of fashion, and many distinguished professionals were produced by the institution.
I therefore welcome this celebration and to mark this anniversary let me extend my sincerest
congratulations to the President, Ms. Yoon Chung PARK; the management; teachers and
students of ESMOD of Korea.
It would be no exaggeration to say that ESMOD has contributed to many precious dialogues
between the French and Korean cultures, disseminated the know-how of French fashion and
established a partnership of excellence. I wish ESMOD all the success it so richly deserves.
Ambassador of France in Korea
Philippe THIEBAUD

If not Yoon Chung PARK, some 20 years ago, then who else could possibly have had the vision to found such an
excellent school in this nation?
I would like to pay my respects to the courage of Ms. PARK, who has taken the first step as a fashion educator beyond
her personal achievements as a fashion designer.
As an ordinary parent of a child who had graduated from ESMOD SEOUL, I had already become attached to the
school before becoming President of the ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation.
Without this school, I would have had to send my daughter to France so as to fulfill her dream of becoming a
fashion designer. To my surprise, however, the high-end French fashion education system had come to Korea. After
a thorough examination of the school, and a lot of consideration, my daughter decided to attend ESMOD SEOUL.
She has never looked back. ESMOD SEOUL has always embodied the educational philosophy and methodology of
its headquarters in France. There, she had the ideal opportunity to study fashion design in an excellent environment
and at a relatively cheaper cost.
ESMOD has long boasted the best curriculum and faculties among the world’s fashion schools. ESMOD SEOUL is
characterized by two things: a tough study for three years and hardness to graduate; the extremely high opportunities
for employment of graduates. I think ESMOD SEOUL has outdone ESMOD PARIS in terms of the severity of
student management.
10 years has passed since the ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation was established. Everyone agrees that keeping
the foundation going, during this time, has been problematic, and we have still much to improve. My dream is that
all ESMOD SEOUL students should be able to study on a scholarship, and I will do my best to make this dream
come true. Please accept my earnest congratulations on the 20th anniversary of ESMOD SEOUL.
President of the ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation | Broadcaster
Dong Geon KIM

ESMOD SEOUL is celebrating its 20th anniversary.
I was very surprised to hear that President Yoon Chung PARK founded ESMOD SEOUL 20 years ago to train
young talented students. It couldn’t have been an easy decision for someone who had built up a reputation as a
pioneering fashion designer in Korea and who should have then been planning for her retirement.
In 1989, when ESMOD SEOUL opened, the Ministry of Education permitted only 4-year university and 2-year
college systems as the post high-school education framework. ESMOD SEOUL, which is characterized by its
three year specialization programs, stood for new alternative content and forms outside the existing mainstream
educational framework. Now, ESMOD SEOUL has established itself as a design institution receptive to anyone
with talent regardless of educational background.
The very first university in human history was simply a space where professors and students could state their
opinions freely and develop their individual flair. I think ESMOD SEOUL was the first educational institution in
Korea to follow this ancient and humanistic philosophy.
However, President PARK could not help but be influenced by the turbulent national economy. When the foreign
exchange crisis hit the nation in 1997, ESMOD was hit just as hard as other businesses and institutions. However,
she bluntly braved the emergency with her wisdom and honesty to make the school what it is today.
I have attended every big event in ESMOD SEOUL, delivered congratulatory messages, and evaluated the work of
graduating students. Student fashion shows have provided a glimpse of how arduously she has worked to encourage
talented students to hone their technique and vision. ESMOD SEOUL is more than a job; it is the other self of
President PARK. May she inspire many more students to go on to set the fashion world alight and lead the way
into a global culture.
Former Minister of Education and former professor of EWHA Woman’s University
Suk Hui KIM

Congratulations on the 20th anniversary of ESMOD
The beginning of ESMOD shows the bright future of Korean fashion industry.
ESMOD has been responsible for most of the major changes in the fashion world over the last two
decades. Indeed, it is now the most important yardstick against which the fortunes of the Korean fashion
industry is measured.
I believe ESMOD will become the mecca for international design in the era of globalization.
Congratulations again!

Designer
Te Ok JIN

Since 1988, when the Olympics Games took place in Seoul, the Korean fashion industry has urgently needed
to train competent professional fashion designers equipped with a global view and an advanced mindset. Thus,
Ms. Yoon Chung PARK, in Sep. 1989, entered into an agreement with the richly-historied fashion institution
ESMOD PARIS to open an institution in Seoul.
Since then, ESMOD SEOUL has built a global network of more than 20 campuses to offer truly global opportunities
to its students in the fashion industry. ESMOD SEOUL has made a great contribution towards establishing Korea
as a fashion powerhouse. In addition, it has also helped to make haute couture, meaning the creation of exclusive
custom-fitted clothing, a widely known practice by applying it to the tailor-made garment industry.
I have attended the ESMOD SEOUL graduation fashion shows, as a judge, since 1992 when I worked for
LG Fashion. Realizing the superiority of ESMOD SEOUL’s educational set up, I knew its graduates would be
equipped to enter the industry immediately on their graduation. Though they were in their infancy and their
competency was not yet verified, LG Fashion resolutely employed most of the graduates. And they did not fall
short of our expectations. Indeed, many of them, some 20 years after being employed by LG Fashion, are doing a
very good job in the Korean fashion industry.
The fame and achievements of ESMOD SEOUL now represent the current position of the Korean fashion industry.
Please accept my best wishes for the prosperity of ESMOD SEOUL, and my congratulations on its 20th anniversary.
President of the Seoul Arts Center
Hong Sun SHIN

Pour les 20 ans d’ESMOD SEOUL, Bravo et encore 20 ans de plus.

Chantal Thomass Designer
Chantal THOMASS

Bravo to ESMOD SEOUL on its 20th anniversary and for the next 20 more years ahead.
Chantal Thomass Designer
Chantal THOMASS

Bravo à ESMOD SEOUL !
Son succès international est du en grande partie à l’énergie déployée par Madame Yoon Chung Park, qui dirige
cette école d’une main de maître. Styliste renommée en Corée depuis plus de 40 ans, elle a su combiner style
et créativité avec les besoins de l’industrie pour donner à ses élèves la chance de pouvoir s’intégrer rapidement
sur le marché du travail. C’est grâce à cette synergie style/marché, qui est aussi notre crédo, que la mode évolue
aujourd’hui, au plus près des consommateurs, de leurs besoins et de leurs envies. Proposer une mode, un style
en pensant à ceux qui la portent et non l’imposer, voilà le secret de la réussite d’ESMOD Séoul. Bravo !

Nelly Rodi Founder & Creation Director
Nelly RODI

Bravo, ESMOD SEOUL! Its international success is largely due to the energy displayed by
Ms Yoon Chung PARK, who runs the school with the hand of a master. Reputed as a famous
designer, in Korea, over the last 40 years, she has combined style and creativity to meet the needs
of the industry and given students the opportunity to leap quickly into the labor market.
Thanks to the ‘synergistic effect of style and market’, which is also one of our important
philosophies, fashion is changing today. It is moving closer to the consumer, their needs and
desires. Suggesting a fashion or style without imposing it on those who might wear it is the secret
of ESMOD SEOUL’s success. Bravo!
Nelly RODI Founder & Creation Director
Nelly RODI

A Madame Park , et temoignage de ma respectueuse amitié et pour le 20e anniversaire d’ESMOD SEOUL dont
je peux dire qu’elle represente ma plus belle réussite de l’international.

Paule DOUARINOU

Dear Ms. PARK, please accept my best wishes on the 20th anniversary of ESMOD SEOUL.
I can honestly say that ESMOD SEOUL represents one of my greatest successes among the
ESMOD international establishments.
Former Principal of ESMOD PARIS
Paule DOUARINOU

Déjà 20 ans ! 20 ans de travail, 20 ans de réussite, 20 ans d'amitié...
ESMOD SEOUL a permis à nos vies de se croiser, de se connaître, de s'entendre et de s'aimer.
Yoon Chung PARK a dirigé depuis 20 ans d'une "main de fer dans un gant de velours". Cette école qui est une
des plus importantes réussites du Groupe ESMOD INTERNATIONAL et continue à être ma grande fierté.
Que mille et un projets continuent à maintenir votre école au sommet.
Avec tous mes souhaits de bonheur

Annette GOLDSTEIN

Already 20 years! 20 years of work, 20 years of success, 20 years of friendship.
ESMOD SEOUL gave us lives to exchange, to know, and to love. Yoon Chung PARK has been
managing ESMOD SEOUL with an “iron fist in a velvet glove” for the last 20 years. This school
is one of the most important achievements of the ESMOD International Group and continues to
be a great source of personal pride. I hope a thousand projects ahead continue to maintain your
school at the top level. With all my wishes for happiness and prosperity.
Former Principal of ESMOD PARIS
Annette GOLDSTEIN

ESMOD SEOUL
是培养韩国服装设计师的摇蓝，
20年中为韩国的服装事业走向国际做出了巨大的贡献!
在这成立20周年的大庆日子里，
我衷心地祝贺:
ESMOD SEOUL 越办越好!
引导韩国服装新潮流!

中国服装设计师

ESMOD SEOUL has made tremendous contributions to the growth of the Korean fashion
industry over the last 20 years. Please accept my sincere congratulations on its 20th anniversary
and my best wishes for the ceaseless prosperity of ESMOD Seoul. May it set many a new fashion
trend in Korea.
Advisor of China Fashion Designers Association
LI Xin

Congratulatory message
from the ESMOD International campuses across the world
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Despite her parents urging her to enter a pharmaceutical school, after graduating from high
school, Yoon Chung PARK dared to submit her application to Ewha Woman’s University’s
Cloth & Textile Department. Though being born into a strict Confucian family that baulked
at the thought of their daughter becoming a ‘low level craftsperson who makes clothes’, even
her parents couldn’t make her change her mind. Her decision to pursue this path was not
impulsive by all means. Her potential as a fashion designer surfaced very early on. Around six
or seven, her talent for cutting and sewing clothes for her dolls, with her tiny hands, was truly
exemplary. She must have taken after her mother who was complimented for her “picture-like”
traditional Korean clothes. While attending Kyunggi Girls’ High School, she modified the
upper garment of her otherwise too large uniform up that it became tighter around her waist
Yoon Chung PARK when she was active
and loosen up the belt and rubber belt of the baggie pants that would tighten the ankle and
as a fashion designer (1966)
stuck them in her pocket as soon as she would step out of the school.
Her college years were marked by the Korean War. As soon as they graduated, amidst this
tumultuous time, her friends set up their own boutiques, got teaching jobs or got married. Yoon
Chung PARK also had the opportunity of a teaching position at her alma mater, Kyunggi Girls’
High School (which was considered quite the dream job back then). However, she boldly turned
this opportunity down and jumped into the workplace. Fashion design was what made her
palpitate with anticipation and passion. Considering it essential to gain hands-on experience, in
order to become a good designer, she knocked on the door of Nora Noh’s boutique.
During a time when it was difficult to travel to a foreign country, she wanted to work for that boutique
because it was managed by a designer who had experience working in the US. This was a perfect fit for her as
she desired to go to the US one day to study.
When she joined the boutique she believed it would be for only three years; however, ten
years went by – a time sufficient to change even the mountain and river. Starting out as a
trainee designer, who had to pick up the pins that had fallen onto the floor of the worksite,
to traveling between the stores, markets and plants, many times in a day, she experienced
the four seasons of the fashion industry until she became a senior designer. By that time
she was convinced that there was no item that she hadn’t handled, be it customized suit or
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wedding dress. Thus, it took her ten years, not three, to get to the US. The late professor Yi
Soon CHOI, who had been her mentor at Ewha Woman’s University, actively urged her to
‘become a professor,’ but her desire to become a designer was greater.
After arriving in the US, Yoon Chung PARK was utterly shocked during an interview conducted
with a fashion company located in LA. Unlike Korea, which only offered customized clothes, the
US market was dominated by the large scale ready-made clothing market.
“After learning in Korea for 10 years, I was filled with confidence that I could do anything. However, once
in the US I wondered ‘how it was I was able to work in Korea without knowing anything?’ The US had a
mechanized production process and strict division of labor, and the diverse experiences that I had built up in
Korea were in fact the source of much laughter for the people in the US.”
The latest equipment, facilities and rich resources in the US companies were more than
enough to gain her admiration. Her mind was lit up with vivid memories of her college
years and how she used to draft patterns using newspapers, millboards, slide screen papers,
and yellowish brown concrete packing packages. How she burnt silk textiles with the carbon
flame she used for ironing since there was no electric iron. However, the deficiencies of her
past served as a source of inspiration and creation. The sub optimal conditions in Korea,
where division of labor was unheard of, helped her to saw the forest for the trees.
The need for specialized education while working for a company in the US motivated her to
learn. Yoon Chung PARK wanted to master the US market, in as short a time as possible, to
learn its new technologies and taste. It was for this reason that she worked for six companies
that specialized in ready-made clothes, such as coats, suits, etc. Moreover, she entered the
Mayer Fashion School in New York to continue her studies. Her regret that she hadn’t come
to study in the US when she was younger served to spur her on.
After two years in the US, and before returning to Korea, Yoon Chung PARK went to Paris,
France where she experienced an ambience completely different than that of New York.
This experience (which she had chosen over the offer of a professorship) helped develop her
feel for the international community, which would be needed for when she moved from
designing to education.

PARK debuted as a designer at
‘Miss PARK Tailor’

Yoon Chung PARK around the time when
she opened up the Miss PARK Tailor (1966)
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After returning from the US, Yoon Chung PARK was filled with the desire to create
her own world without anyone intervening. This was only natural since she was now
used to the modern systems she had mastered abroad. In 1966, she opened a boutique,
called ‘Miss PARK Tailor boutique’ in Chungmuro. Her boutique specialized in
making elegant suits that could be worn any where, any time. Her natural fondness of
suits made this choice the obvious one to best exploit her talents.
It was during her time running the ‘Miss PARK Tailor boutique’ that she consolidated her philosophy
on clothes. To her, the best clothes were those that could be loved, even after 10 years, and worn
frequently instead of left hanging in a closet. In order to satisfy these criteria, it was necessary to ensure
aesthetic and practical values at the same time. Her habit of checking the clothes that she had made
some 10 to 20 years previously and comparing them with the offerings of the new season began around
this time. She wanted to see how well her old designs had stood up against the test of time. Only then
would she be ready to take her first step into the Korean fashion market.
The pride of the ‘Miss PARK Tailor boutique’ was that its clothes could be worn for a long
time. However, no two sets of clothes are alike. Changes take place every year. Numerous
customers take it as a given that the clothes that they buy can be worn for years.
This story took place a number of years ago. A certain customer returned to tell her
that the clothes she had purchased 20 years previously had changed in Colour after
getting wet in the rain. Yoon Chung PARK had no obligation to fix or to compensate
the customer as the quality warranty period was long expired. However, she made a
replacement set of clothes using new textiles and presented it as a gift to the customer
to show her gratitude that her clothes had been worn for 20 years. This episode
provides a clear glimpse of her philosophy towards clothes.
The concept of clothes that can be worn for many years seems to go against the concept
of fashion, which entails searching for something new every season. However, her
perception of suits that change slightly and remain constant for the most part can easily
be understood when examined from the aspects of trend and brand image.
In her article submitted to ELLE’s September 1995 edition, Yoon Chung PARK said,
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“The more expensive clothing becomes, the more it does not blindly follow the trends
even when it is affected by them. In fact, mid to low price products are filled with
details, and they tend to be affected significantly by trends. In the case of Korea, it is
possible to see that the concept of special, unique brands is consolidating its position
these days. However, it is true that the effect of trends is felt more acutely, more so than
brand image. This is the reason that it is difficult to identify which brand is the most
unique after looking around a department store filled with clothes that are very similar
in terms of Colour, materials used, design and so forth. Of course, it is difficult to not
be fixated on the trends in order to cater to consumer taste and to increase revenue.
However, it is also the role of a designer to increase the breath and depth of consumer
taste, level and scope of selection.”
Yoon Chung PARK is concerned that fashion today changes so fast that new fashions
simply serve as the source for sporadic discussion. She believes that immense effort to
showcase unique fashions with a clear theme and well harmonized artistic and cultural
studies is required in order to overcome this phenomenon. This view is still very valid.
Although it is necessary to broaden the scope of fashion by pursuing new changes, it is
not recommended to focus on change simply for the sake of change. Not only is this a
superficial perspective, it shortens the lifecycle of a fashion.
Meanwhile, Yoon Chung PARK is tuned to new changes and the flow of the latest
trends. It is very well known among fashion professionals that Yoon Chung PARK
boldly dressed then popular Bok Hee YOON in a mini skirt, on her return from the
US, heralding the era of the mini skirt in Korea during the 60s.
During the 30 years ‘Miss PARK Tailor’ was open, Yoon Chung PARK built a reputation
as a fashion designer while consolidating her philosophy on fashion. However, Yoon
Chung PARK’s eyes were always set beyond the achievements of her boutique.

Process of establishing
ESMOD SEOUL
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Dreaming of building a fashion institution
While she in charge of ‘Miss PARK Tailor’, Yoon Chung PARK became appalled at the
hopeless state of the fashion educational system in Korea. It was for this reason that she
visited the US and Japan, every January and August, to recharge herself. Though the
her trips were short (several weeks), it was awfully rare for a person to travel to another
country for pleasure at that time.
‘Miss PARK Tailor’ became the cornerstone for achieving another goal when Ms PARK
decided to build a well-organized proper fashion school in Korea. ‘The backwardness
of Korean fashion education’ she had experienced repeatedly grated on her nerves.
Eventually, ‘those who want something desperately should take the lead,’ she thought.
Thinking that only a good designer could create a good school, she did her best to make ‘Miss PARK
Tailor’ the best it could be. Being a ‘credible designer’ was of the utmost importance for creating a
fashion school, as well as running a company.
In contrast to the US where ready-made clothes were widely sold after the
mass consumption society had plateaued, the fashion industry in Japan was as

Completion ceremony of the school building of ESMOD SEOUL (Sep. 1989)
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1st entrance ceremony of ESMOD
SEOUL (Sep. 18, 1989)

underdeveloped as in Korea. Fashion in Korea was considerably influenced by Japan
at that time. Ms. PARK wanted to be free of the influence Japan to cultivate her own
fashion style. Though it was long ago, she will never forget the private draping lessons
she took from a Russian professor.
During the same period, she participated in almost all the designer collections held in
Paris or Milan. Except for her, no one else in Korea visited foreign countries to see such
events. She thought it essential to experience the high-end exhibitions such as modit of
Italy and haute couture of Paris to keep her eye in as a designer.
She also visited a number of renowned fashion schools, between times, located in
Italy and France. Every school she called on had its unique curriculum, educational
philosophy, and pedagogical methodology all of which she thought she should
meticulously compare and analyze.
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Stylism and Modelism
After learning the ins and outs of these world-renowned fashion schools, she finally
chose ESMOD as her role model. Teaching both stylism (fashion design) and modelism
(pattern drafting), as well as sticking to a corporate-friendly educational philosophy,
were her favorite points.
Through this long period of hands-on experience, Ms. PARK gained the deepest insight into the fact
that stylism- or ‘fashion’-focused education - was not enough to train a person to make decent clothes.
In order to learn about Western costumes, which were totally different to
Korean costumes, modelism was the first thing that needed to be understood
and researched. ESMOD PARIS permitted students to opt for either stylism or
modelism, but Ms. PARK these two subjects to be combined in the future school
that she was dreaming of.
The belief that a full understanding of both courses would be the foundation for
making comfortable, very durable clothes has remained at the root of her belief unshaken for 55 years - from the time she firstly entered the fashion world to today.
She continues to assertively teach the credo ‘clothes are not drawn but made’.
After being inclined to choose ESMOD, she started visiting ESMOD PARIS repeatedly
for the following eight years. After learning of the presence of a branch in Japan, which
had opened some five years before, she paid several visits to ESMOD TOKYO, too.

Though being small in size, ESMOD JAPAN was constantly disseminating the French
educational methodology for its own culture. She perceived the truth that ESMOD
was a school of foresight and would grow into a global school.
As she visited the ESMOD PARIS and JAPAN branches more frequently, her longcherished desire to have one in Korea also doubled. However, a tough and complicated
path to the foundation of a branch awaited her
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Selected as the partner of ESMOD
Ms. PARK started moving forward with her plan to found an ESMOD branch in Seoul
and adopt its ambitious program based on hands-on learning to foster talents ready for
the industry. However, various legal restrictions in Korea obstructed the acceleration of
her plan.
It wasn’t only Ms. PARK whom had an interest in setting up a branch in Korea. Her
project attracted keen attention from every corner of the fashion field, and she had to
invest a lot of time and passion in choosing credible partners. Numerous applicants
from ESMOD PARIS wanted to join her project and some big Korean companies were
said to have promised to ensure a great level of employment of the expected graduates.
In addition, some universities proposed the incorporation of the ESMOD branch into
their respective design departments.

Conclusion of a branch agreement with ESMOD (May 18, 1988)
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Most of them proposed that a large-scale ESMOD school should be built in Korea; Ms. PARK, however,
thought a smaller-sized, more intimate, school would be more suitable for laying a stronger foundation
to achieve her educational objectives. ESMOD PARIS thought favorably of this decision. ESMOD
PARIS, after much deliberation, selected Ms. PARK to be its partner. The most influential factor in this
decision was the positive image of ‘Miss PARK Tailor’, which was by then known as the most dignified,
high-class suit shop in Korea.
Paule DOUARINOU, the principal of ESMOD PARIS at the time, looked back on
the moment when he met Ms. PARK for the first time. “When I saw her, she explained
her plan, exuding confidence. Her dream was to produce a new design generation in
Korea, and for this she has devoted all her energies into this dream and ambition.”

Preparing for the opening of ESMOD SEOUL
With the partnership established, she then had to learn about the school schedule; she
had to find a suitable site for the school, oversee construction of the school building,
and prepare promotional shows, which was a tradition of ESMOD whenever a new
establishment was created. Also, there were innumerable other tasks to see to such as
recruiting teachers and other general staff and the admittance of new students.
Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu, in Seoul, was finally selected as the site for the new school.
Korea’s first ESMOD school began its construction in Dec. 1998. During this time,
the 2nd floor of the factory of ‘Miss PARK Tailor’ was used as the temporary office
of the school. She promoted the opening of the ESMOD KOREA branch in local
newspapers, fashion and educational magazines. Ms. PARK; Jeong Sun LEE, the
Secretary of General Affairs; and professor Jin Suk JUNG returned to Korea after
undertaking educational training in Paris.
In the run-up to the opening of ESMOD SEOUL, the graduation fashion show of
ESMOD PARIS was held in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Hyatt, in Seoul, on
July 27, 1989. The first 150 students to be admitted to the new ESMOD school;

Temporary office in Seongsan-dong prior to the opening of
ESMOD SEOUL
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their parents; Paule DOUARINOU, the principal of ESMOD PARIS at the time; the
French ambassador; and many luminaries from fashion, educational, and media circles
gathered together to celebrate the opening of ESMOD SEOUL.
30 students acted as ushers. Other students, wearing specially-designed ESMOD
SEOUL T-shirts, appeared on the first stage, and over 100 graduation pieces by the
students of ESMOD PARIS were on show, along with the 12 master pieces displayed
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Tour Eiffel in Paris. Among them, 10 pieces by
Korean students at ESMOD PARIS were included, which especially caught the eye of
the participants.
During the congratulatory message, Ms. PARK said, “Since I began my career as a fashion designer,
my sole and decade-long dream has been to create a fashion school dedicated to training talented
professionals. And here, I can see my dream is finally coming true.” “I am so happy to open a space for
students who have dreamed of studying overseas but were left devastated when their ambitions were left
unfulfilled,” she added.
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ESMOD SEOUL
finally opens

Opening ceremony for ESMOD SEOUL (Sep.18, 1989)
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The opening ceremony for ESMOD SEOUL was held, along with the entrance
ceremony, on the newly built school site located in Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu, on Sep.
18, 1989.
During the congratulatory speech for the 1st entrance ceremony, attended by the 150
new students and their parents, the new principal Yoon Chung PARK told of the
event to celebrate the 1st opening of ESMOD SEOUL held at the Hotel Hyatt two
months before.
“When reporters asked the question, “Why haven’t you opened a branch in Seoul until
now?” Principal Paule DOUARINOU of ESMOD PARIS answered,” Korean designers
have only imitated and echoed other’s designs. Now that the nation is enjoying strong
economic growth, it is time for it to create truly original works. And for this, a solid
educational system is what it desperately needs.“
He clearly spoke for Ms. PARK too, who was well aware of the backwardness of the
Korean fashion educational system. Indeed, she had been shocked by the advanced
state of the US and had continuously dreamed of having that kind of fashion
institution in Korea.
However, the ambitions of Principal PARK went far beyond just adopting the upscale
fashion educational system of the European countries.
Her dream encompassed the ideas that the newly created ESMOD SEOUL should strive to explore the
original style of every individual student, create a unique Korean style, and train designers who would
play active roles on the global stage. ESMOD SEOUL was the first place where numerous talents could
gain access to the essence of Paris fashion in Korea so as to achieve these goals.

Recollection of President Yoon Chung PARK

Establishment of the fashion school, her life-long dream
setting up a branch, as required by the school, were too stringent

many things that I realized I did not know while working. However,

and difficult to fulfill in Korea. It was the frustration of seeing my

there was no place or no one whom I could turn to with my many

dream hover before my eyes yet being unable to grab it. This was

questions. Thus, I felt very distressed at times. From the time

a time when considerable patience was needed. Looking back,

when I realized that this feeling of ‘being lost and helpless’ was

however, this was in fact a good experience because I became

shared by other designers as well, I felt the need for a specialized

even more attached to the school as a result.

educational institution that provided training in both theory and

I also thought that as long as I trained my students well everything

practical application was essential.

would be alright. However, I shed many tears while begging

With time, and with the growth of the economy, the fashion

companies to take them in as interns and employees, since

industry grew significantly, but new educational institutions were

Korean society tends to favor only university graduates. However,

yet to be established. I thought to myself that the task of setting

everything has changed today. Companies now recognize the

up a fashion school was indeed what I needed to do. And this

quality of ESMOD SEOUL graduates, and the college educational

part

thus became my life long goal. Although, I faced many obstacles

system is undergoing review in light of ESMOD SEOUL’s success.
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working towards this, I always managed to pick myself up as there

ESMOD SEOUL is now taking off as a world-class fashion school. I

was always something to do.

have devoted the entirety of my life to the birth and welfare of this

The most challenging crisis that I had most difficult time handling

now 20-year-old adult.

was when I had to wait for two years, after establishing the

There are not many people able to realize their dream despite the

partnership with ESMOD, to see if I could set up ESMOD SEOUL.

fact they devote their life to it. While walking on the narrow, lonely

The number of competitors was formidable, and the conditions for

road of a fashion designer, I was able to establish a fashion school,
which was my life-long dream. I am a very happy person.

Heralds to reveal the future of
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Although I majored in fashion at university, there were simply too
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Reminiscene by professor Young Soon SOHN

‘Yoon Chung PARK, President whom I met and know’
Beginning of a relationship

to take place in my life.

I met President Yoon Chung PARK for the first time in 1988 when

I started out as a professor of modelism in 1992. In 1999, I served

I started out in ESMOD PARIS. At the time, she was also being

the 2nd principal after President PARK. Presently, I am focused only

trained at ESMOD PARIS just prior to the opening of ESMOD

on teaching. It is a great honor for me to write this recollection as I

SEOUL. By then, I was already aware of her reputation. While

have had the opportunity to work closely with her over the last 10

observing ‘Miss Park Tailor’ managed by her, I had always admired

years; a time in which I have become very close to her.

her work thinking, ‘If I am to make clothes, they should be at least
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that good.’ It was a great experience for me to meet the fashion

Twenty years like a day

designer whom I admired in Paris.

On the one wall of the library, 20 photos of the school staffs that

She was like a mother to all the Korean students in ESMOD PARIS,

have been taken every year for the past 20 years. Closely look into

including myself, who was struggling as a 42 year old foreign

the photos, you can find an interesting thing. In the photo, President

student. She would invite us to a delicious meal, present us with

PARK is seated erect with her right foot slightly forwards as if it was

the Kimchi that she had brought from Korea and advise us on our

taken on the same day. To me, her consistent posture bordering on

careers as the frontrunners of the Korean fashion industry. Now,

stubbornness does not seem ordinary. It looks to say that ‘this person

perhaps because she kept a few of us in mind, five people of that

has bet against the world that she will stand against it with this very

era, including myself, are now working at ESMOD SEOUL.

same posture.’ The passion and values of that individual, as if sewing

She and I became very close during the review for graduation.

a straight line, are exhibited in that photo.

Although I ranked No. 1 among the graduates of ESMOD PARIS, I

When a five week education program is completed at ESMOD, one

was excluded from the list of potential award winners since I had

week is set aside to allow President, principal and professors to

industry experience. After finding this out, she mourned this fact as

evaluate the classes. President is well known for her high level of

if it concerned her. This had happened, she said, because she had

insight and razor-sharp comments and talking style all derived from

come to Paris rather late since she was busy in Seoul. Although

long experience. Likewise, the professors tend to be on edge during

I too felt bad, it was very soothing to find out that a person cared

the reviews, taking in every word and comment made by President

about me. While I did not know what to do after completing my

PARK. Often does she repeat President her view that ‘proper

studies, I told her, ‘I will go to ESMOD SEOUL’ whilst in a taxi

evaluation leads to proper lectures.’

headed to her hotel located in front of the Concord Plaza.

The reason a founder is important is because it is that person’

Although my decision to join ESMOD SEOUL may have seemed

s spirit that is embraced. President PARK’s life and values are

impulsive, it was indeed inevitable. Since I had lectured

immersed in each and every corner of ESMOD SEOUL. ESMOD

in universities, I was searching for new fashion education

SEOUL does not know what ‘granting favors for admission’ means.

methodologies, which were in line with the picture of fashion

And the term ‘paid system’ does not exist here. Additionally, the

education that she too was contemplating. The decision that I

school does not replenish students even when there are vacancies.

made back then was the start of many fortunate events that were

ESMOD SEOUL is characterized by its strict principles and by

gathered together to celebrate her seventy-seventh birthday, she

always be prioritized over economic logic.

asked, “Have I changed since last year? I try morning and night to

Once, the PR team leader took a gift to a magazine. That person

keep myself in shape. I have white hair, but I have the same amount

was severely admonished by President PARK. She said that the

of hair. The height of my high heel is the same as that of last year.”

school should not ask to be favored since it is indeed ESMOD that

Even though she is now on the brink of her 80s, the height of her

provides information to the magazine. Thus, it was for ESMOD to

high heels has remained the same for 30 years. President PARK

cultivate competent professionals. Even when it would make the

enjoys good health since she looks after herself impeccably. That

operation of the school easier, if she leveraged the human network

is, she makes sure she can handle any type of job by working out

she has built throughout her life, President PARK never bends this

and by eating a balanced diet. Married to her work she now lives

rule though the alternatives may prove troublesome.

with two women; one who manages her diet and nutrition and the

Every dawn, President PARK starts out the day by reading the latest

other who manages her home.

news in the global fashion industry. Saying, ‘I need to enrich my eyes,’

President PARK said, “I didn’t get married not because I wanted to

she is always interested in what is new. At an age where most people

enjoy the “elegant” life of a single person. It was because I wanted

are retiring, her eyes sparkle precisely because of her immense,

to work at least three times more than than other people.”

incessant curiosity. President PARK comes to work at ESMOD SEOUL

Because she had to work and learn at the same time, there may be

around 8AM. She holds conversations with the students who also

some who wonder if she is a penny pincher and miserly. However,

come to school early and gets to know their faces. She seems to be

during the IMF crisis in Korea, she froze tuition fees for five years

reading which class is doing what. She may not know the faces of the

and never once let the school show any signs of hardship, even

graduates, but she certainly remembers their work.

when the school was financially challenged for a while. And there
were times when significant financial losses were incurred due to

The secret of the high heel

mistakes made by employees. She would admonish harshly, but

Passion and will alone may not lead to success. President PARK is

she would act as if nothing happened the very next day. She pays

physically apt as well. In February, a three day long seminar was

attention to detail, but she lets go of even important things, if

held for the professors of modelism. Professor from ESMOD TOKYO

necessary, without looking back.
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adherence to the basic principle that educational value should

was also invited. President PARK said that she would act as the
Japanese interpreter. I wished for someone else because I was

While waiting for a world-class designer

concerned for her health, but also that her mere presence would

President PARK is very devoted to hiring the right person. She

put the many professors on edge. But, President PARK interpreted

has said, “There is no ESMOD professor who just happened to

from 9AM to 5PM, over three days, and even made time to have

be hired. Whenever I would think to myself, ‘I need that person,’ I

dinner with the lecturers, meaning she didn’t get home until late.

would observe that person for a long time before hiring him or her,

We were all impressed after seeing her handle something that

eventually. The reason that ESMOD has piled up honors to this day

even the younger people found difficult and challenging.

is because of its superb cadre of professors.”

Last year, President PARK turned 77 - that’s two sevens that

When I see a very active student, I recommend that they visit

represent luck! To the graduates who are like her children and who

her office, located on the 4th floor, to help them to form a close

39

relationship with President PARK. The students are daunted at first,

at the same time as that of a couple who had graduated from the

but those who conjure up the courage to do so gain the opportunity

school. For her, it was a natural choice to attend the wedding of the

to form a relationship with a distinguished figure. While holding

graduates. While she cannot stand her students getting mistreated

conversations with them, President PARK points out the strengths

outside of the school, there were instances when she did not allow

and weaknesses of their work and advises them on their career path.

her students to participate in a well renowned contest in Korea, as

To President PARK, ‘relationship’ stands for trust and consideration

it went against ESMOD’s educational philosophy.

between human beings. When we took a trip together to Japan, I
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agonized over whether to buy gifts for my loved ones. It was then

The grand master of the fashion industry

that she said, ‘Once you select a gift carefully for a person, you

President PARK and I, we get along very well. While she is known

need to continue to do the same without changing.’ President PARK

as being obsessed with details and a touch conceited at times, I

has many good friends whom she is very open with. Although they

was never afraid of her. Although strict, President PARK has big

are not connected by blood, it is no wonder why they are so close.

ears. She is ready to be persuaded as long as one presents one’s

As ESMOD began to gain a reputation, TV stations and other media

case in a concise, clear and logical manner. Thus, while serving her

often requested interviews. However, President PARK inevitably

closely, I often said, ”No.”

turned them down. I, too, suggested that she appear on TV while

I remember that I was often criticized by her while serving as

organizing the event to celebrate the 20th anniversary of ESMOD,

principal. She constantly reminded me not to exaggerate when

but she turned that down as well. Her reason was that ‘she hadn’t

producing the PR materials and not to put down others in order

succeeded yet.’

to make us stand out. Some times, I used to wonder whether

She said, “I can say that I am somewhat successful when I can

her advice could lead to us losing out in this era where self-PR is

cultivate a few world-class designers capable of realizing my

considered a virtue. With time, however, I realized that there is no

dream. I am glad that some graduates are entering the global

stronger cornerstone than ‘honesty.’ As a person who has observed

stage, but I am not comfortable declaring that we are successful

her for a long time, I feel that my mission is to hand down her

when the reality of the fashion industry is that a designer can get

philosophy and maintain her spirit that is the heartbeat of ESMOD

buried with just one bad season.”

SEOUL for students and professors, alike..

Just like the educators who wish for their pupils who exceed

I am very fortunate in the sense that I had the opportunity to meet

them in the end, President PARK feels most satisfied when she

someone that I had admired from a young age and to serve her to

observes how her students are growing. President PARK often

this day. President PARK is a superb fashion designer and a grand

attends conferences and meetings wearing the clothes that her

master of the Korean fashion industry. She has shed her tears

students have made so as to showcase them. No matter how busy

and devoted her life to the cultivation of world class designers by

she may be she always attends the fashion show organized by the

setting up a domestic fashion school in a land that before her had

graduating year, sparing no encouragement and advice. Her other

been no more than a barren wasteland.

joy is buying the clothes made by her students when they open up
their own boutiques. She also speaks during the weddings of the
graduates. Once, her favorite niece’s had her wedding ceremony
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ESMOD SEOUL and Garosu-gil (Tree-lined Lane)
According to the terms and conditions of the contract with ESMOD

of ESMOD SEOUL, including Wook Jun JUNG, who opened their

PARIS, a school site shall be in a fashion cluster. Thus 528-8, Sinsa-

studios and show rooms in Garosu-gil, and also for those who

dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul was eventually selected. The ESMOD

extended their activities to overseas,.

SEOUL building was designed by architect Seok Won GANG, who

Garosu-gil was reborn as an emerging fashion street when ESMOD

was the recipient of the grand prize for architecture from the Seoul

joined the Sinsa Cultural Festival sponsored by the Gangnam-

Metropolitan City in 1989.

gu Office from 2001 to 2003. During the 1st festival, which was

The area was situated in a fashion cluster where various types of

dedicated to the theme of ‘harmony of nature, arts and human

fashion shops were concentrated near Hyundai Department Store

beings’, the 1st-grade students held a fashion show with apron-

and Galleria Department Store. It provided the ideal atmosphere for

motif garments; while they held a parade of clothes made by

trend setters and fashionistas. The first plan to pick out Sinchon, a

themselves under the theme of ‘Jean’s wear over time’ during the

university district, with plenty of fashion shops, for the site of the

2nd festival. In 2003, the 1st and 2nd-grade students held a fashion

school building was knocked back by the building law that, at the

bazaar and donated all proceeds to a charity.

time, banned any educational institution from the densely packed

part
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downtown area.
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The most suitable area for the school building, she thought, should
offer various fashion-related articles and items and also immerse
students with a fashion atmosphere. After a long search for the ideal
site in Seoul, she finally choose a district near Apgujeong-dong,
which then emerged as the new nexus of Korea’s fashion industry.
Though it was somewhat isolated from the central commercial town,
it offered a more ideal environment for education.
Garosu-gil, where the art galleries of Insa-dong relocated to in the
early 1980s, gained much appeal to the fashion creators and artists
of the 2000s. Consequently, it soon became the best place to catch
up on the latest fashion trends in Seoul.
Students from ESMOD SEOUL could gain fashion tips and learn
about the latest lifestyles by browsing through the stunning
selection of pop-and-mom fashion, furniture, or interior shops and
boutiques, not to mention the exotic cafes and galleries. This area
close to their school that both produced and consumed all things
fashion offered the best educational environment.
In addition, the area became the main stage for the graduates

2nd Sinsa Cultural Festival (2002)
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People who broke down
the barrier of fashion education
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University?
or Private educational institute?
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President PARK decided to introduce a branch of ESMOD to Korea, after long and
careful consideration. However, the situation was not easy to establish this kind of new
school in Korea.
First of all, the government office authorized that ESMOD SEOUL could only be a 3-year private
fashion institution instead of a formal school as Korea’s educational framework permitted only 4-year
university or 2-year colleges. 3-year educational courses were a new concept in Korea at that time.
For the other fashion institutions that had focused on the theory education, the
construction of a branch of ESMOD PARIS in Seoul became big news. However,
no one could have expected to what extent the ESMOD school would influence the
Korean fashion industry given that the educational program of ESMOD was not
known to Korea. The fashion industry desperately needed skilled manpower, which few
‘theory-focused academic circles’ could produce. There were also some doubts that the
ESMOD graduates could break down the deep-rooted social habit of judging someone
primarily based on one’s university background.
In April 1989, Ms. Principal announced the opening of ESMOD SEOUL, and started
promotional activities in earnest. Though the school building had not been completed
yet, one could hear the phone constantly ringing in the temporary office located in
Seongsan-dong, Mapo-gu. The calls were from numerous students, who wanted to
study fashion in foreign countries, and their parents. The opening of ESMOD SEOUL,
where they would get the chance to learn in the most advanced fashion educational
system, in the nation, was big news for them.
Professors Jin Suk JUNG, and Myung Hee KWON, the current Administrator of
General Services, and who were founding members of ESMOD SEOUL, recollect the
time as follows.
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“We could not wait to admit the first new students. As soon as our recruitment
announcement was made, the office became crowded with lots of students and parents.
On May 1, when applications began to be accepted, we all became energized.
“The application deadline was May 30. The number of applicants was over 450, which
well exceeded our enrollment capacity. We were very surprised to see such diverse
people from all walks of life applying to study professional fashion design. Principal
Yoon Chung PARK, and the founding members, then felt an even heavier sense of
responsibility and duty. “
As the number of applicants was more than expected, the interview period was also
prolonged. For a week, they had to interview 60-70 applicants a day. Through a
thorough document screening and interview process, the first 150 students were
selected for ESMOD SEOUL on June 30, 1989.
They began to bravely challenge the belief that had a university diploma, or any
certificate, was more important than personal competency and talent.

A landmark Korean fashion
educational establishment
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In 1992, three years after the first students had completed their 3-year course, Principal
PARK and the other professors threw themselves into finding employment for their
graduates. They were in a different situation from France where ‘Ecole,’ a private
institution, was recognized as a higher education establishment outside the mainstream
framework of the public universities. A 3-year fashion institution was a brand-new
educational system that had never existed before in Korea. It was a totally new concept
to the fashion companies.
Principal PARK started contacting the recruitment managers, in a number of fashion
companies, one-by-one, along with the Secretary of General Affairs Jeong Sun LEE.
They spelled out the benefits of the new school and how they tried to cultivate talented
students.
Only 78 students graduated from the 150 students admitted to the school the first
year. However, from the next year, the situation was totally different. In front of the
new students for the 2nd year, Principal Yoon Chung PARK said, “Among the 2nd
graduates, those who were recommended by the school were all employed. We had
to sweat blood to get our 1st graduates employed because the presence of ESMOD
SEOUL was not well known. We had to motivate all our acquaintances and networks
for them. Now, one year after, the graduates are playing an active role in their working
places and are widely recognized. (Delivered at the congratulatory speech for the
opening ceremony of the school year.)” The companies that have adopted the ESMOD
SEOUL graduates have recognized the excellence of the ESMOD educational program,
finally.
Now, 20 years after the opening of ESMOD SEOUL, graduates still cannot gain a diploma officially
authorized by the Ministry of Education. Recently, the range of institutions that can grant academic
degrees has been extended; new systems such as the ‘academic credit bank system’, ‘cyber university’ and
‘self-degree system’ have also increased. However, ESMOD SEOUL sticks to the original curriculum of
ESMOD instead of compromising in order to gain recognition with an official diploma. This is because
of its faith in ‘one’s real ability’ rather than ‘one’s degree’ or ‘certificate.’
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Though the system remains unchanged, the reality of ESMOD is much changed. An
increasing number of students, who want to gain ‘ability’ rather than an ‘academic
degree’, knock on the door of ESMOD. Now, in the fashion industry, the title ‘ESMOD
graduate’ has become synonymous with credibility. Among the 102 external jurys
invited to the graduation jury show in 2009, 18 graduated from ESMOD SEOUL. Of
those, most are employed in high-level positions, in renowned fashion companies, or
are recognized as outstanding creators.
20 years ago, when only small fashion educational institutions existed in Korea, the appearance of
ESMOD SEOUL was a powerful stimulus for the Korean fashion industry. The co-education of
fashion design and pattern drafting, the company internship program and other educational-industrial
cooperation programs – first introduced by ESMOD SEOUL - are now on offer in many fashion design
departments of many universities. This is true testimony to the high position of ESMOD SEOUL as
the leader of fashion education in Korea.

Donga Ilbo (Apr. 27, 1989)
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Daily Sports (Jan. 15, 1989)

Stories of ESMOD International establishments
offered by the normal universities, ESMOD PARIS has solidified it

the social belief system that valued academic background above

reputation as the world’s best fashion institution.

everything else, so the ESMOD international establishments,

The efforts of the ESMOD branches to grant their graduates

located around the world, have had to develop countermeasures to

university-level degrees have been ceaseless. ESMOD SENAC, for

handle a similar conflict with the official education framework in

example, is run as an attached institution of a vocational college,

each country.

under the umbrella of the Sao Paolo Chamber of Commerce and

After finishing the 3-year fashion design courses, the students

Industry, Brazil. It has offered ‘Courso de Design de Moda’, a 4-year

of ESMOD PARIS receive a 3-level degree or Bac + 2 degree

fashion design course, since 1994, and grants bachelor’s degrees to

authorized by the Ministry of Education in France. In 2007, ESMOD

its graduates.

PARIS radically reformed its existing curriculum to reflect the

ESMOD DUBAI, opened in 2006, was also registered as a university

contemporary fashion industry and now runs a fashion marketing

with the official name of ‘French Fashion University ESMOD

master’s course, creative modelism master’s course, and a fashion

International’. It confers a government-authorized bachelor’s degree

part

business course called ESMOD CNAM. It also provides master’

to students who complete its 3-year course.

01

s courses run under the sisterhood relationship with the Russian

ESMOD LYON, situated in France’s representative textile fashion city,

Design & Technology University. This allows students who finish

enables graduates to go on to the graduate school of Lyon University.

the 1st semester of the master’s course in ESMOD PARIS to

The ESMOD establishments in Japan are also under negotiation

continue their studies in LASALLE-SIA in Singapore.

with the current education authorities in order to grant a university-

By constantly offering high-end fashion educational programs not

level diploma to ESMOD graduates.

“ESMOD PARIS is offering
a high-end fashion educational program
that no university has
even attempted yet.”

Heralds to reveal the future of
Korean fashion

As ESMOD SEOUL has experienced many difficulties in challenging

ESMOD PARIS
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Educational barriers and
challenges to break down them
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Though ESMOD SEOUL has created a new framework and model practices, in terms of fashion
education, which are not available in the mainstream educational system, it has been constantly
confronted with many barriers that it has had to destroy. A stark example of this was the matter of visa
issuance to foreign students.
ESMOD SEOUL decided to offer a scholarship to one of the winners of the ‘Shanghai
International Fashion Design Contest’, from 2005 onwards, in cooperation with the
China Fashion Association. The organizing committee recommended a student named
LI Jun, who had studied fashion design at the Nanjing Art Institution in China, as the
first scholarship student. However, he had to face unexpected challenges. The Ministry
of Law notified ESMOD SEOUL that the visa could only be issued after an invitation
from the president of the university or a registration with a Korean language institution
attached to a university was submitted.
ESMOD SEOUL had to prepare tremendous amounts of support documents to
persuade the manager in the immigration bureau, who had hesitated to even accept the
application for the visa in the first place.
After a long time spent in convincing the government agency of the importance
of the fashion exchange between the two countries, LI Jun finally received a longstay visa. He studied in the women’s wear dept. in ESMOD SEOUL, for the year
commencing Mar. 2006. Since returning to China, he has worked for the Asian
Design Division in ADIDAS, playing an active part in the global market.
As of 2009, Mr. Mun Ak HWANG has been studying in the women’s wear dept. as the
second scholarship student of the China Cup. He, too, faced difficulties in attaining
a visa. However, the successful story of LI Jun led to the matter being resolved more
easily this time. He is now studying very hard towards the second launch of his career.
Recently, many applicants from overseas countries, including Southeast Asia, are contacting ESMOD
SEOUL to learn their entrance requirements. This is very encouraging and an inspirational testimony to
the achievements of ESMOD SEOUL though it is impossible to accept all these applicants due to the
difficulties associated with obtaining a visa.

Why I have chosen ESMOD? – Jeong Su BANG (2nd year student)
I think most people here are standing at the crossroads of their career. And most of them may
hesitate to choose ESMOD because they are not confident of their success, or they might not
have been able to gain permission from parents. I understand where you are coming from
because I was in the same position as you last year.
After I passed the SAT exam for two universities and the exam for ESMOD last year, I was
presented with an interesting dilemma. The universities that had offered me a place were
somewhat famous in the nation; however, I believed ESMOD would be able to actually make
my dream come true. And, I was not alone in thinking this way.
of them advised me to choose one of the universities because I had spent a lot of time to pass
the SAT, and university graduates have a far better chance of securing stable employment. The
difficulties associated with being a success in the fashion world was another important reason
for their opposition to my entrance to ESMOD.
Sensing my ambiguous attitude, even one of the interviewers at ESMOD advised me to accept
the offer of one of the universities as I could study at ESMOD after.
When the deadline for registration to the universities approached, I asked a final question to
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As it was my future at stake, I thought it best to consult my parents, teachers and friends. Most
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myself about what I really wanted. I could hear a voice deep inside my heart saying, “You have
been dreaming of being a great designer. You’ve studied hard not because you want to gain
a diploma but because you want to make your long-cherished dream come true.” I poured my
heart out to my parents after which they finally permitted me to attend ESMOD.
If you have no idea what you want to do, ask yourself one simple question: what do I hope for?
Then express your convictions sincerely to the people concerned and choose ESMOD SEOUL
with confidence. If you want to be an earnest fashion designer, ESMOD is your way.
Taken from the stories and personal experiences of the students
at the ‘Admission Presentation of ESMOD SEOUL’ on Jan. 2008
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Korean fashion companies began to cooperate
with the academic circle
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The first internship program
introduced in the
Korean fashion industry

Plastic Island Internship (Jul. 2006)
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An increasing number of Korean fashion companies are actively operating internship
programs in order to employ talented professionals. As more companies are beginning
to prefer practical abilities to academic degrees, many of them are adopting internship
programs as one way of recruiting full-time employees.
Even 20 years ago, the word ‘intern’ referred to an advanced student or graduate in
medicine gaining supervised practical experience. Now, the term ‘internship program’
relates to hands-on experience programs beyond the boundary of theory-centered
academic research. In fashion schools and the fashion industry, which place a higher
value on practical ability, this system seems the inevitable choice to select professional
talent ready for the workplace.
ESMOD SEOUL was the first to suggest and introduce an internship program in the Korean fashion
industry. 110 students, among the 150 students who were newly admitted to the school, in 1989, were
obliged to work for companies during the summer vacation. It was not an easy thing for the companies
to accept them because they had not even heard about the word ‘intern’ at that time.
Yoon Chung PARK, the Principal of ESMOD SEOUL at that time, called the
companies, one by one, that might have been receptive to offering internship programs
to the students, she emphasized the system’s benefits to the companies as well as to the
school. Among the companies, Nonno, Shinwon, Deco, Sungdo, Printemps, Françoise,
and Original LEE finally decided to create an intern program and open their doors to
ESMOD students.
Through the industrial training program, companies could secure useful personnel and
students could gain invaluable industrial experience in preparation for their careers
proper. In this way, ESMOD SEOUL was ahead of the times as the first institution
that foresaw the usefulness of internship programs.
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Settlement of internship programs
in the fashion industry
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Once several fashion companies had opened their doors to the trainees, the internship
program settled down into a win-win situation for both the companies and the school.
The system has considerably helped students to grasp the atmosphere and
characteristics of the fashion industry, to choose a job suitable to their aptitude and to
adapt themselves to corporate life. In addition, the internship program has led students
to the ‘field of living education’ by allowing them to apply their academic knowledge in
an actual working place.
Previously, the companies have been satisfied with the fashion-related departments
of universities and the ‘theory-driven intelligent people’ they produced. Though
there was an oversupply of university graduates, the fashion industry suffered from
a lack of right kind of person being used in the right position. This was because the
fashion design institutions or schools had disregarded the principles of the market
and had not lived up to the requirements of the companies and industries. Thus,
the Korea Federation of Textile Industries and ESMOD SEOUL came together to
host an International symposium, on Feb. 14, 1996, to find ways to foster talented
professionals in the 21st century. (Korea Federation of Textile Industries and ESMOD SEOUL co-hosted
‘International Symposium for the 21st Fashion Education’)

As more and more fashion companies accepted ESMOD SEOUL students as their trainees, the Korean
fashion companies increasingly had to adapt so as to support more specialized fashion education to meet
the actual demands of the industry. Positive responses to the hands-on internship program were not slow
in forthcoming.
Recently, Korean fashion companies have been energized by students armed with fresh
ideas and a pioneering sense of design. The internship program they have offered ensures
that the companies secure excellent personnel that will enhance the company image.
As ESMOD graduates are recognized more widely in the fashion industry, the
renowned fashion brands of large-scale companies, which have long offered separate
programs for trainees, opened their doors to include graduates of private fashion
institutes.
52

Companies that innovated their recruitment systems
–Dae Yun WON (Former Principal of the Fashion Division in Cheil Industries and
Chairman of the Korea Fashion Association)
The characteristics of the fashion industry are very different to those of other industries
such as electronics, machinery, and finance. By nature, the fashion industry requires marked
individuality and an artistic nature. ‘You should not knock on the door unless you are crazy
about fashion!’ This is what I intended to add to the recruitment notice when I removed the
limitations of academic background and majors from the hiring specifications and added that
passion and talent for fashion was vital, instead.
industrial-educational cooperation training system aimed to identify exceptional talent that
was industry ready. The students recommended by each university took the in-service training
program and learned the company’s basic design practices over the course of three weeks.
They were given assignments, which were presented during the graduation ceremony. The
head of the design section and other management, including me, participated in the event and
evaluated their works meticulously. The students who passed our screening process were hired
immediately and welcomed into our company.
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I set up a 3-week summer internship course for the applicants for the designer position. The
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However, there was specific reason that our company adopted this new hiring process. When I
was the general manager of the clothes division of Cheil Industries, I was appointed as a judge
of the graduation fashion show of ESMOD SEOUL. I attended it without much expectation
because the school was somewhat unfamiliar to me. However, the quality of the student’s
work was beyond all expectation. Their work had a higher practical value, even compared to
university graduates. I chose one fashion designer and one pattern drafter from the school.
Following this, I transformed our recruitment system to be inclusive of graduates from the
design institution. That was a good attempt to abolish the discrimination according to one’s
academic background, which, up until then, had been universally accepted in Korean society.
- In ‘Design Your Value’ authored by Dae Yun WON
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Workshop for
academic-industrial cooperation

Designs are selected at SSamzie Market Workshop (Jul. 2007)
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The workshop course started in 1997 was a new system for the 2nd year students,
following the internship program for the 3rd year students. To introduce this workshop
into Korea (actively run by various ESMOD campuses in cooperation with fashion
companies in their respective countries to facilitate the ‘education customized to
company’ ethos), the officials of ESMOD had to embark on a long and rocky road.
To implement an educational-industrial-collaboration based workshop, where the participating students
had to design garments ideal to a specific brand, and the working-level officials in the design sectors
evaluated such work; the active cooperation of the company was an essential prerequisite. Explaining the
concept of the company brand, the evaluation and screening of students, and supporting textiles were
inclusive to the process of students becoming capable designers in the company. In addition, students
were able to receive instruction on market surveys, product planning, and collection planning.
In 1997, Principal Yoon Chung PARK opened the first workshop with TAESEUNG
Trading. Choosing the brand that students were most receptive to as well as a company
most receptive to the sparkling ideas of the young students was the most important
factors for selecting a suitable partner company. In this respect, TAESEUNG Trading
was the ideal partner for the workshop as it had attracted much attention for its openminded corporate culture. Mr. Seung Pyo HONG, the vice president at the time also
agreed with this policy.
In the workshop, 2nd year students became designers for NIX and STORM and
conducted a store-to-store visit to perform a market survey. They also joined in the
brand concept presentation to analyze products and conceived the idea for the F/W
seasonal collection of 1997. In fact, companies that had previously had no experience
with workshops of this nature were initially reluctant to reveal their confidential inhouse information, such as their positioning strategies, product planning strategies,
and plans for their forthcoming seasonal collections, to the students. However, through
several workshops, they found it not only possible but essential to integrate the
industrial and academic sectors through the acceptance and commercialization of the
creative ideas of students.

Educational-industrial cooperation started
company would not reject their request as it was located near the

corporate values’, provides a great selection of programs carefully

school. However, the personnel manager slammed the door shut

networked to relevant companies. After a close observation of

on their proposal saying, “We only accept university graduates.”

the companies or brands that were highlighted, according to the

Deeply discouraged and in a state of despair, Principal Yoon Chung

fashion trends of each year, ESMOD then sounded out them about

PARK resolved never to forget those insulting remarks. This story

internship programs, workshop and recruitment possibilities.

has been repeated by all the teachers and staff of ESMOD over the

As of 2008, the 3rd year students have experienced internship

last 20 years.

programs at 52 brands of 39 companies. However, the corporate

There is another example. In 2003, Ms Yun Seon LEE, head

training programs were initially as unwelcome as they were not

professor of the stylism department, visited ‘B’ company to seek

expected. ESMOD had to face a myriad of difficulties ranging from

support for ESMOD’s industrial training workshop. After listening to

the lack of understanding, on the part of companies, regarding their

Professor LEE explain the situation, the company official said, “We

advanced educational system to the discrimination, inherent within

have only ever considered universities as workshop partners. But I’

part

Korean companies, against an individual’s educational background.

ll accept your proposal because you look credible.”
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The hardest challenge ESMOD SEOUL faced, in the initial stages,

When Professor LEE reported back to Principal PARK she said, “If

was the difficulty in securing employment for their students. In

the workshop is dependent on a favor being done for one person,

1992, the 1st group of graduates was produced. However, not one

we don’t need such a workshop. Please find other company that

company showed an interest in employing them, which was natural

will do its best to cooperate with our students.” However, as the

considering that ESMOD was not then well known. The management

brand of the company had been chosen by the students, they

of ESMOD had made the mistake of believing that the talented

proceeded to establish a workshop with the ‘B’ company. Later,

individuals produced by the school would be warmly welcomed by

after recognizing the systematic working process of ESMOD and

many companies. Thus, the entire staff of ESMOD had to throw

the high-quality work of its students, the company changed its

themselves into persuading companies to accept their graduates.

passive attitude and began to positively cooperate with ESMOD.

Principal Yoon Chung PARK and the Secretary of General Affairs

In addition, the company agreed to put on public sale the new and

Jeong Sun LEE first visited ‘A’ company, which had newly emerged

fresh works produced by students during the workshop.

Heralds to reveal the future of
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ESMOD, which has been pursuing ‘education customized to

and stepped straight into the spotlight at the time. They thought the
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Learn the fashion of Paris in Seoul
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Network of
ESMOD PARIS
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ESMOD is the abbreviation of ‘Ecole Superieure des Arts et Techniques de la Mode’,
which means ‘School of Superior Arts and Techniques of Fashion’. In 1841, Alexis
LAVIGNE, who had tailored the royal costume of Napoleon III, created the first
fashion school in the world.
Alexis LAVIGNE invented many tools of the fashion industry that are still used today
such as soft metric ribbon and the manikin. In addition, he drastically improved the
costume culture of Europe by patenting the technology he invented and publishing
Alexis LAVIGNE, founder of ESMOD
his cutting methods books. The measuring tape and manikin printed on corporate
identity or other types of material offered by ESMOD pay tribute to the memory of
Alexis LAVIGNE.
In 1976, Paul DOUARINOU and Annette GOLDSTEIN acquired the school from
the descendents of the LAVIGNE Family. As of 2009, NINO Satoru is the President of
the ESMOD International Group.
Currently, the ESMOD network accounts for 20 campuses in 13 countries, which is a unique feature of
ESMOD found in no other fashion school in the world.
ESMOD International compares the educational achievements of every establishment
and maps out a curriculum during its International Meeting. ESMOD PARIS offers
professional training programs for all the faculties of all the campuses in the world as
well as student exchange programs to ensure the exchange of fashion concepts from
around the world.
What makes ESMOD synonymous with ‘global fashion’ may have something to
do with the time-proven know how it has accumulated over 169 years of being an
academic fashion institution and the ‘first fashion school.’ However, the well-organized
international network of ESMOD has proven to be the most important factor in it
being recognized as the best fashion school by the global fashion sector.
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MOSCOW

PARIS

ROUBAIX
BERLIN

RENNES
BORDEAUX
LYON
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MUNICH

BEIJING

OSLO
TUNIS
SOUSSE

SEOUL

BEIRUT
DUBAI

TOKYO
DAMAS JAKARTA

OSAKA

SAO PAULO

ESMOD BERLIN www.esmod.de

ESMOD LYON www.esmod.com

ESMOD BEIJING www.esmodbeijing.com

ESMOD BERLIN was opened in the former territory of
East Berlin in 1994 before Berlin became the capital
of united Germany. The German establishment newly
added a denim fabric course to its traditional classes for
women’s wear, men’s wear, lingerie, and stage costumes.
ESMOD BERLIN was the only school to offer this new
course among the ESMOD establishments in Europe.
The course is operated under a close agreement with
Mustang Jeans, Europe’s largest jeans wear brand.

Lyon is the Mecca of the fashion and textile industries
with its silk production and printing tradition stretching
back 450 years. Due to the close proximity of southern
and northern Europe, many students from various
European countries have attended the school since
1991 when the school was opened. The local textile
and garment industries made it easier to run diverse
industrial cooperative education programs.

In 2004 ESMOD BEIJING opened in the CBD Business
Center building, which is the most flourished building
in Beijing. ESMOD BEIJING has been widely supported
by the Chinese government, the local fashion industry
and academic circles since its foundation. Currently, 160
students are enrolled at this school. Only a women’s
wear program is currently open to 3rd year students.

ESMOD BEIRUT www.esmodbeyrouth.com
ESMOD BEIRUT, opened in Sept. 1999, is situated in Ain
El Merece아인 엘 므레세, the downtown area of Lebanon’s
capital Beirut. It offers women’s wear, men’s wear, and
kids’ wear courses and world renowned Haute Couture
designer Elie SAAB is the art director there and active
teacher.

ESMOD BORDEAUX www.esmod.com
Established in 1991, ESMOD BORDEAUX is located
in fashionable Bordeaux, in South-east France, where
numerous upscale fashion shops are clustered together.
Having a long history of brisk trade with England, the
area has been the birthplace of such world-class brands
as Oxbow and Quick-silver. It is also close to LECTRA, the
state-of-the-art CAD equipment providers, and offers the
ideal environment in which to learn fashion. The school
offers 2-year programs.

Leveraging its geographical edges as gateways to both
the East and the West, and respecting the mixture and
harmony of the many cultures, ESMOD DAMASCUS
has built up a reputation as Syria’s first fashion school.
Only a women’s wear class is currently open to 3rd year
students.

FRENCH FASHION UNIVERSITY
ESMOD INTERNATIONAL DUBAI
www.french-fashion-university.com
ESMOD DUBAI, which was opened in Oct. 2006, is
officially registered as university. In addition to the
3-year regular course, a 2-year evening course, optional
atelier course, and short-term ‘SOS couture’ course are
also provided. All lessons are offered in English, and it
accommodates only 50 elite students per year.

ESMOD JAKARTA www.esmodjakarta.com
ESMOD JAKARTA was established in Sept. 1996 with
the support of the Design Development Foundation of
Indonesia. In order to train young talent and inject fresh
blood into the Indonesian fashion industry, this ESMOD
branch has been pushing a lot of industrial cooperative
educational programs. About 120 students, including the
foreign students attending ESMOD JAKARTA, have had
great success in a series of international fashion contests.

A fashion marketing Master’s degree program,
associated with ESMOD PARIS, is expected to open
within the Moscow Design and Technology University in
late 2009.

ESMOD MUNICH www.esmod.de
ESMOD MUNICH situated in Gartnerplatz, one of the
most beautiful and energetic districts in Munich, was
opened in 1989. It accommodates over 180 students
from Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, and Russia
and pushes a cooperative program with famous fashion
companies such as Triumph International, the largest
lingerie company in the world.
ESMOD OSAKA www.esmodjapon.co.jp
In 1994, 10 years after ESMOD TOKYO was opened, the
second ESMOD establishment was built in downtown
Osaka. The new school offers regular courses for women’
s wear and men’s wear and special programs associated
with the Kobe Costume Museum to over 240 students.

ESMOD OSLO www.esmod.no
Celebrating the 17th anniversary of its foundation,
ESMOD OSLO specializes in the types fur products
that are commonplace on the Scandinavian Peninsular.
The school building commands the finest view of some
breathtakingly scenic beauty as it stands in front of Oslo
Harbor. The shops selling fur products on a nearby street
provides an invigorating climate for the students. Most
of the students at ESMOD OSLO major in marketing as
the Norwegian people value practicality highly. Most of
the educational programs are co-run by the Norwegian
fashion companies.

ESMOD PARIS www.esmod.com
Every year, ESMOD PARIS is swarmed with thousands of
aspiring designers from more than 60 countries. Stylism
and modelism courses are offered on a 3-year basis,
and each course is divided into eight majors – women’s
wear, nouvelle couture, men’s wear, kids’ wear, lingerie,
stage costumes, accessories, and knitwear. True to its
reputation, ESMOD PARIS exists in cooperation with
the entire spectrum of fashion companies in the running
of ISEM - its fashion business course ranging from
production planning, marketing and fashion journals to
promotion – in addition to the basic clothes production
and pattern drafting courses.

ESMOD RENNES, founded in 1989, sits in the heart of the
downtown Rennes, which is famous as the college polis
in the northwestern region of France. Fronting the sea, the
region has the tradition of producing sweaters or functional
garments for the local seamen. Like those of ESMOD
BORDEAUX, the students finishing the 2-year course are
allowed to study one more year in ESMOD PARIS.

ESMOD ROUBAIX

www.esmod.com

ESMOD ROUBAIX, located in the northwestern region of
France, was opened in 1994 by the leading figures of the
Roubaix textile industry. The industry has maintained a
close relationship with the other neighboring schools that
teach management, architecture, and graphics, as well
as the companies in other industries. ESMOD ROUBAIX
provides women’s wear, men’s wear, and kids’ wear and
is preparing for the 2nd opening of its ISEM course in
Sept. 2009, following in the footsteps of ESMOD PARIS.

ESMOD SAO PAULO/SENAC www.sp.senac.br
ESMOD SENAC, which belongs to the Sao Paulo
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, accommodates a
total of 500 students and targets the mammoth market
of Latin America. The world-famous fashion designer
Alexandre Herchovich has served this school. ESMOD
SENAC became a formal 4-year university due to a
change in the Brazilian educational framework in 2003. It
has enjoyed an uncontested position in Latin America.

ESMOD SOUSSE www.esmod.com.tn
Sousse, Tunisia’s 3rd largest city, welcomed its very
own ESMOD branch in 1997 following ESMOD TUNISIA.
ESMOD SOUSSE offers 3-year educational courses.
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ESMOD DAMAS www.esmod-syrie.com

ESMOD RENNES www.esmod.com
ESMOD MOSCOW www.pk-design.com

ESMOD TOKYO www.esmodjapon.co.jp
ESMOD TOKYO, opened in 1984, was the first overseas
branch of ESMOD International. More than 430 students
with various nationalities are enrolled at this school.
There is a special course on offer for those students who
aspire to study at ESMOD PARIS.

ESMOD TUNIS www.esmod.com.tn
ESMOD TUNISIA, situated in the capital of Tunisia, will
mark its 20th anniversary in 2009, like ESMOD SEOUL.
Tunisia faces the Mediterranean Sea and so has been
one of the largest trade cities to export textiles and
clothes. Fashion items have been the flagship export for
the country.
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ESMOD SEOUL, the bridge
connecting Korea and France
President Yoon Chung PARK was awarded with Chevalier de l’Ordre
National du Mérite by the French government. It was personally
bestowed upon her by Jean-Paul REAU, the French Ambassador to
Korea, on Nov. 23, 2000, for her distinguished service in introducing
the fashion and culture of Paris to Korea.
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Not resting on its laurels of adopting the fashion educational framework of ESMOD PARIS and
fostering professional talent, ESMOD SEOUL has contributed considerably to the cultural exchange
between Korea and France.
In 2006, which marked the 120th anniversary of Korea-France diplomatic relations, the
exhibition titled ‘Au-delà du vêtement’ (Beyond Clothes) was held at the Art Nouveau
Hall in ESMOD SEOUL. Here, a global view was proposed for the relationship
between the fashion and art worlds. Hosted by the Centre Culturel Français de Séoul,
and co-sponsored by ESMOD SEOUL and Alliance Française, the exhibition featured
18 exhibits of video art produced by the world-class fashion designers. It also displayed
T-shirts reformed by the 1st year students of ESMOD SEOUL to celebrate the 120th
anniversary of Korea-France diplomatic relations.
In addition, ESMOD SEOUL has also been actively promoting traditional Korean fashion
culture to the French citizens residing in the nation. This has been achieved by showcasing
students’ graduation pieces in the gala event for the AFC (Association des Francophones de
Corée), the social gathering in Korea for residents from French-speaking countries.

The exhibition titled ‘Au-delà du vêtement’ (Beyond Clothes) was to celebrate the 120th anniversary of Korea-France diplomatic relations. (Sep. 2006).
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Presidental Meeting of
ESMOD International

Participants in the international meeting held in ESMOD PARIS (Jul. 2007).
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ESMOD International has held an international meeting named ‘Semaine
Internationale’ once a year since 1990. This meeting enables the adjustment of
the educational activities of every ESMOD establishment to ensure its highquality educational content is properly disseminated. Based on the decisions of the
international meeting, all the curriculums of each school are revised, programs are
reformed, and new courses are created.
The representative works of students are compared and evaluated here. Professors
from each campus compare and review representative stylism portfolios and
modelism works. In exceptional cases, the work being evaluated will be used as a
model for the particular curriculum.
The international meeting takes place in line with the graduation fashion show of the host country, and
showcase pieces from each establishment are included also in the graduation fashion show.
An international symposium is also held in line with the international meeting, where
administrators and professors of many different nationalities gather together. In the
Tokyo Fashion Forum in 1991, the Berlin Symposium in 1997, and the Sao Paulo
Symposium in 1998, participants checked the educational status of each country and
came up with measures to advance the educational system. An international symposium
titled ‘Fashion Education in the 21st Century’ was hosted, along with the international
meeting, in Seoul in 1996. At the Tokyo symposium held in Nov. 2008, under the
theme of ‘Industrial Cooperative Educational Collaboration,’ ESMOD SEOUL gave a
presentation on ‘Sustainable Cooperation with YKK Korea.’
The international meeting is held at each ESMOD campus in turn. The first meeting
took place in Tokyo in 1990, followed by Paris, Munich, Oslo, Brazil, and Beirut.
ESMOD SEOUL hosted the meeting in Feb. 1996 and will host it again in Nov. 2009
to mark the 20th anniversary of its opening.
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The ESMOD international fashion show hosted along with the international meeting
offers a valuable opportunity to gain a ‘one look’ global perspective of the current
cultural characteristics and trends in the world of fashion.
As the international show acts as a social gathering for the ESMOD professors and global fashion
celebrities, it has become one of the most exclusive events of ESMOD International.
As the international show has grown into such a big event in the fashion, cultural and
art worlds, it tends to take place in a cultural heritage, museum or the trendiest place
that best demonstrates the current cultural climate of the host country.
Clear examples of such venues include the Musée Galliera and Moulin Rouge in Paris;
the Zouk-Mikael outdoor theater (a cultural heritage) in Beirut; and the 700-yearold temple Ikegami Honmonji in Tokyo. In the international show, you can meet the
mayor of the host city, ambassadors, prime ministers, and other luminaries not to
mention celebrities from the fashion industry.

ESMOD International fashion show held during the International Meeting in Tokyo (Nov. 2008).
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Jury of
ESMOD PARIS

Paco RABANNE and President Yoon Chung PARK (Jun. 1990)
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According to regulations, all the graduation pieces of the various ESMOD schools are
evaluated by a review committee composed of professionals not connected to the schools.
Thus, every time a review of the graduation pieces was held many prominent figures of
the fashion world made sure they were present. The review of the graduation pieces at
ESMOD PARIS is one of the most important events in the Paris fashion industry, and
more than 170 celebrities participate as juries for the various sectors including women’s
wear, men’s wear, kids’ wear, stage costumes, haute couture, and accessories.
The composition of the juries offers a fast glimpse of the advanced mindset adopted
by ESMOD to reflect the fast-changing trends of the fashion industry. The review
committee, usually composed of designers and creators, is now expanding its members
to include product merchandisers from famous department stores, such as Galerie
Lafayette, Printemps, and Colette. With the increasing collaboration between
the fashion and art sectors, various artists in dramas, movies, music, pure art and
consultants from fashion-related information providers, such as Nelly RODI and
Peclers Paris, were appointed to the review committee.
ESMOD SEOUL has also expanded its relationship with famous designers from
various countries by attending the review committee. The event provided valuable
chances to get acquainted with famous actresses, such as Catherine DENEUVE; as well
as high-profile designers the likes of J.C.CASTELBAJAC, the former art director of
ESMOD PARIS; Paco RABANNE; Christian LACROIX; Romeo GIGLI; Jean-Claude
JITROIS; and Junko SHIMADA.
President Yoon Chung PARK has a close relationship with Nelly RODI and Chantal
THOMASS, the most revered lingerie designers in the world. Chantal THOMASS
has twice visited Korea to evaluate graduation pieces of ESMOD SEOUL students.
Whenever any presentation was hosted by Nelly RODI, the world-renowned fashion
information company in Korea, ESMOD SEOUL has acquired its materials on trends
and fashion for use in class.
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An identical curriculum
and educational system to
ESMOD PARIS is offered
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ESMOD SEOUL aims to offer the highest level of fashion educational content in the
nation. Because Korea lacked a professional fashion institution prior to the opening
of ESMOD SEOUL, it adopted the advanced curriculum and educational system of
ESMOD PARIS and set a new paradigm for fashion education in Korea.
The hands-on educational system centering on ready made clothes and an equal
emphasis on stylism and modelism are the basic educational principles for all the
ESMOD establishments across the world. In particular, ESMOD SEOUL drew the
spotlight for its successful educational achievements in terms of unique materials and
methodologies.
ESMOD SEOUL has added a new global fashion training methodology based on its international
network with the 169-year-old traditional pedagogy of ESMOD.
In addition, ESMOD SEOUL has run its own programs that are receptive to the everchanging global fashion trends and latest information, most of which were obtained
from the yearly international meeting.
Professor Eve BERTERO of ESMOD PARIS said, “ESMOD SEOUL might fool me
into believing all the ESMOD establishments scattered across the world function as a
trend information provider. It would be impossible for other fashion schools that do
not have this kind of network.”

Professor training program at
ESMOD PARIS

part
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The professor training course provided by ESMOD PARIS is part of the strategy of ESMOD
International to engage professors, at every ESMOD establishment, across the world, with a unified
educational principle incorporating a global view cognizant of the latest trends.
ESMOD SEOUL professors have participated in this course from day one. Professors
Jin Suk JUNG, and Hae Lim CHANG were selected and trained for three months
at ESMOD PARIS so as to taste and inherit the spirit of the headquarters to lay the
foundation for the new tradition at ESMOD SEOUL. They had to cope with the hard
training course, playing many roles as assistant teachers, leading mock classes using
various teaching methods, and collecting class materials.
Professor Young Soon SOHN, who participated in the Paris training course in 1992
said, “The professor training course at the headquarters of ESMOD PARIS is famous
for its thorough and well-organized schedule. ESMOD SEOUL has inherited this
tradition intact.”
Whenever there is a need to reshuffle the educational programs, to open new courses
for lingerie or fashion marketing, or to have professors refreshed, ESMOD SEOUL
utilizes the professor training program of ESMOD PARIS.
Caption) ESMOD PARIS 교수 연수 프로그램에 참가한 In Su HONG 교수(좌측 다섯 번째)와 Jung Suk SHIN 교수(우측 세 번
째)(2006.7)

Professor In Su HONGfifth person from the left and Professor Jung Suk SHINthird person from the right as part of the professor training program in ESMOD PARIS (Jul. 2006)
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Towards a better education
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ESMOD, created by Alexis LAVIGNE, in 1841, has led the way in fashion education
whenever a new turning point presented itself. In the 1960s and 1970s, when the
industrialization and globalization of the fashion industry accelerated, ESMOD has
adopted both styilsm and modelism to better cater to the demands of the actual market.
In Sep. 1999, with the 21st century looming, ESMOD PARIS and the other
branches embarked on a drastic renovation of their educational system. To respond
to a new century characterized by globalization and information, they prepared a
new educational program focused on training professional talent receptive to the
requirements of fashion industry. They then reviewed the guidelines, product plans,
and style drawings used in over 60 fashion companies to realize the new ‘corporatefriendly educational’ principle of ESMOD.
In addition, they devised a curriculum to foster the emotional and artistic talents of their students
realizing that these might serve as the wellspring of creativity. The class that had been bisected into
stylism and modelism became more segmented, and the elective subjects in the liberal arts were
incorporated into the regular curriculum.
ESMOD SEOUL has eagerly adopted the purposes and methodologies of the
educational reforms triggered by ESMOD in Europe by participating in the training
course at ESMOD PARIS. In Su HONG, a professor in the stylism department, who
had attended the training course in Paris, took control of the renewal program in
Seoul. He said, “The educational content accumulated over a long time was reinforced
through deliberation with the professors from the other global branches of ESMOD. I
was so proud of having participated with them to create a new vision for a new century.
In addition, it was once again confirmed that ESMOD’s strength comes from its
vibrant and robust global network.

Global education
through the ESMOD network

part
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ESMOD International is the largest organization of its kind with 20 establishments
in 13 countries worldwide. One of the biggest benefits for ESMOD students, in every
country, is the student exchange program.
ESMOD SEOUL sends those students with the requisite linguistic ability, academic record and high
interview score to one of the overseas ESMOD branches for four to six weeks. The students participating
in the program can stay with local ESMOD students, experience their unique culture and learn the local
language. The credit acquired at the overseas branches is also recognized.
Starting with Mi Na KIM (the first exchange student), who had attended ESMOD
BERLIN before joining ESMOD SEOUL in 1996, many students, throughout the
various ESMOD branches, now exploit this useful program every year.
At ESMOD SEOUL, the prize winners of the graduation fashion show and those who
achieved the best scores in each major class are awarded with flight tickets and hotel
coupons, which are supported by sponsors. Thus, these distinguished students are
offered valuable chances to visit various fashion cities worldwide such as Paris, Tokyo,
and London to extend their knowledge and experience.
The designers of graduation pieces selected as prize winners have the honor of working
as interns, following graduation, in world-class companies such as Frédéric STROBEL,
Pierre BALMAIN, J.C. CASTELBAJAC, Jacardi, Franck SORBIER, and Chantal
THOMASS.
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Exchange student to ESMOD PARIS

After undertaking company training at the Paris Yohji Yamamoto and Comme des Garçons
-Min Jung YOO (16th graduating year/Assistant Manager, Overseas Business Department, Galleria Department Store)
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At first, I had knocked the door out of sheer, insatiable curiosity, but

acceptance e-mail. While working as a commercial assistant, I was

my wish soon then become a reality. I was selected as a 3rd year

very busy, but I simply cannot forget the buyer showroom work that

exchange student for the ESMOD PARIS marketing program!

I handled and the fantastic women’s wear show.

On the first day of class at ESMOD PARIS, the professor was

After returning to Korea, I completed my company training; I once

concerned for me, asking if I could adequately follow the class. With

again apply for the design sector in Paris. And I completed the

time, however, I enjoyed the class immensely since the professor

immensely challenging three-week long training program after

evaluated my presentations positively. Although getting up at dawn,

obtaining the approval of the Comme des Garçons, which I had

while still dark, to attend classes for eight hours was not easy by any

always been interested in. The reason that I stretched myself so

means, I found even going to the restroom wasteful since I did not

thin - event though I knew that an internship had to be at least six

want to miss a single minute of the professor’s lectures.

months-long to be considered experience - was because I wanted to

One day, while reading the bulletin board in school, my heart

observe the differentiated company management style of the CDG up

palpitated wildly. There were many companies ranging from the

close so as to learn the secrets of its success or at the very least, get

designer brands, such as Jean Paul Gaultier and John Galliano;

hints). Now that the training is complete, I can dare to say that I did

the luxury brands, such as Chanel and Dior; and the low priced

learn about the secrets of its success. Now, I am journeying through

young casual wear brands advertising to hire interns, living up to

the career of my choice since I am working as an assistant manager

the reputation that in France internships are a way of life. I applied

in the overseas business department of the galleria department

to Yohji Yamamoto, which is a brand that I had always liked,

store. The two internships while studying in Paris as an exchange

and I simply could not contain my joy the moment I received the

student were ‘dreams come true’ projects for me.

The two internships while studying
in Paris as an exchange student were
‘dreams come true’ projects for me.

Min Jung YOO at Paris Yohji Yamamoto (first on the right). (Jan. 2006)
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Exchange students of ESMOD BERLIN

Finding the Orientally themed design
In line with the new semester in 2007, three ESMOD BERLIN students
Marietta AURAS, Maria KANDZI, and Guillaume DIQUELOU paid a visit
to ESMOD SEOUL as exchange students. They took 2nd year classes in
stylism and modelism for four weeks. During that time, they conducted
much research into Korean culture and the fashion market.
Based on their research of the trends affecting Korean fashion culture,
they designed various items during their 4-week-long styilsm class.
Due to the different academic calendars of the European and Korean
school (the European one had begun in Sept.), a special modelism class
was scheduled for the three German students. In the class, the German
students designed and made real-sized tailored jackets
Guillaume said that he was very impressed by the teachers who

Three students from ESMOD BERLIN in the modelism class (Mar. 2007)

The three students attended the Seoul collection to watch the

natural that most of the world’s famous modelists come from the

fashion show held by the ESMOD alumni association. They also

Oriental countries like Korea or Japan. They must have learned

explored Seoul’s fashion downtown including Dongdaemun Market,

their draping patterns from such strict and punctilious professors

various department stores, and the shops in Apgujeong-dong. In

quite different from those in Germany.”

addition, they experienced traditional Korean culture during their

Professor Young Soon SOHN who taught the three German students

stay in a hanok (traditional Korean house) in Jeonju city.

said, “By using the tailored jackets designed by them during the

Back in Berlin, the students wrote letters to ESMOD SEOUL expressing

class, we could overcome the linguistic barrier and communicate with

their regrets that their stay couldn’t have been longer in order for

each other with only a few words and gestures. They were familiar

them to become fully familiar with their Korean friends and school life

with the highly-disciplined class atmosphere, and I felt that every

there. “We want to make our graduation pieces using hanji (traditional

ESMOD branch must instill the same work ethos into its programs.”

Korean paper) textiles, or a design with an Oriental flavor.”
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carefully customized their lessons to each student. “It seems

part

Foreign students in short-term class
Besides the student exchange program, ESMOD SEOUL also offers other short-term programs to foreigners. One of them
is the scholarship program provided to the winners of the ‘Shanghai International Fashion Design Contest’. This program,
which commenced in 2005, is operated in cooperation with the China Fashion Association. The first beneficiary was
LI Jun, who graduated from the Nanjing Art Institute Fashion Design School. He studied in ESMOD SEOUL, in 2006, in
the women’s wear department as a 3rd year student and gained a diploma here. “I was particularly impressed with the
face-to-face learning methods. Every teacher respected the thoughts and points of view of the individual. I felt I was
esteemed. I will always remember ESMOD SEOUL as a 2nd mother to me who reared me with all her heart.
As of 2009, Mr. HUANG Wene is studying in the women’s wear dept. as the second scholarship student of the China Cup.
He graduated from South China University, Fashion Design Dept.
LI Jun, the winner of the China Cup, second from the left (Jul. 2006)
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To become an authentic fashion designer
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A parallel fashion design and
pattern drafting education
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One of the most outstanding characteristics of ESMOD SEOUL that cannot be found in other fashion
institutes lies in its parallel fashion design and pattern drafting educational system.
In ESMOD SEOUL, stylism and modelism are equally emphasized to foster holistic
fashion professionals. It was this parallel educational system that acted as the determining
factor in motivating President PARK to create a new ESMOD branch in Seoul.
With only style-centered design programs (which are highly valued in fashion
education), it is impossible to train authentic professional designers who can make any
type of clothes. Moreover, modelism is essential for making Western-styled costumes
that are totally different to traditional Korean outfits. However, it takes much time
and effort to complete the long modelism course. Thus, certain students at ESMOD
SEOUL who feel the class to be too taxing can take a short-term modelsim course at
ESMOD PARIS.
Undertaking the 30 hours of classes per week and the heavy burden of assignments
at ESMOD SEOUL is certainly challenging. But this testing experience stretches
the abilities and skills of the students so that they quickly become accustomed to the
demands of the labor market prior to graduating from the school.
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Recollections of President Yoon Chung PARK

Stylist or modelist?
Yoon Chung PARK, the President, had worked for Nora Noh
boutique for 10 years as a designer and never did she hesitate to
handle the most difficult types of work, such as going back and
forth between the markets and the plants, following her graduation
from university in order to become a senior designer. She was
driven by the aspiration to become a designer and decided to move
to New York as soon as her first show, held in Hawaii, under the
name of “House of Nora Noh,” had finished.
She went to New York and had an interview with a clothing
company. At the time, she was filled with self-confidence as she
felt that she had learned enough in and out of the clothing business
part

while working in Korea for 10 years. However, the questions

02

thrown out to her by the HR representative of the US company
caught her completely her off guard.
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“Are you a stylist (someone who designs) or a modelist (a person
who makes the pattern for clothes)?”
When she answered, “I can do anything,” the interviewer laughed
as if she had not made sense and asked her once again, “what is
your area of specialty?”
This was the moment when her ability to make any type of
clothes, due to her 10 years of practical experience, was being
underestimated in the US where the emphasis was placed on
specialization. Fortunately, the interviewer scored her well enough
to pass the interview, due to her pointing out that she had made the
very clothes she was wearing at the time. However, she remembers
this moment as the time when she realized that fashion education
in Korea was not specialized enough. This was the turning point for
Designer Yoon Chung PARK in a business suit (1966)
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her to later establish ESMOD SEOUL.

Interview

Designers who recruit the graduates of ESMOD SEOUL
Gu Ho JUNG, managing director of Cheil Industries

ESMOD SEOUL graduates are very different from those who

Whenever I meet graduates of ESMOD SEOUL, I expect to

graduate universities or other institutes. Indeed, many students

encounter the newest trends and my expectations are never

who have studied fashion for 3 years do not seem to boast the skill

disappointed. They always look for something new with a spirit of

set, temperament or aptitude of those that have graduated from

challenge and produce wonderful results. They also inspire me to

ESMOD SEOUL.

pioneer into new areas and to summon up the courage deep inside

The graduates of ESMOD SEOUL seem to be the equals of

me. Working with them always makes me think twice about what I

experienced professionals who have worked in a company for over

am currently doing.

two years. If you admit well-educated students, you can quickly

I have attended the draping pattern class of ESMOD SEOUL held

sense their difference.

especially for professionals working in a company. The class helped

Another merit of the ESMOD graduates is that they are ready and

me to develop sets of applied specialties and gave me a greater

able to be ‘real designers.’ Generally, new recruits of a company

understanding and deeper insight into fashion. I believe ESMOD

part

have to undertake boring and unchallenging chores. The graduates

will produce a lot of great designers like the ESMOD graduate

02

of ESMOD SEOUL, however, have a different attitude towards

Wook Jun JUNG, who has already made quite a name for himself

these jobs and work hard however humble the work might be; they

in the world of fashion.

possess a sense of ownership for everything they do.

“The graduates of ESMOD SEOUL
seem to be the equals of experienced
professionals who have worked in a
company for over two years. If you
admit well-educated students, you
can quickly sense their difference.”

“They always look for something new
with a spirit of challenge and produce
wonderful results.”
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Designer Eun Hwan OH
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ESMOD firstly introduced
the segmented major classes
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ESMOD is the only fashion education institute in the nation that runs a major system classified into
types of wear. As of 2009, four major sectors – women’s wear, men’s wear, kids’ wear, and lingerie – are
open and 3rd year students select their major among these four categories. The 3rd year students focus
their research on one theme to create their own collection. Thus, the major programs for them are so
carefully-organized that they can obtain more specialized knowledge and skills based on the work they
carried out in the first two years.
Students improve in individual skill areas to explore one theme in various but consistent
ways through concentrated research on the various working methodologies of the top
designers in every area like main line, second line, accessory line, and home interior line.
In this way, they produce creative results and to jump straight into jobs in the industry.
ESMOD SEOUL has reshuffled its programs several times, according to changes in the
fashion market. This transition over time well showcases the commitment of ESMOD
to remain vital and contemporary, whilst always fostering talented designers to serve the
requirements of industry.
ESMOD started operating its segmented major system in 1991, when the 1st new entrants
had become 3rd year students and they held specialties in women’s wear (73 students),
men’s wear (6 students) and kids’ wear (2 students). At first, the students majoring in men’
s and kids’ wear shared the same classroom, but they were separated the following year.
As most of the graduates majoring in men’s wear advanced into many companies and the
market expanded accordingly, the school could offer better opportunities for employment.
In 1999, marketing was added as an area of specialty for 3rd year students, but it was then
incorporated into the major subjects of 2nd year classes as the importance of marketing was
increasingly emphasized across the fashion industry regardless of type of business.
As the lingerie market was scaled up in 2002, the fashion industry required more
specialized talent. Considering the need for a hands-on educational system for the
delicate designs or pattern, ESMOD SEOUL added lingerie as a specialty area firstly
among its kind.

Recollection of a professor in the lingerie dept.

Lingerie, a hidden beauty – Se Hyang OH, professor in the lingerie dept.
Lingerie, though it remains hidden, affects the silhouette of the clothes worn over it. Though
it may seem quite simple, even a brassiere is made of over 20 materials. As it requires a full
understanding of the diverse submaterials and specific sewing methods, all of the constituent
parts must be examined individually in order to analyze the structure as a whole. In this respect,
the curriculum of ESMOD (and its parallel educational system incorporating both stylism and
modelism) is much more suitable for lingerie designers who require a full spectrum of abilities
from designing to pattern drafting.
There were certainly many funny episodes when we worked on lingerie fitting jobs. As
underwear is in direct contact with skin, a feeling of comfort is most important. When producing
were too embarrassed to expose their bodies, we had to use professional models during the
first year. Things improved, however, and currently fitting presents no problems. But as the
graduation fashion show is somewhat different, especially for lingerie collections, professional
models are still used.
When the students of lingerie first started working as interns in companies, we had a very hard
time due to the strictness of lingerie companies. As they did not make any appointment by
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underwear, students had to actually wear the brassiere or panty in question. However, as they

part

phone, Yoon Sun LEE, the professor of stylism, and I visited them to persuade them to accept our
students. However, they all slammed the door in our faces. One manager of a design company
turned down our request flat before even listening to our proposal. An HR manager even insisted
a recognizance of confidentiality be included in the contract. Thus, I cannot forget my feeling of
elation when Namyeung Vivien, Good People Co., Ltd. and Shinyoung Wacoal Inc. accepted our
students as their interns for both the first and following years, respectively. In particular, Seon Ju
SHIN, the manager of Good People, who happily accepted our students, boosted our faith.
The companies that once hesitated to open their doors are now providing good positions to
our graduating students, participating in the review committee for graduation fashion shows,
and giving hands-on job training. It was this kind of support that reinforced the great model of
educational-industrial cooperation. My heart is full when I think of the graduates of ESMOD
who are working very well and are highly regarded by the companies that have employed them.
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Contribution of ESMOD graduates

Major system – Our greatest present
Women’s wear
Eun Jin

CHOI(8th graduating year / Team manager of the design sector, McGinn

Men’s wear
Da In KIM(5th graduating year / Chief designer of Comodo, Tomboy)

Knightbridge, operating Fiveheads 6ixfingers brand)

Unlike the ordinary universities, ESMOD students select their own

possessed. I attended the school to become a good designer, but

major in the 3rd year and conduct intensive research on the subject. I

the demanding curriculum was too taxing for the first two years.

chose men’s wear as my specialty. For me, that one-year major course

However, after I chose women’s wear as my major in the 3rd year and

has determined the direction of most of my career in the industry.

concentrated my efforts on research, I really started to enjoy the work.

During the 3rd year summer vacation at ESMOD SEOUL, I had an

The major system of ESMOD SEOUL allowed me to improve my

opportunity to advance my career in Cheil Industries by working

market research skills in a very professional way, as well as gaining

there as an intern. It was here that I first recognized how significant

the basic knowledge to make clothes. By expressing my ideas

and useful the major system of ESMOD SEOUL actually was. I

part

through clothes, I got to know how to communicate through clothes

worked with other students from famous Korean universities. Many

02

and how to love them, as well.

of they confessed that the internship course at the company was

Designing is a very hard job that you simply cannot do if you aren’t

too hard for them. However, on the contrary, it was not too difficult

in love with clothes. Armed with only with the knowhow of making

for me. The job in the company was no different than my classes at

clothes will ensure you never develop into a great designer. Rich

ESMOD SEOUL.

emotion and receptiveness to the newest trends are additional

This was also true of the first company I worked for after

factors for being a good designer. ESMOD SEOUL taught me how

graduating from ESMOD. Every process ranging from devising

to develop these assets and gave me the patience to continue to

concepts, designing, selecting fabrics, and making samples to

work with the same brand for a long time. Recently, my husband,

fashion shows were exactly the same as I did in school. With my

who also graduated from ESMOD, Hyeong Oh SON(Chief designer

career experience, I learnt to work much faster. In 1999, five years

of Customellow, Kolon) and I have successfully launched a brand

after I got my first company job, I became the head of a division.

called Fiveheads 6ixfingers.

One of the greatest benefits of ESMOD’s educational system lies
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ESMOD SEOUL dragged out of me talent I didn’t realize I even

in pattern education. Although other educational institutions also
provide pattern courses, they are not as well-organized as ESMOD’
s. I was encouraged to refine a very detailed view when reading
patterns, and I could revise and correct samples much better, faster
and more accurately than others.
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Kids’ Wear
Seung Gyu

Lingerie class
OH(12th graduating year / Designer, Tiffani Design Sector, First Apparel)

Nan Hui JUNG(13th graduating year / Designer, Eblin Design Sector, E-land World)
When I was admitted to ESMOD SEOUL, I wanted to make women’

kids’ wear as my major for my 3rd year at school, I happened to

s clothes. But after discovering the ‘Eblin’ brand late into my 2nd

know no male designer had majored in kids’ wear. Out of a spirit of

year, I knew that lingerie was where my passion as a designer lay.

challenge and some curiosity, I chose kids’ wear.

Lingerie was then a very specialized sector that few domestic

The first thing I learnt was that kids’ wear was very different from

universities offered as an individual major course. And it was a very

what I had learnt about women’s wear in the 1st and 2nd year.

challenging subject that required deep knowledge of both stylism

Design, as well as size, had to be adjusted according to the age

and modelism. Thus, by choosing this as my major I was fortifying

bracket. Many people may think kid’s clothes are just a miniature

myself against the challenges of the future.

version of adult clothes. However, the former requires totally new

Stylism taught me how to design lingerie that has both high

part

styles customized to the particular preferences and trends of a

functionality and creativeness while modelism gave me a great

02

spectrum of age groups.

understanding of the principle of foundation patterning, which is

As I studied under the leadership of the excellent professors at

closely related to the shape of human body.

ESMOD SEOUL, I fell in love with kid’s clothes. I decided to place

At Eblin, where I did my 3rd year internship, I could apply what

my fate in this area. I gained a good evaluation at the graduation

I had learned in school to a job in the industry. My graduation

fashion show that enabled me to get a good job at the most

piece also presented me with another precious opportunity. On

desirable company.

the recommendation of professor Chantal THOMASS, who gave

Anytime I was a new designer at a company, I was able to

me a high score at the graduation fashion show, I was able to

understand my job much more quickly, propose more ideal design

study in Paris for three months. What I learned and experienced

styles, and produce better clothes compared to the other new

at the Chantal THOMASS Company have proved to be the most

employees around me. All of this is mainly attributable to the

valuable elements of my career. Now that I work for a company,

unparalleled major system of ESMOD SEOUL.

I have found that even though I may sometimes be exhausted,

The kids’ wear class at ESMOD SEOUL laid the foundation for the

sometimes mistaken, I am always proud of majoring in lingerie at

designer I have become today. If you ever hope to learn kids’ wear,

ESMOD SEOUL.
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When I was deliberating whether to choose women’s wear or

I would strongly recommend that you do so at ESMOD SEOUL.
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Liberal arts course and
special lecture for a special week
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Liberal arts subjects
The liberal arts course is composed of required subjects and elective subjects. The
major-required subjects aim to improve the knowledge and skill base that is essential
for being a professional talent.
The liberal arts course was initially composed of a few basic subjects that were
mandatory for all students, regardless of their major. To catch up with the increasing
importance of the liberal arts and to improve the overall sense of the arts and the other
various virtues necessary for holistic design, various programs have been reshuffled since
2000. Thus, the liberal arts classes that had previously been offered as one-off lectures
have now been incorporated into the regular classes for 2nd year students.
As of 2009, the required subjects in liberal arts include textiles, history of Western costumes,
development of material, introduction to marketing, VMD, communications, French language, and a
special class focusing on traditional Korean culture. The elective subjects include draping, illustration,
stylism CAD, marketing planning, knitting, and natural dyeing.
The special class for traditional Korean culture, opened in 2009, started as part of
the small yet significant initiatives to converge traditional Korean aesthetics into the
169-year-long tradition of ESMOD PARIS. For the special class, the nation’s most
famed experts in the area of Korean costumes and Korean architecture are invited to
lecture on each particular subject.

Natural dyeing class

Makeup class

Special lecture on walking

part
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Special lecture for a special week
At ESMOD SEOUL, one academic year is divided into seven sequences and each
sequence lasts for five weeks. After the end of a five-week sequence, one week is set
aside for special classes.
The special week is mainly dedicated to special lectures that are not offered in the regular classes. Such
classes include makeup, walking, trends, and photographing. The special lectures are often provided by
guest experts. During this week, students often undertake off-site training in clothes or fabric factories
and attend various exhibitions, fashion shows, or cultural performances.
The makeup and walking lecture for 1st year students started in 1990 and 1991,
respectively, with the aim of helping students to cultivate a more appropriate
appearance, attitude and posture as a good fashion designer. These classes also help
them to put into practical use the theory and experience they accumulated when
preparing for the the Shirts Mini défilé and graduation fashion show.
A factory tour for the 3rd year students includes hands-on experience in the fabric and
textiles plants of fashion companies. This experience is a vital part of the preparation
for when they ultimately assume professional roles in the industry.
The recruitment lecture, in particular, has been gaining much popularity amongst
the students. It provides a special opportunity for them to learn the basic knowledge
and attitude that any future designer should be equipped with. Also, they can receive
interview tips from famous designers, company CEOs, or HR managers of large-scale
companies.
Also, classes for photography or for presentations on fashion trends are also popular
among the students. The special week thus became an essential segue between the
academic periods of ESMOD’s schedule. It not only allows EDMOD students to
cultivate their sense of culture, it also gives the professors a well earned breather.
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ESMOD SEOUL faculties
specializing in practical abilities

part
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The very purpose of ESMOD is to cultivate professional talent and to get students
ready for the actual workplace. Thus, ESMOD requires proven experience and practical
ability first and foremost when hiring its professors. To ESMOD, a long year of field
experience is considered equal to a doctor’s degree from a university.
The field-based curriculum is overseen only by those individuals who have many years
of experience working for a company. This ensures that they have a wide enough base
of experience to more effectively deliver practical knowledge and offer problem-solving
advice based on various work related situations. In addition, the wide network they
have developed over time could prove useful for collaborating with the fashion industry
where field tours, off-site training, workshops, and recruitment are concerned.
Not once over the course of 20 years has President PARK wavered in her belief that only
those professors who most value the educational principles of ESMOD can better protect
the identity of ESMOD headquarters. It is such individuals, and only such individuals,
she maintains, who can implement its educational programs most effectively.
Basically, all the professors at ESMOD SEOUL are full-time workers, and any new
professors are trained at the headquarters in Paris, or ESMOD SEOUL, prior to being
officially hired. During the three to six month training phase, they are educated about
various teaching methodologies, class operations and educational materials.
One of the most important missions of ESMOD SEOUL is to secure a first rate
teaching pool every year and to retrain the existing faculty members. For over two
decades, ESMOD has worked hard to implement this mission, and as a result it has
secured 26 full-time professors as of June 2009. This includes 10 professors in the
stylism department including 2 French professors, 11 professors in the modelism
department, 3 in the fashion sewing department, and 2 for interpretation.

Professorial list of ESMOD SEOUL
Stylism

| Ho Seong SEO, Jung Suk SHIN, Hye Won SHIM, Yun Seon LEE, Hae Lim CHANG, Hyang Ah CHEON,
Mi Hye HEO, In Su HONG, Guillaume OGER, and Olivier GRILLOT

Incumbents

Modelism

| Ji Yeong GO, Yun Jeong KIM, Eun Hee KIM, Pil Su KIM, Young Soon SOHN, Se Hyang OH, Ju Yeong
LEE, Gyeong Sun IM, Seon Hye JEONG, Jin Suk JEONG, and Eun Yeong CHOI

Fashion sewing | Seon Ok PARK, Seong Ja LEE, and Mi Suk HAN
| Bo Gyeong YIM and Hyeon Ji JUNG

Stylism

| Yeong Seon KIM, Seong Min PARK, Yeong Rim SEOL, Ji Oh SONG, Seong Mo JIN, Hui Jeong CHAE,
Yong Suk CHOI, Anne-Sophie LOUIS, Betty GODARD, Catherine CARLONI, Eve BERTERO,
Jean-Marc TREVISE, Natalia BREDIN, Niai SIAKHACHANH, Sandrine AMMAR, and Vélerie HUMBERT

Retired

Modelism

| Gyeong Ju MIN, Gyeong Jin PARK, Mi Suk BAEK, Gyeong Hui YANG, Seong Hee LEE, Ok Seop LEE,
Hee Jeong LEE, Su Hwan HA, Ida BOUCHER, and Isabelle SICAUD

Fashion sewing | Bun Nam LEE
Interpretation

| Eun Ha GWAK, Eun Suk MUN, Na Yeon PARK, Mi Hye PARK, Gyeong Eun LEE, Hye Yeong LEE,

part
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Interpretation

Byeong Mi JEON, Gang Ja JEONG, Hye Na CHO, Hee Gyeong CHOI, and So Yeong HAN
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An article by a French professor: memory of ESMOD SEOUL

Why I can’t forget ESMOD SEOUL.
What I loved most in Korea was the unique architecture style:

I arrived in Korea when a new semester had started in 1991. At

Dongdaemun and Namdaemun stand next to state-of-the-art

first, I had trouble adapting to the totally different environment.

department store buildings, and the old winding alleys and

However, life in Korea taught me tolerance to accept diversity, the

hidden lanes are juxtaposed with modern 8-lane roads. These

grand value of the Korean traditional and social cultures and the

idiosyncratic landscapes embodied a modern yet traditional

way to communicate with Koreans without difficulty.

concept of space. While I stayed in Seoul, I visited a myriad of

I cannot forget my valuable encounter with President Yoon Chung

temples and folk museums in my exploration of traditional Korea

PARK. She was a polite, modest, wise, and energetic person.

culture. Korea was really full of traditional icons and plentiful

She loved fashion more than any other person I had ever met and

artworks waiting to be discovered.

was always interested in modernizing everything in an innovative

The most important reason, however, why I cannot forget the

way. She taught me how to stick to my convictions and remain

country is because I met my husband, Beom Jun CHUN, at ESMOD

part

disciplined towards my work.

SEOUL. 16 years ago, he was one of my students, but we fell in

02

ESMOD SEOUL and its teachers and staff, not to mention its well-

love with each other. In 2005, we held a traditional Korean wedding

mannered students, presented me with beautiful memories every

ceremony. We have two kids, Rémy and Louis. They are 11 and

time I met them. I am always happy to hear about the students of

7 years old, respectively. We often talk about our first encounter

ESMOD SEOUL playing very important roles as designers, creators

and what life was like in Seoul at the time. Both of us retain fond

and professors on the global stage.

memories of ESMOD SEOUL due to the wonderful experiences and
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Eve CHUN-BERTERO(Professor of ESMOD PARIS)

beautiful life it offers.

“We retain fond memories of
ESMOD SEOUL due to the
wonderful experiences and
beautiful life it offers.”
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The maestro of the Korean fashion
industry.

Catherine CARLONI(Professor of ESMOD BORDEAUX)

Natalia BREDIN(CEO of Trendis, French fashion consulting company)

Of all the nations that I have stayed in it is Korea that has given

I think President Yoon Chung PARK, who opened a French fashion

me the most beautiful memories. As a traveling ESMOD professor,

school in Korea, in Sept. 1989, is synonymous with the avant-garde

I have worked at ESMOD OSLO, ESMOD SEOUL, ESMOD SENAC,

in the Korean fashion industry for three reasons.

ESMOD SEOUL again, ESMOD OSAKA, and then ESMOD SEOUL,

First, she captured the philosophy and principle of ESMOD International

yet again, in the order listed.

so clearly and so fast. Second, she built the school in a totally new

It would only be natural that I should return to France, my home

region that no one else would have considered at the time. Now, the

country, after working overseas. However, I always came back

area around Sinsa-dong, where ESMOD SEOUL was founded, has

to Korea.

become the most advanced area in the Korean fashion and art sectors.

In 1993, when I first arrived in Seoul, I felt as if I had made an

Third, she boldly hired French professors. It must have been

emergency landing in a strange land. I was not accustomed to

a demanding and challenging undertaking to employ foreign

the strange culture and traditions. Also, it seemed I was more a

professor for a school in Korea, because of the difficulty associated

part

foreigner rather than a professor to the students of ESMOD SEOUL

with ‘communication’ at the time.

02

and their parents. However, they adapted to me in just a week.

My first mission as a professor of stylism at ESMOD SEOUL was to

Additionally, I have also been amazed at the enthusiasm, liveliness,

immerse my students in the ‘real atmosphere of fashion’.

creative ideas, and sense of humor of the Korean students every

I did my best to let them think and work in innovative and creative

time I have met them.

ways. When witnessing the current activities of the graduates of

My three visits and experiences at ESMOD SEOUL have enriched

ESMOD SEOUL, on the global stage, and seeing the fashionable

and beautified my life. Sometime, I miss the students and teachers

Korea on TV or newspapers, I felt so proud of having been a

at ESMOD SEOUL and also Korea, my second home, very much.

professor in ESMOD SEOUL.
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My second home, Korea.
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Summer lecture
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In addition to the regular courses, ESMOD provides a special course for people who
do not attend the school, every summer.
The summer school features an intensive stylism and modelism class. One-to-one lectures in all classes
are offered by the incumbent ESMOD professors and come in the standard ESMOD educational style.
Attendants of the special lectures include fashion company employees who need to
experience the unique field-based fashion educational system of ESMOD International
and fashion students from other fashion educational institutes. This period can also
served as the preliminary phase for full time admittance into ESMOD SEOUL.
Those students, who take both the stylism and modelism courses, during the summer
school program, are qualified to take the exam for special admission into the second
semester of the 1st year of ESMOD. Since commencing in 1998, this special admission
system has proved very useful for those who missed the period for student recruitment
but still wanted to study at ESMOD.
The university students who major in fashion design also take the summer course to
make up for the lack of practical training inherent in their curriculum and to improve
additional skills. They often attend the summer school for two consecutive years.
In particular, more and more middle and high school students, who have decided that
their career path lies in fashion, are enrolling in the summer course. Responding to this
trend, ESMOD SEOUL added a fashion design experience class to the summer course
in 2008. This two-week-long class offers students the opportunity to experience the
basic stylism and modelism courses and to test their aptitude as a fashion designer.
Application for the summer school starts in early June every year. Most of the classes
are filled on the first day of the application period.

The summer school changed my career path
- Eun Ha CHAE (10th graduating year / Taking the summer course in 1998.
Designer of ‘Chaeeunha’)
In the summer of 1998, when my daughter began to attend nursery school, I looked for
something to occupy myself during this precious time. When I happened across the
advertisement for the summer school at ESMOD SEOUL, I was interested because I thought the
skills I would learn could be put to use as a hobby making my own clothes at home.
When I start something new, I tend to pour all my energy into it, and so I took the every courses
available at the summer school. Over time, however, the lectures were taxing because they
Around the time the summer school concluded, I stood at a new crossroads of my career.
I found out that there might be a possibility for me to attend ESMOD SEOUL full time. The
thought of re-starting my life as a designer intoxicated me, but, in reality, I knew next to nothing
about fashion. However, with the encouragement of my husband, I grabbed the opportunity to
study full time at ESMOD with both hands.
ESMOD offered very unique and efficient classes that poked and prodded at the potentiality
of the students, coaxing it into fruition. I had to browse through every corner of the cloth and
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required much more mental and physical effort than I had expected.

part

textile markets to fulfill my assignments. These experiences became the solid foundation for
being able to later do a fast and effective job.
Sometimes, chance occurrences seem to take on an air of the inevitable. Really, ESMOD’
s summer school was supposed to be no more than a pleasant diversion, yet it ended up
changing my life, completely. I majored in Oriental painting at university, but now I am a fashion
designer and hold a needle rather than brush.
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Invitational Seminar on Draping
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ESMOD SEOUL invites top-notch foreign fashion designers to its seminars on
advanced European modelism. ESMOD SEOUL and ESMOD PARIS prepare lesson
plans based on deep discussions and a lot of deliberation with the guest lecturers. The
‘Invitational Seminar on Draping’ (that commenced in 1993) has occurred eight times.
The lectures for the 1st and 2nd seminars were given by Michèle MONSARRAT, a
professor of haute couture; and the 3rd and 4th seminars were served by Véronique
BOUSQUET, a professor of prêt-à-porter. The lectures for the 5th to 7th seminars
were conducted by Julien CRISTOFOLI, who has a rich career in producing the
collections of many first-rate designers across the world. The 8th seminar was led by
Professor Noémie REBIBO.
The special lectures have attracted a lot of attention attested by the fact that the attendants have
mostly been composed of leading modelists working in the fashion industry; professors and teachers
from the fashion designer departments of various universities; CEOs from fashion companies; and
students majoring in fashion design. Because the seminar allows people access to the latest patterning
technologies in Europe, without having to go overseas, most of the people who attended the seminar
once tend to return every year.
Emerging as a role model in educational-industrial cooperation, the high popularity of
ESMOD continued even when the economic crisis hit the entire nation in 1997. Though
the class schedule was highly-regimented, with classes running from nine to five for five
days a week, they were always packed with exuberant students. Someone who live in the
provinces came to Seoul by plane, or home-stayed in Seoul, to attend the seminar.
In 1998, the Korea Federation of Textile Industries delegated the ‘patterning skill
diagnosis and instruction project’ to ESMOD SEOUL in order to enhance the
technologies for life industry. For this, Julien CRISTOFOLI, who had been visiting the
school to give a special lecture on draping, paid a visit to four companies to diagnose
the problems associated with their patterning skills (on upscale clothes). He also tutored
them on how to conduct throughout research projects. Based on his findings, ESMOD
SEOUL sought to address the weaknesses by introducing totally new patterning skills.

2nd special lecture by Michèle MONSARRAT (1994)

4th special lecture by Véronique BOUSQUET (1996)

6th special lecture by Julien CRISTOFOLI (1998)

I learned advanced European draping skills at ESMOD
SEOUL - Hee Sun SOHN (professor in the fashion design dept. of Sookmyung

Women’s University)

In July 1993, ESMOD SEOUL opened the ‘Invitational Seminar on Draping.’ Around that time,
the importance of draping began to be highlighted in the fashion industry and academic circles.
I was so happy to hear about the seminar because every year I had to go overseas to search for
advanced patterning skills. Appreciating this precious chance to gain access to the latest skills
domestically, I attended the seminar with my students.
The classroom was crammed with people who had long aspired to learn up-to-date draping
service of ESMOD employees, including President Yoon Chung PARK, was impressive. I have
not skipped any of the eight lectures, over the last eight years, since the first lecture.
Every year I looked forward to the summer lecture. Thus, it came as quite a blow when I
heard there wasn’t to be a 9th lecture. I was also saddened by the fact that I wouldn’t see
the many friends I had made over the years of attending the lecture. However, in light of this
set back, 20 professors in the patterning area, from across the nationwide (most of whom
attended ESMOD’s seminars on draping), decided to come together to form ‘The Korean
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skills from the world-renowned professors. Most of the lectures were great and the heartfelt

part

Modelism Professor Association.’
Around the time the special lectures came to an end, I set myself some goal; to cultivate
talented professionals with a global view I have put all energy into educating my students, and
now I can see this effort is coming to fruition. I love ESMOD SEOUL as much as Sookmyung
Women’s University - my old university as well as my workplace. I know that all of my
knowledge of patterning was imparted to me by ESMOD SEOUL.
Congratulations on the 20th anniversary of the nation’s greatest fashion education institute,
ESMOD SEOUL. My sincere and heartfelt congratulations go out to President Yoon Chung PARK.
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The close relationship
between education and industry results in
a corporate-friendly educational process
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A ready-made-clothes-centered
curriculum
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ESMOD International is famous for developing practical designers able to leap straight
into fashion companies rather than those who open shops specializing in elite and
fashionable items.
This is exactly in line with the philosophy of Alexis LAVIGNE, the founder of
ESMOD. He invented many tools, such as the soft metric ribbon and the manikin,
and patented significant fashion related technologies to go with the books he published
on his cutting methods; thus, he laid the foundation for the production of clothes for
everyday people. Guerre-Lavinge, the patterning design school that preceded ESMOD,
also opened its door to all people equally, which was exceptional in 1841.
The biggest goal of ESMOD SEOUL is to train its students to make creative clothes that can sell well
and be worn for all occasions. The artistically beautiful but inappropriate clothes of high fashion are not
of interest to ESMOD.
In order to achieve this goal a ‘corporate-friendly’ educational system had to be
fostered. It is never easy to reflect the trend-sensitive and fast-changing requirements of
the fashion industry. Thus, ESMOD SEOUL applies the actual working processes of
the industry into its training methods and plans more specialized and teamed programs
to reflect the detailed requirements of the working place.
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Mini défilé

The first passionate step towards realizing a dream
So Ri LIM (2nd year)
In Sep. every year, after the summer vacation ends, 1st year students hold a mini défilé event to showcase their work for the first time at
the school. They plan and lead the entire process of the show ranging from poster production, stage direction, music selection, makeup,
and catwalk composition, as well as designing and making their own shirts. By class, they wear their own clothes and display them in the
show. The following is the 7-week record of So Ri LIM, who attended the mini défilé event held in Sep. 2008.
My heart goes pit-a-pat whenever I look back at the enthralling moment I took to the stage for the first time in my life. When I designed my
own clothes, and prepared for the show, I felt as if I were a real designer. The mini défilé event was filled with our pleasure for creation,
our passions, the beating of our hearts, and sense of fulfillment.
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ESMOD SEOUL introduced the corporate workshop system in 1997 firstly of its kind.
The workshop system aimed to offer students the chance to plan products in person and
experience, first hand, the various processes of the fashion industry.
The workshop for 2nd year students is provided jointly with renowned fashion brands, which is a
very important part of the curriculum as it offers a great chance to learn what an actual job entails like
market surveys, product development, and collection planning.
There is another workshop conducted with textile companies such as Dupont Tactel,
Tencel, Woolmark Company, and Jeonju Hanjisa. Unlike France, the textiles companies
make their new textiles available to the ESMOD PARIS students prior to their
commercializing, most Korean companies are hesitant about doing this. Nevertheless,
ESMOD SEOUL has enabled 3rd year students to gain access to special textiles not yet
available commercially.
The workshop commenced in 2002 was with the famous fastening product maker
YYK Korea. The importance of this workshop in gaining an understanding of fastening
items cannot be overstated. The workshop in 2007 focused on functional garments for
environment, safety, seniors and the physically challenged; and the workshop in 2008
displayed creative clothes combined with various creative fastening products, such as
zippers and buckles.
The workshop with YYK Korea is a prime example of a strong industrial-educational
cooperation program; students are able to better realize their creative ideas through
an understanding of fastening products, and the company benefits from the sparkling
ideas of the students.
For 3rd year students, more in-depth workshops are conducted according to major. As
ESMOD SEOUL was selected as the best fashion education institution in 2005 and
2006, it could co-host the ‘LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards.’ with the world’s top
cosmetic brand LANCÔME. And lingeries class students experienced actual industrial

Fastening item workshop with YKK Korea
Smart & Supplies (2007.10)

design work through workshop with Chantal THOMASS, Namyoung Vivien, Good
people, and Shinyoung Wacoal. The kids’ wear class had a workshop with Ocon, the
globally renowned animation company for kids, in 2008. The kids’ casual wear design
workshop (featuring popular characters like Pororo and Dibo) has been hailed as the most
pioneering industrial-educational cooperation project yet initiated by ESMOD SEOUL.

Companies offering workshop
part

Date

Company/ Brand

Workshop Title

Year / Major
2nd year

98/09/25 Daeha / EnC, B+G

2nd year

99/07/08 Mosu International / Morris Coming Home

2nd year

00/07/13

SSamzie / SSamzie Sports

01/07/12

Sungdo / Tomboy and VIMS OUTFITTERS

02/07/11

YKK Korea

03/07/11

ID LOOK / Reneevon

2nd year
2nd year
Unzip Your Mind

2nd year
2nd year

04/06/16 Good People Co., Ltd. / James Dean, Body Guard

3rd year Lingerie

04/07/08 Beaucre Merchandising / ON & ON, Olive des Olive, W.

2nd year

04/11/11

MIU Line / Cappachi

05/01/25

L’OREAL Korea / LANCÔME

05/07/09
06/01/31

L’OREAL Korea / LANCÔME

2nd year
LANCOME Colour Designs Awards

3rd year Women’s wear

Trend Factory

2nd year

LANCOME Colour Designs Awards

06/06/13 Shinyoung Wacoal Inc. / Venus
06/10/18

YKK KOREA

3rd year Women’s wear
3rd year Lingerie

Maison d’ESMOD

06/07/01

Supplies ATTACK

07/05/30 Namyeong Vivien / Vivien

2nd year
2nd year
3rd year Lingerie

07/07/07 Ssamzie / Ssamzie Market

Two-day Market

2nd year

YKK KOREA

Smart & Supplies

2nd year

07/10/26

08/06/18 Ocon / Pororo, Dibo

3rd year Kids’ wear

08/07/04

BizBazar

08/09/19 YKK KOREA

Plus

08/11/27

Chantal Thomass

09/07/11

YKK KOREA
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97/09/26 TAESEUNG Trading / NIX, STORM

2nd year
2nd year
3rd year Lingerie

POP-UP STORE

2nd year
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History of the workshops

ESMOD runs various types of workshop programs in conjunction with many fashion
companies so as to better foster creative designers ready for the actual work place.
The workshops are composed of brand presentations and seasonal presentations from
the company’s perspective; clothing designs by the students; design selection from the
company’s perspective; the making of clothes by the students; and the review of the
finished articles by members of the design teams of the brands listed.

part

TAESEUNG Trading / NIX and STORM

Mosu International / Morris Coming Home

Sungdo / Tomboy and VIMS OUTFITTERS
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1997

1998

1999

Daeha / EnC, B+G

96

2000

2001

SSamzie / SSamzie Sports

2002

YKK Korea / “Unzip Your Mind”

In 2005, a totally new type of workshop began; students launched their own brands and handled all the
processes ranging from product planning, production, leasing of stores to sales. Such a revolutionary
process was only possible at ESMOD SEOUL, at the time, due to its long-accumulated knowhow of
practical work.
For the workshop, students set up several design teams, launched their own brands
and carried out the entire process required for producing their items. On the day of
sale, officials from the fashion industry visited the stores displaying the works for the
purpose of evaluating them.

ID LOOK / Reneevon

MIU Line / Cappachi

L’OREAL Korea / LANCÔME
LANCOME Colour Designs Awards

part
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2003

2004

Good People Co., Ltd.
/ James Dean, Body Guard

2005

Beaucre Merchandising
/ ON & ON, Olive des Olive, W.

“Trend Factory”
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Items that are expected to sell well go into extended production. Special T-shirts
or accessories are also launched as strategic items to accelerate sales. Students also
participated in the analysis of consumer response and profit and loss, once the sales
workshop ended.
Most of the sales workshops in cooperation with certain fashion companies were very
successful, and some customers placed orders for the items displayed in the show. In
some cases, over 100 T-shirts were sold in the first three hours of the store opening.
The workshop managed to hit a new record in sales, every year. The 2008 workshop
that was held in Sangsang Madang, near Hongik University, boasted a sales rate of
99% in a single day.
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L’OREAL Korea / LANCÔME
LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards

“Maison d’ESMOD”

Namyeong Vivien / Vivien
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2006

Shinyoung Wacoal Inc. / Venus
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2007

YKK Korea “Supplies ATTACK”

Ssamzie / Ssamzie Market
“Two-day Market”

YKK Workshop with ESMOD SEOUL–SASAKI Yoshihiro, CEO of YKK Korea
YKK Korea has cooperated with ESMOD SEOUL for the YKK Workshop since 2002. Our company has provided various fastening
samples and supported fashion shows to invigorate the creative activities of the ESMOD students. Every type of support provided
by us has exemplified our corporate ‘virtuous cycle philosophy’ where one cannot prosper without respecting the gains of those you
are involved with.
In the initial stage of the workshop, most students tended to think only of producing unique and flamboyant fastening products.
But they gradually produced more functional fastening products after attending product presentations and communicating with the
company more frequently. Their designs became easier to use and gave more pleasure to the viewer. Considering our prospective
samples disclosed to the outside world, not to mention the secret samples the students were privy to inside the company, they
eventually devised highly creative designs for the physically challenged and the aged.
By displaying outstanding graduation pieces in our headquarters and plants, we became more convinced that the industryeducation cooperation program would be much effective in expanding the market. We are now planning to hold a nationwide
fastening solution exhibition. The YKK-ESMOD cooperative workshop has now become established as an exemplary industrialeducational program.

YKK Korea “Smart & Supplies”

“BizBazar”

Chantal Thomass

part
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2007

2008

Ocon / Pororo, Dibo

YKK Korea “Plus”
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Weekly workshop schedule

10-week record of BizBazar
In July 2008, 2nd year students held their first workshop dedicated to the theme of ‘BizBzar’ (to sell their own creations). For this type of
yearly workshop, students must assume the roles of fashion company employees by overseeing both design and sale of the clothing.
Divided into several groups, the students launch their brand and and handle product planning, manufacturing and sales - including pattern
drafting, sewing, brand naming, pricing, and inspection – over a 10 week period. In addition, they organize several teams to take charge of
sales, promotion, logistics, and accounting to effectively conduct tagging, inspection, transportation, shop displays, and customer attraction.
On July 4, 2008, SEONG Ung, who led the PR team, related his experience during the frantic 10-week workshop.
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asleep happily.
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First corporate workshop system
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ESMOD SEOUL’s students take company based workshops more than twice during
their time at the school. 1st year students attend the workshop before they take the
promotional exam, and 3rd year students attend it during the summer vacation.
It is mandatory in every global branch of ESMOD International to attend the
corporate workshop for graduation. This coincides with ESMOD’s credo, ‘corporatefriendly education.’
The 3rd year students choose a national brand, designer brand or boutique as well as the specific design
section, pattern section, material section, or marketing section they are interested in (according to their
major, aptitude and future career plans) and submit the application to school. Based on the application,
the administrative office selects the most suitable companies for students to work with.
Before attending the workshop, students and the company providing the workshop
sign a contract. According to the contract, students have to submit an attendance
record and workshop report, and the company employee in charge of the workshop
has to submit a sealed report to the school. After undertaking the workshop, students
submit their workshop reports to the school, explaining the workshop results to their
tutoring professors. They also have to give a presentation on the workshop to the
president, tutoring professors and head of each department of the company. Students
are thus able to experience the working atmosphere of a professional fashion company
and make definitive career choices. Some students are admitted to the company they
attended as interns during the summer vacation. The school is able to keep track of
the trends of the fashion industry through the workshop reports of the students and
reflect them in the curriculum. For example, when the students reported that many
companies used computer programs such as illustrator and photoshop a computer lab
was set up and the programs added to the curriculum for 1st and 2nd year students.
From 2001, the corporate workshops expanded to include the 1st year students so as to
give them as much experience as early as possible. Unlike the 3rd year students, 1st year
students can choose the company they wish to attend and the workshop period. They
can also work in many different types of environments including cultural companies or
art shops. They can also choose their design sector, planning sector or other store.

Nancy BU joins the workshop of Handsome SJSJ (Jul. 2008)

Finding the job of your dreams following corporate
training - Nancy BU 18th graduating year / Handsome SJSJ Design Team)
Ever since discovering the SJSJ brand when I was 20, I had always felt an affinity to it even
to the point that I told my friends, after entering ESMOD, that my goal after graduating was to
become an SJSJ designer. My joy at getting the chance to intern at SJSJ, during the summer
vacation, is a fresh now as it was then.
What I experienced in the SJSJ Design Team was the ‘best’ to put it simply. While observing

part

the designers at work and while witnessing how the work was conducted structurally, I came

02

and segmentation into the art team, materials team, jersey development team and colour team.
And I managed to gain experience in each one of these teams.
A week into my training period, my team leader assigned me a task: I had to propose the SJSJ
collection that I would like to see for the coming winter season. In particular, the team leader
emphasized that my choice of apparel should take into consideration colour, print, silhouette,
detail, art and utility value.
I prepared with the calm I had developed in school. But once I had submitted my work, the
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to understand what sets large companies apart from the small ones. It is their specialization

auditor called me for a sudden interview. The interview entailed me explaining my assignment,
but it was not difficult since I had done presentation for promotion during my first and
second years. After the interview, and while working in the design team, I heard something
unbelievable from my team leader. She asked me, “When are you graduating? The auditor
wants you to start working full-time from tomorrow.”
I had thought it would be fortunate even if I had the chance to submit my resume to the SJSJ.
And here I was – getting hired by my dream company!
While getting trained at the company, I walked away with the luck of getting hired. There is no doubt
that the impeccable training I received at ESMOD made this possible. Although I was absolutely
exhausted during my graduating semester, as I had to work at the company while working on my
graduation pieces, I was happier than anyone during the second semester of my third year.
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Where should
I apply first?

My experience of
corporate training

Yes. This is ESMOD.
The student wants
to undergo corporate
training at the XX
Company.
Please, please.

Jump into corporate training!
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This is a student who
will undergo training
for four weeks.
I implore your
consideration in
this regard!
I will work very hard.

Ah! Yes! I got it.

This textile will be used
for a one-piece dress.
Bring an outer textile
that can match this nicely and
draw the flat garment drawing.
Check out the fitting
as well!

It is not easy by
any standards.
It is advisable that
you complete
the lower part
this way!

Gees,
I am awfully busy. Busy!!

Work hard!
Work hard!

Ah ha!

There is so much to do!
Running around here and there.

Yes! Go!

Thank you!

We are very happy that
the student worked so
hard. Ha Ha Ha, we can
tell that the ESMOD
students are very
different.

Written and illustrated by Ye Ji BAEK (3rd year student)
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After
four weeks
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Factory tour

Tour of a kids’ wear factory (2005)
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For ESMOD, the hands-on learning experience is extremely important. Thus,
ESMOD SEOUL runs a program where students can visit the production plants of
textiles or other fashion-related companies. The factory tour program for 2nd and 3rd
year students started in 1991. However, now that an increasing number of production
plants have moved to China, it is not easy to find suitable domestic factories for the
tour program.
However, large-scale companies such as Cheil Industries, Shinwon and LG Fashion have actively
supported the factory tour program. Students can thus experience the entire production procedure for
a set of clothes, including computer grading, cutting using a specialized sewing machine and use of a
companies automated facilities.
They can also witness how the various materials and parts are used in the factory. They
visit the various sections for punching holes, sewing seams and hems, and ironing – an
experience they would never otherwise gain as students.
There are a number of specialized factories that ESMOD students have visited; from
women’s wear and men’s wear factories to small-sized factories (that handle just one
material such as knitted wear, T-shirts, or woven wear) to specialized factories (that
carry out jean sewing, washing, dyeing, and computerized embroidering).
For the companies in question, it is not standard practice for them to allow outsiders
access to their private production lines. Thus, it is next to impossible to gain access to
a factory without the help of a fashion company. Since 1992, ESMOD students have
successfully conducted the factory tour program with the support of Cheil Industries,
Tartine et Chocolat, Agabang, Tomboy, Shinyoung Wacoal, Namyoung Vivien, and
Ssamzie. In particular, Cheil Industry has maintained an open door policy for its
fashion center to each new year of ESMOD students.

Factory tour by ESMOD students
–Gi Hong BAE (Manager of Hartest Fashion Center, Cheil Industries)
Like other excellent companies, Cheil Industries covets individuals with demonstrable
practical abilities and places them in suitable positions and fields. Internship programs for our
employees and the training and factory tour courses for the students majoring in fashion, in the
education institutions, are also conducted as part of our strategies to secure future talent for
our companies.
I am in charge of the factory tour for fashion students. I usher them around the production line
at our factory, explaining the production process in detail and answering any questions the
Without a doubt, the most impressive students I’ve ever experienced, among the schools
that have visited our factories, were the 3rd year students majoring in men’s wear at ESMOD
SEOUL. The attitudes were exceptional. Closely watching the manufacturing process, they
asked insightful questions based on a solid understanding of the theory and their personal
experiences of making suits for men. They were every inch the type of practical and capable
individual ESMOD SEOUL has been striving to cultivate. I was left in no doubt that these
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students might have.

part

students would go on to become leaders in the future fashion industry.
I’d like to offer my sincerest wishes for the prosperity of ESMOD SEOUL and to express my
profound respect for its revered professors and young talented students.
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Collection experience

2004 S/S SFAA Collection
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ESMOD Students attend a series of fashion-related events across the nation before they
graduate from the school. One of the most representative fashion festivals in Korea is
Seoul Fashion Week.
ESMOD SEOUL places high stock on its students attending fashion shows and gaining the kind of
hands-on educational experiences that would be difficult to find elsewhere.
At the request of the organizing committee of the S.F.A.A. (the Seoul Fashion Artist
Association established in April 1990 and made up of Korea’s most influential and
recognized designers), the students of ESMOD SEOUL have attended various fashion
shows ranging from the 1st S.F.A.A. collection to the S/S Collection in 2006, as
attendants and ushers. As part of the experience they are required to submit reports on
each collection.
During the Seoul Fashion Week that lasts from three to seven days, ESMOD SEOUL
students help models change their clothes backstage and usher in the guests. While
doing this, they are able to learn how to better realize their creative concepts by closely
examining the themes, volumes, colors, and use of textiles in the masterpieces of
the nation’s most famous designers. They also get to experience a fashion show in its
entirety from stage design, rehearsals, to reaction of visitors - an essential opportunity
for any serious would be designer. The students of ESMOD have now moved beyond
Seoul Fashion Week and attend the shows of many individual designers.

Bulletins

No. 1~25
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Rigorous evaluation system
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External jury system
for graduation pieces

Jury of the 18th graduating year (Nov. 2008)
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The external review of the pieces submitted by the graduating students was a pioneering
step in the field of fashion education in Korea. Since its foundation, ESMOD SEOUL has
committed the review of the graduation pieces of its students to external experts, every year.
The graduation pieces are the mirror that perfectly reflects the actual performance of the
educational methods of the school, and the level of the students. In this sense, the external
review system introduced by ESMOD SEOUL 20 years ago seems have been the single
event that sent the greatest shockwaves through the fashion industry. The comments of
the juries are delivered at a faculty meeting and subsequently reflected in the curriculum.
The graduation pieces are evaluated three times, including one internal review and two
external reviews. The reviews are much like an evaluation fair. Up until 1996, the first
review was conducted by faculty members, and the second conducted by industry based
individuals. From 1997, industry based and management level individuals, took on the
first and second reviews, respectively. The evaluation is focused on creativity, potentiality,
elementary knowledge and aptitude as a designer. The reviewing method has changed
several times from booth style, at first, to presentation style then to ‘salon’ style in 2006.
The last change brought the school in line with the advanced salon type designers of Paris
or Milan, another first by ESMOD.
The graduation jury show at ESMOD SEOUL also acts as a ‘shop window’ for students to promote
their work to representatives from fashion companies. The industry based individuals who participated
in the review process often extend job offers to those students who received excellent scores. Thus, the
graduation jury show has become the stage on which the students make their debut as new designers.
The number of guest juries invited to the graduation jury show has increased every year
from 32 in 1997 to over 120 in 2008.
The students who are singled out and awarded high scores at the review are awarded
with various prizes such as Jury’s Grand Prize for the most outstanding piece of work,
the Golden Needle Prize of ESMOD PARIS for the most excellent piece of modelism,
the Press Prize for the piece voted best of the show by fashion journalists, and the award
granted by sponsors.
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Juries of graduation fashion shows at ESMOD SEOUL
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Min Gon GANG Manager of Galleria Department | Seong Mi GANG Director of S.F.Planning | Seung Min GANG Reporter of Joongang Ilbo | Yun Gyong GANG Head of Ziozia, Shinsung
Tongsang | Eun Ah GANG Head of Baby Quiz, First Apparel | Ju Yeon GANG Director of Elle | Jin Yeong GANG Head of Object | Hyeon Ju GANG Head of Arnold Palmer Jr. Dong-il
Renown Inc. | Mun Su GYEONG Head of Department, Synthia Rowley, Cheil Industries | Eun Yeong GO Head of DIA, Deco | Tae Gyeong GO Head of On&On, Beaucre Merchandising |
Seok Bung GONG Director of KOTIT | Ah Yeong GWAK Manager of Don & Dons, Good People | Hee Gyeong GOO Head of Sieg, Shinwon | Seong Hoon GOOK CEO of Fabiz Global |
Dong Uk GWON Report of Video Department, Yonhap News / Seong Ok GWON CEO of TNetishionel Korea | Oh Hyang GWON Managing Director, Theres, Deco XIX, Managing Director
| Yong Seok GWON Assistant Director of Donga TV | Jae Hyeon GWON Head of Olzen, Shinsung Tongsang | Bong Seon GI Director of 96NY, Naion.Com | Yeon Su GIL President of
JDG | Hee Jin GIL Team leader, The Day, E-Land | Gang Hoon KIM CEO of Lohas Hanji | Gyeong Min KIM Reporter of Harper’s Bazzar | Gyeong Hwa KIM Director of L’Officel | Gyeong
Hee KIM Senior researcher of Rozily, Cheil Industries | Gye Suk KIM Director of Overseas Design Team, Good People | Gwang Nam KIM Reporter of Fashionin Site | Gyu Sik KIM Team
leader, Taste Maximum | Gyu Jin KIM Deputy head of Department, Hyundai Department Store | Da In KIM Team leader, Comodo, Tomboy | Dea Hwan KIM Buyer of Women’s Suit Buying
Team, Lotte Department Store | Do Wan KIM Team leader, Inthef Tate | Myeong Hee KIM Auditor of Ai-sarang | Myeong Hee KIM Team leader, The View, Trybrands | Mi Yeong KIM
Managing Director, Bucolique | Mi Yeong KIM Reporter of TexHerald | Min Seon KIM Reporter of Best Baby | Beom Jun KIM Reporter of The Fashion | Sang Cheol KIM CEO of
Syndrome, IDEA | Seong Eun KIM Director of Cash, Netishion | Seong Ho KIM CEO of Korea Fashion Media | Seong Hee KIM Director of Renoma, | Se Chang KIM Team leader, ASK,
Real Company | So Yeon KIM Team leader, Inthef TATE | Su Gyeong KIM Director, Netishion, Netishion | Su Jin KIM Reporter of Donag TV | Su Jin KIM Team leader, Eloq, Gnco | Su Jin
KIM Team leader, Comodo, Tomboy | Seung Mo KIM Handsome Time Homme Team leader | Seung Hee KIM Head of Department, Fila Golf, Fila Korea | Yeong Nam KIM Chief Editor of
Lady Khan | Young Sun KIM MOGG CDO, LG Fashion | Yeong Ae KIM Managing Director, Sisly, F&F | Yeong Il KIM CEO of Present Valencia | Yong Myeong KIM Director of CJ Home
shopping | Yun Jeong KIM Team leader, Elle Poupon Club | Eun Ah KIM Team leader, Carnaby, DCTY | Eun Jeong KIM Chief Editor of Madame Figaro | Eun Jeong KIM Head of Time
Homme, Handsome | Il Ho KIM CEO of Okon | Jae I KIM Head of 96NY, NETISHION | Jae Hyeon KIM CEO of Jardin de Chouette | Jeong Min KIM Planner of Shinyoung Wacoal | Jeong
A KIM Head of A6, NETISHION | Jeong Yeon KIM Head of Design Part, Lohas Hanji | Jeong Hoon KIM Reporter of Korea Fashion Media | Ju Dong KIM Shinwon | Jin Myeon KIM
Managing Director, Bean Pole, Cheil Industries | Jin Hee KIM Director of Codes-Combine Inner, Leaders PJ | Jin Hee KIM Assistant Director of Fashion Channel | Chan KIM Director of
Tourism Industry Department, Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism | Ha Jeong KIM Director of Loewe Korea | Han Su KIM Director of D&D, Sungju | Han Jun KIM Director of Burberry
| Hyeon Su KIM Reporter of Donga Ilbo | Hyeon Ah KIM PD of Donga TV PD | Hyeon Jeong KIM Team leader, Benetton Korea | Hyeong Cheol Team leader, BOYO | Hye Jin KIM
Director of Ana Capri | Hee Seon KIM Reporter of Yonhap News | Hee Ok KIM Reporter of the Korea Textile News | Ji Hyeon NA Reporter of Fashion Jury | Hyo Jin NA Team leader,
Michaa | Yu Seon NAM Team leader, Moch Baby, Tops Apparel | Yun Hee NAM Chief Editor of Elle Girl | Ji Hoon NAM Director of Elle Homme, | Seung Eun RHO CEO of Rohseungeun |
Eun Mi RHO Team leader, Bean Pole Home, Cheil Industries | Jang Woo RHO President of Korea Institute of Design Promotion | Gee Ju RHO Assistant Director of Hyundai Department
Store | Seong Gu DO Manager of Jvim, Sungdo | Lubina, CEO of Lubina Boutique | Hyeon Wi, RYU Head of a Team, EBS | Mi Sook MUN Auditor of Handsome | Shin Won MOON Team
leader, Omoso, Alto, | Yoo Seon MOON Team leader, Giordano Casual| Ho Seong MOON Tom-kid, Sungdo | Mi Gyeong MIN Team leader, Cream, Hwarim Mode | Eun Seon MIN Chief
Editor of Fashion Biz | In Suk MIN President of Feel Knit | Hee Sik MIN Director of Esquire, Gaya Media | Hee Won MIN Team leader, Petitlin, E-Land World | Gyeong Sil PARK Assistant
Director of Madam Figaro | Gyeong Hee PARK Assistant Director of Tex Herald | Dong Min PARK Director of Elle | Mi Hye PARK Director of Sungdo | Sang Mi PARK Team leader, FnC
Kolon 1492 Miles | Seon Hyang PARK Team leader, Fila Kid, Fila Korea | Seong Gyeong PARK CEO of Netishion/Deco | Seong Won PARK Director of Innerwear Department, Aioli Egoist
| Sun Jin PARK Team leader, Avista Kai-aakmann | Seung Soo PARK President of Int.Enbase | Seung Sil PARK Netishion A6 | Yun Su PARK CEO of Yun Su PARK All Style | Yoon Chung
PARK Chief Editor of Elle Girl | Yoon Chung PARK Team leader of OTR | Eun Gyeong PARK CEO of thru | Ju PARK Manager of Lohas Hanji | Jo-won PARK CEO of Ji Won PARK
Collection | Jin Hee Park Reporter of Fashion Biz | Choel Min PARK Team Leader, Tom Boy, Tom Boy Jean | Chun Mu PARK Team Leader of Demoo | Hyeon Jeong PARK Team Leader
of Yeonseung Apparel Clride | Hyeon Jin PARK Senior designer of Tartine et Chocolat, Boryung Medience | Hee Ja PARK Reporter of Hankook Ilbo | Mi Ae BANG Managing Director,
Bean Pole, Cheil Industries | Myeong Cheol BAE Team leader, Nix International Coax | Byeong Gwan BAE Reporter of Fashion Biz | Sam Jin BAE Reporter of Video Department, Yonhap
News | Su Jin BAE Team Leader, E-Land Coax | Cheon Beom BAE Professor of Ewha Womans University | Hee Su BAEK Director of F&F Sisley | Jeong Won BYEON Manager of Good
People | Mi Jeong SEO CEO of ISH Design | Sang Young SEO CEO of Seo Sang-young | Young Hee SEO Stylist | Yong Seon SEO Team Leader, Deco Telegraph | Jung Gi SEO CEO of
Jung Gi SEO Boutique, Art Director, Escada Korea | Jeong Yeol SEO Assistant Manager of Seongdo Tom Kid | Ji Ah SEO Reporter of Ceci | Tae Il SEO President of TMF | Eun Jeong
SEOK Team Leader, Teenieweenie, E-Land | Su Jin SON Team leader, Yamyaming, Jewal Intl | Jin Ho SON Director of Sorgente, Esquire | Hyeong Oh SON Team leader, Empolham, A.Tion
Fashion | Bo Yeong SONG Reporter of Ceci | Zio SONG CEO of Songzio Homme | Jin Ho SONG Team leader, Renoma, | Dong Seon SHIN Assistant Director, Cosmopolitan | Myeong
Eun SHIN Auditor of Gnco | Seon Ju SHIN Director of Bodyguard, Good People | Seong Ah SHIN Director of Triumph | Yoo Jin SHIN Chief Editor of Elle | Jang Gyeong SHIN CEO of
Jang Gyeong SHIN | Jeong Sun SHIN Bodyguard, Good People | Heung Sun SHIN Advisor of Culture Management Group | Hee Gyeong SHIN Inner Team leader, E-Land Hunt | Hee Ok
SHIN Team Leader, Durban Korea | So Young SHIM Team Leader, Paw in Paw, E-Land | Su Jin SHIM Team Leader, Cankids, Pastel World | Gyeong Mo AHN Master of Shinyoung
Wacoal | Seong Hyeon AHN Chief editor of Arena | Se Gyeong AHN Deputy Mayor of Jeonju | Hye Yeong AHN CEO of Hye Yeong AHN | Seok Ju YANG Director of SDN | Yeong Suk
YANG Managing Director, Cozcoz, Tops Apparel | Gyeong Hwa OH Director of Nine Corporation Ego | Na Mi OH CEO of Swarovski Korea | Yeong Ho OH CEO of Woolmark Co. | Eun
Hwan OH CEO of Oeunhwan Boutique, | Hae Jeong OH Director of Daeha Netishion | Hyeon Suk OH Commercial Attache of French Embassy | Sang Ho WANG Intercrew | Seon Hee
WOO Team Leader, Daeha EU | Yeon Shil WOO Director of Vivien, Namyeung | Young Mi WOO President of Solid Homme | Jong Wan WOO Team leader, So Basic, Nix | JI Hee WOO
Managing Director, Okon | Dae Yeon WON CEO of Cheil Industries | Jong Un WON Managing Director of Cheil Industries | Byeong Seon YOO Assistant Director, Miki Club | Su Yeon
YOO Director of The Korea Textile News | In Gyeong YOO Director of Kyunghyang Newspaper | Jae Eun YOO Team leader of Kin Loch 2, Wonpoong | Jeong Yun YOO Head of TNGT W
BPU, LG Fashion | Gwang Sik YUN CEO of ProFashionAll | Gi Seok YUN Art director of Lotoco | Mi Hye YUN Team leader, F&F Elle Sports | Seong Won YUN Team leader, Taechang,
E-Land | Yeong Ju YUN Team leader, Reneevon, IDLook | Yoo Ja YUN CEO of Yujin Miss Park | Ji Hyeon YUN Director of The CNA Company | Han Hee YUN Auditor of Object | In Ok
EUN Director of Beaucre Merchandising | Gyeong Su LEE Director of Anivee F | Gyeong Ah LEE CEO of Smile Mimi | Gyeong Ok LEE Fashion Consultant of Creative Service | Gyeong
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Won LEE CEO of Gawon Apparela, Agassi | Gyeong Hee LEE Manager of Bodyguard, Good People | Gye Myeong LEE Team leader of Dech International | Gwang Won LEE Director of
Kappa China | Gwang Ho LEE Team leader of Cash, Netishion | Gi Seon LEE CEO of AACCOM ST.a | Dong Yeon LEE Team Leader, Ventura, LG Fashion | Man Joong LEE CEO of Beaucre
Merchandising | Myeong Jin LEE Team leader of Lanvin, Handsome | Myung Hee LEE Chief Editor of Vogue Korea | Mi Gyeong LEE CEO of YEEZ | Byeong Ju LEE CEO of Mira F | Sang
Bong LEE CEO of Liesangbong | Sang Eop LEE Director of Boryong Medience | Seok Hwa LEE CEO of Gnco | Seong Hee LEE Assistant Director of Hankook Ilbo | So Young LEE Director
of F&F Information Sector | So Yeong LEE Managing Director, Product Planning, FILA Korea | Si Yeon LEE Director of Wheelmore Bonpoint | Shin Woo YI CEO of OTR | Yeoung Ui LEE
Team Leader of Codes-combine for Men, Leaders PJ | Yeong Ju LEE Team leader of Botticelli, Jinseo | Yeong Ji LEE Team leader of Nix | Yeong Hee LEE Assistant Director of The Korea
Textile News | Won Pyong LEE CEO of Deco | Eun Gyeong LEE Director of Martine Sitbon, Ssamzie | Eun Jeong LEE Senior designer, Shinyoung Wacoal | Eun Hwa LEE Director of
Ssamzie Sports | Eun Hee LEE Director of First View Korea | Jae Seong LEE Executive director of Deco | Jae Song LEE CEO of Euro Company | Jeong Min LEE Director of Profession
Information Network | Jeong Ah LEE EBS TV Editing Office | Jeong Ok LEE Team leader of EBS TV Editing Office | Jeong Woo LEE CEO of sa fille, JW Company | Jeong Jae LEE Team
leader of Woosung I&C BON | Jeong Hwa LEE Master of Orlfa, Shinyoung Wacoal | Jeong Hee LEE Director of Nu | Jeong Hee LEE Director of Daily Project | Jong Ha LEE Director of
Shinyoung Wacoal | Jin Young LEE Team leader of Bean Pole Kids, Cheil Industries | Tae Hyeong LEE President of Donga TV | Hyeon Seon LEE Managing Director of Sungdo | Hyun
Won LEE CEO of Woolmark Co. | Hyeong Suk LEE Assistant Director, Munhwa Ilbo | Ho Seong LEE Director of Shinyoung Wacoal | Hwan Uk LEE President of Hans Company | Hoon
LEE Manager of Strategic Planning Team , FnC Kolon | Hun Goo LEE Team leader of Tom Kid, Sungdo | Hee Gyeong LEE Director of Qua, Integral SA | Gun Seop LIM Tom Boy | Seon Ok
LIM CEO of Ego, Limseonok | Ji Eun LIM Team leader of Forever 21 | Tae Yeong LIM CEO of Shiffon Company | Hyeon Ju LIM Innerwear Team leader, Elle, Fashion Graphic, Hyeon Ju LIM
| Si Hyeok JANG manager of Bean Pole Homme, Cheil Industries | Jeong Ae JANG Team leader of Netishion | Hyeon Do JANG Presidentl of JC International | Hyeong Tae JANG
Team leader of Shinwon Sieg | Byeong Guk JEON Pattern team leader, Cheil Industries | Bong Seon JEON Escadrille, Samsung Corporation, | Yeon Sin JEON Director of Chatelaine |
Hyo Jin JEON Reporter of Numero | Gyeong Yeon JUNG Professor of Textile Art Department, Hongik University | Gu Ho JUNG Managing Director of Cheil Industries | Gui Seop JUNG
Principal of Hara Fashion | Geum Ja JUNG Auditor of Ssamzie | Do Yeong JUNG Team leader of Shinwon Sieg Fahrenheit | Mi Gyeong JUNG CEO of C&H | Byeong Un JUNG Team
leader of Duson 21 Cankids | Seok Myeong JUNG CEO of Duson 21 | So Yeon JUNG Team leader of Aesop, Real Company | Sun Jin JUNG Team leader of Maru-i, Yeshin Persons |
Wook Jun JUNG CEO of Juun.J, Lone Costume | Yun Gi JUNG Stylist | Eun Yeong JUNG Chief Editor of Ceci | Eun Im JUNG Team leader of F&F Information Sector | In Gi JUNG
Director of Clara Nth | In Yeong JUNG Manager of Agabang | Hyeon Jeong JUNG Reporter of the Fashion | Hyeon Ju JUNG Team leader Bilbury, Baba Fashion | Hye Rang JUNG Team
leader of Babyboo, Moabang | Hye Seon JUNG Director of Design Division, E-Land | Hye Suk JUNG Assistant Director, Best Baby | Hye Jin JUNG Director of Baby Heroes, Prokids
Company | Gang Hyeon CHO Director of Agabang | Gwang Mi CHO Team leader of Cozcoz of Tops | Do Yeon CHO Specialist, Amore Pacific | Seong Gyeong CHO CEO of Lattule |
Yeong Cheol CHO President of CJ Home Shopping | Yun Ye CHO Reporter of Korea Fashion Media | Eun Mi CHO Team leader of Ille | Hyeon Uk CHO President of LVMH Fashion Group |
Hye Na CHO Reporter of Fashion insight | Hye Seon CHO Director of M Corset | Hee Suk CHO Team leader of Jeonju | Gyeong Ah CHU Team leader of Try Brands, | Byeong Hak CHU
CEO of Good People | Seon Hee CHU Team Leader of Christian Lacroix, Kolong | Yun Gyeong JI Reporter of Ceci | Jae Won JI Assistant Director of Donga Publication | Chun Hee JI CEO
of Miss Gi Collection | Hye Ri JI Managing Director of Yuhwa| Seong Mo JI, Professor of Kookmin University | Eun Yeong JIN Director of Yi Shin Homme | Tae Ok JIN CEO of Tae-ok Jin |
Yeong Ju CHA Director of Shinsegae intl. vov | Hee Jeong CHAE Director of Tricycle | Jae Yong CHEON Art Director of Ssamzie | Ho Gyun CHEON CEO of Ssamzie | Gong Na CHOI
Baby Quiz, First Apparel | Gwang Don CHOI Director of C&K | Mi Seon CHOI Jeonju | Mi Yeong CHOI Auditor of MK Trading | Beom Seok CHOI CEO of General Idea | Seon Gyeong
CHOI Assistant Director of Shinyoung Wacoal | Seon Hee CHOI Chief Editor of Numero | A Mi CHOI Chief of TNGT BPU, LG Fashion | Wan CHOI CEO of Ferragamo Korea | Yong An
CHOI Managing Director of Namyeung Vivien | Yong Jun CHOI Assistant Director, Product Planning DCTV | Yoo Jeong CHOI Assistant Director of SK Networks, Roots | Eun Ju CHOI
Team Leader of Codes-Combine, Leaders PJ | Cun Ju CHOI Team leader of Figaro Girl | Ju Seon CHOI Team Leader of FGF CP Company, | Chae Whan CHOI CEO of Fashion Mall Korea |
Hyang Suk CHOI Director of Hwarim Mode Cream | Hyeong Ro CHOI President of Tom Boy | Hyeong Seok CHOI Tricycle | Myeong Eun TAE Team leader of Plastic Island | Sang Ok
HA Managing Director of Cheil Industries | Ok Gyeong HA Team leader of Miss Sixty, Samdo | Gyeong Ae HAN Director of Sam, Ssamzie | Myeong Ho HAN Team leader of Renoma |
Sang Hyeok HAN Team Leader of Woosung I&C BON Team leader | Seong Hee HAN General Manager of Seoul Fashion Center | Song HAN CEO of Hansong Couture | Min Jeong
HAM Reporter of Fashionin Site | Dong Hwa HEO Director of the Museum of Korean Embroidery | Jeong Hoon HYEON Team Leader of Yeshin Persons Norton | Mi Jeong HONG Team
leader of Intermezzo, Ssangbangul | Min Seok HONG Managing Director of Shinsung Tongsang | Seon Pyo HONG Managing Director, FUBU China, Cheil Industries | Eun Gyeong HONG
Reporter of The Fashion | Eun Ju HONG Team leader of enzuvan | Hye Ok HONG Team leader of Eblin, E-Land World | Gyu Bang HWANG CEO of Designmee | Gyu Hee HWANG Design
Team leader, ISH | Bo Yeon HWANG Team leader of Basic House Kids | Sang Yun HWANG Assistant Director of Fashion Insight | Seong Ho HWANG CEO of Moda | Yeon Hee
HWANG Reporter of Fashion Channel | Yun Phil HWANG Team leader of Norton Junior, Yeshin Persons | Hee Gyeong HWANG Team leader of Daehyeon Juke | Annette GOLDSTEIN
Principal of ESMOD PARIS | Cecilia FASSBENDER Wife of President of L’oréal | Chantal THOMASS CEO of Chantal THOMASS | Christine DESCOUEYTE Wife of French Ambassador |
Daniel MAYRAN CEO of Comité Colbert | Emmanuel DELRIEU Managing Director of LVMH | Eric BERGERE CEO of Eric Bergère | Franck JOSSEAUME Art Director of ESMOD Japan |
François LE GLOAN LVMH P&C | Françoise THIEBAUD Wife of French Ambassador | Hugues DE VAUTIBAULT CEO of Hachette Eins Media | Kawakami HITOSHI President of YKK
Korea | Laurent GROSGOGEAT CEO of Cartier, Richmond Korea | LI Xin Advisor of China Fashion Association | Marc LAMY councilor at Culture, Science, Education Cooperation
Department, French Cultural Center | NINO Satoru President of ESMOD International | Pascal PAOLI President of Bourjois Korea | Paule DOUARINOU Principal of ESMOD PARIS |
Philippe GALTIE CEO of Cartier, Richmond Korea | SASAKI Yoshihiro CEO of YKK Korea | Thierry MARTY CEO of Cartier, Richmond Korea | Vincent G. SHAW CEO of Chanel Korea |
Yann LE BOURDON Vice President of L’oréal Korea | Yonemori YKK Korea

* The company name and position are based on the final reviewing date.
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Commentaries from juries
Designer Chantal THOMASS (jury at the 18th graduation show)

Designer Yun Su PARK (jury at the 15th graduation show)

Generally, the level of the students was

I think designers need to be multiple skillsets in

outstanding. At the same time, many of the pieces

the future. The works of the ESMOD students

were cluttered with too much detail, which is a

showed this being put into action. However, they

common shortcoming in those who wish to express

need to stay away from the heavy or complicated

all their ideas and have yet to learn restraint. Still,

expressions and focus on a more practical,

one glance at the pieces and I was confident that

upscale style.

these students were ready for the workplace.
LI Xin, Advisor of China Fashion Association (jury at the 18th graduation show)

part

Hyun Won LEE, CEO of Woolmark Co. (jury at the 14th graduation show)

The work was full of creativity and was generally

I am wondering what changes are in store for

of a higher standard compared to the previous

the fashion, textiles, and clothing industries

year. They students exhibited a greater sense

over the next 10 years. I’d like to offer as

of practicality and used more diverse textiles.

much encouragement as possible to our young

Generally, all the works were original.

designers.
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Designer RUBINA (jury at the 17th graduation show)

Last year’s exhibition was excellent, but this year’

The ESMOD students exhibited an excellent range

s exhibition was even better. I could easily picture

of ideas and textiles. The event even inspired our

many of the clothes being on display in other

incumbent designers.

exhibitions or the multi-shops of Paris.

Designer Sang Bong LEE (jury at the 17th graduation show)

Designer Young Mi WOO (jury at the 12th graduation show)

I feel happy when I participate in the review of

ESMOD students are always the first to identify

the graduation pieces. I am able to witness the

and exploit the changing trends of fashion. They

bright future of the Korean fashion industry in the

understand and create what people want to wear.

shape of the ESMOD students and their pieces. It

They will surely be outstanding future designers,

gives me confidence that ten years from the show

instilling a breath of fresh air to any working place.

a fresh new wave of solid talent flowing into the
industry is assured.
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Designer Jung Gi SEO (jury at the 13th graduation show)

Designer Eric BERGERE (jury at the 11th graduation show)

Ho Gyun JEON, CEO of Ssamzie (jury at the 10th graduation show)

Their works were generally marvelous and

It’s a firm belief of mine that a person cannot be

especially excellent where the finishing touches

bettered if they do their best. I’m very happy to

were concerned. However, I’d like to advise them to

see the students who obviously did make every

maintain a more consistent look to their collections.

effort possible in their preparations. I hope their

Designers must first persuade themselves of their

creations soon begin to demonstrate a more

clothing before persuading others.

diverse and deeper expression.

Designer Wook Jun JUNG (jury at the 11th graduation show)

Designer Te Ok JIN (jury at the 8th graduation show)

General concept, pattern, textiles, and sense of

The level of the students continually increases.

color were very good. But their works will have

However, they seem to put too much focus on

been more well rounded if a practical touch had

choosing textiles. But the abundant imagination

been added.

on display was very impressive.
part

02
Mi Sook MOON, Director of Handsome (jury at the 4th graduation show)

I was happy to see how evident it was that the

I’m not much of a judge for evaluating the work of

students had worked very hard to choose their

these students. However, every time I have been

textiles and develop their ideas. However, their

a jury, I have recognized that doing one’s best will

work needed to be seasoned with more original

result in the best outcome possible.

characteristics that incorporated the philosophy of
practicality inherent in many fashion companies.
Myung Hee LEE, Chief editor of VOGUE Korea (jury at the 10th graduation show)
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Young Sun KIM, Director of DECO (jury at the 10th graduation show)

Paule DOUARINOU, Principal of ESMOD PARIS (jury at the 1st graduation show)

Generally, the student collection showcased

I think they show excellent modelism skills, but

excellent ideas, planning, and composition. A

they need to also show more artistic creativity

gorgeous sense of style and practicality were also

and boldness.

shown in their clothes. However, the students
seemed bent on only squeezing out ideas or
concepts rather than simply making decent clothes.

* The company name and position are based on the final reviewing date.
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Test for promotion

Presentation for the styilsm promotion test
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Before mid-January every year there is a 20 day promotion test – 10 days for stylism and 10 days for
modelism. Students of stylism and modelism submit their drawings and actual clothes.
Generally, the theme of the stylism test is set by the students. But the 2009 F/W
collection, by the 1st year students, used the 2008 promotion test as its theme. For
the modelism test, students have to make their pieces based on a test model sent from
ESMOD PARIS.
The promotion tests for the two classes are very thorough and strict. In the case of the
modelism class, the tutoring professors are not allowed to preside over the examination
of their personal students. During the test period, students must produce an article of
clothing every day and submit it for approval by a professor.
After submitting pieces for the stylism test, the students must then give a 3 minute long
presentation in front of all the professors of the classes. If the presentation exceeds the
time limit, a buzzer rings and points are deducted. Professors evaluate the presentation
in terms of the consistency and creativity of theme and the student’s presentation style.
Students are graded on the basis of a relative grading system. Their attendance and
quality of assignments affect their total score to a greater extent than the normal
evaluation process. Promotion is made on the basis of the promotion test results,
record of every semester, and status of attendance. In the case of the 1st and 2nd year
students, promotion is determined by the average of 6 test records a year (70%) and
the promotion test results (30%). Only those who receive higher than 11 points out of
20, in the evaluative process, can gain promotion to the next year. If one fails to secure
promotion, he/she, without exception, is not allowed to continue in the school.
This promotion system is not found in other schools. Thus, even if an individual has
majored in fashion at a university, they would have to take the promotion test, along
with every other hopeful, before being admitted to ESMOD. Therefore, it is usually
very hard for the students at other educational institutions to pass the promotion test
at ESMOD.

Landscape of promotion test
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Every year around mid-January, it is common to see students running towards the
ESMOD SEOUL building and flying up the top several at a time during the test for
promotion. The students who manage to make it on time breathe a sigh of relief only
after attendance has been called as tardiness is factored into the overall test score.
Their efforts to ensure their assignments are submitted on time during the testing
period are fierce. They are keenly aware of the lack of time as they strive to leverage
everything they have learnt towards producing a more complete collection. Certain
students discover the thin line they are treading as they come to grips with avoiding late
submissions or incomplete work.
When the student presentations are over, an announcement is made following a review
by the Promotion Jury Committee. Ten years ago, ranks and scores were announced
when announcing promotions, but today only the names of those who are getting
promoted are announced to mitigate the burden felt by the students. Even when the
test score has exceeded the cut line, students are only promoted conditionally if they
have received prior academic warnings or if their grade for a certain course is low. In
any case, students who were nervous are happy because once they fail, they cannot stay
back in the same class or attend again. This is a strict policy of ESMOD.

I still get shivers thinking about the time I took the promotion test in my first year. I was trembling so much while giving my
presentation to the professors that to this day I don’t remember what I said. However, I was so ecstatic to find that I had gained
promotion to the second year that my sigh of relief could be heard in the surrounding districts! (18th graduating year, Ha Yeong NAM)
The promotion test was a huge burden on me. However, it was also an excellent opportunity for me to verify my growth as a
designer (17th graduating year Ga I LEE)
Whereas, I didn’t know anything about fashion, the moment I passed the promotion test to move on to the second year was the
most touching moment for me(11th graduating year, Ji Hyeon YANG)
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Strictly-controlled academic
schedule
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ESMOD SEOUL students take various mandatory classes related to fashion such as French,
communications, marketing, history of fashion, merchandising, textiles and material development, for at
least six hours per day, in addition to the classes on fashion design (stylism) and pattern design (modelism).
When a semester (of at least 30 class hours per week) ends, there are two vacation periods of five and four
weeks, respectively. However, the students simply cannot afford to rest during the vacations, either.
They cannot rest because they have to undergo the corporate training assigned to their
level; this involves working as an in-store sales person, as an assistant in the brand
design department of a company, or as an intern at a fashion magazine.
After a sequence that is comprised of a five week unit, there is a special week called the
‘semaine modologie.’ This entire week is filled with basic programs concerned with
different aspects of the fashion industry, such as a special lecture about the fashion
industry, a visit to a production plant and exhibitions, and special lectures on walking
and make-up.
Once the classes are set during the early semester, one stylism professor and one
modelism professor are allocated to each class. These two professors become heavily
involved in observing the academic progress of each individual student. Opinions
are freely exchanged between the professors and their students. Thus, each class is
supervised by two professors rather than the numerous that are assigned to the classes
in other institutions. Thanks to this 1 to 1 personal attention, professors get to
understand the unique personalities and lifestyles of their students. In the end, their
relationships extend beyond the typical professor and student relationship.
Assignments submitted by the students are subjected to their professors’ evaluation
during the first round. Following completion of the special week, the second round of
evaluation takes place. It is only after this joint evaluation is completed that students
are graded. The works of the students from each branch of ESMOD are then reevaluated during a third time at the main school in Paris.
It is a commonplace for students to stay up several nights in a row due to the tight
schedule and immense amount of assignments, and there are many students who give

part
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up in the middle of their projects. In fact, only 73 students (49%) out of the first 150
students ever admitted to the school (1st class) managed to graduate. Only 77 out of
the 168 (46%) students of the 10th class graduated. On February 2009, the graduating
year consisted of 74 students, which gives a survival rate of just over 43%. The rate
of those who manage to graduate is maintained below 50% of the total number of
entrants for a given year in accordance with the belief of Yoon Chung PARK, President
and the founder, that only the diligent and talented should be granted a diploma
bearing the name of ESMOD.
The educational principles of ESMOD, where ‘admission is easy, but graduation is
challenging,’ are reflected in its strict management of student attendance. Let’s examine
the attendance related school rule specified on the registration card that all new students
have to submit to the school. It says, ‘Attendance is strictly enforced. The school has the
right to remove any student who has received at least three academic warnings due to
unauthorized absences and has failed to submit assignments without sufficient cause.’
The academic management of students becomes stricter when they enter the third year
as they have to produce collections for their graduation. When the second semester of
the third year starts, the school sends a newsletter to the parents of third year students.
It says that merely a certificate will be awarded to a student when one of the following
five categories apply students who missed at least 1/4 of a semester; students who
did not submit their work within the specified deadline; students who outsourced
production of their work to be presented at the graduation; students who failed to
complete the three pieces required for the stylism and modelism courses within the
specified deadline; students with a grade point average for the preceding year of less
than 12 (in conjunction with an internal review of each case).
Even when the students pass the review for graduation, they can be subjected to a strict re-evaluation
by the graduation review committee should any special matter arise pertaining to their graduation
presentation that may be considered problematic. At ESMOD SEOUL, students do not simply graduate
on “effort” alone. Simple attendance and meeting assignment deadlines is not enough.
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Submission by a professor

ESMOD that prioritizes the process over the result
Professor Jung Suk SHIN
the classroom, where students have to submit their work, the second

strictly controls student attendance. Moreover, it is not possible to

the deadline has been reached. Everything can culminate in nothing,

undergo the review for graduation, following the meeting of the

based on being a mere five minutes late.

professors, if the deadline for work submission has been missed.

It hurts me to see some students receive only a certificate due to

For these reasons, there are students who are granted a certificate

their inability to manage their time effectively during the three year

instead of a diploma.

process of ESMOD. But to them, this may serve as a bitter sweet

The period during which the collections are produced is like a war. In

medicine that helps them to mend their shortcoming and work

the actual field too, inability to launch at the right time translates into

harder in the real world. I see many students who say, ‘I am never

products losing their value, which in turn decreases sales. ‘Revenue

late anymore. I am commended for my work at my company.’ I see

is the character! Character starts from impeccable self-management’

hope from the students who walk away after saying, ‘I regret the

part

– this is the phrase that students experience in the form of a yellow

fact that I did not try my best in school. But the impeccable time

02

card. All late students are treated the same, whether they are a few

management skill that the school helped me to build is now of

seconds late or longer, in the case of large events such as the jury

tremendous worth to me.’
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Designers must manage themselves impeccably. Thus, ESMOD

for graduation, and ESMOD’s classroom policy is to lock the door of

“The impeccable time management skill
that the school helps students to build
is of tremendous worth to designers.”
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Submissions by parents

ESMOD SEOUL gave wings to my daughter
Ji Ho LIM
The moment that I remember the most was when she was

Season comes to us unwittingly. Sometimes it snatches us to

competing in the Korea Fashion Design Contest when she was in

other room even though we are not ready. I was like that as well.

her third year. She found this period to be the most challenging of

I took my child, who had graduated from a collage of music, after

her school days, and there were many nights when she didn’t go

studying music from a very young, into another room called fashion.

to sleep. When the time was running out, the entire family stayed

I remember the day when I took my diligent, hard working and

up to help out by cutting and ironing to her directions, of course.

careful child to the admission presentation of ESMOD. I made

All of our efforts paid off on the day when the show was held.

this change because I felt that music was not the right path for

Even though I had seen her clothes every day while she worked on

her. I felt at peace seeing her happy and excited at the admission

them, the moment the model stepped onto the runaway wearing

presentation and felt had she finally found her path.

her works, they looked so very different and so very cool. When she

It seemed as if my daughter had suddenly sprouted wings when

won the President of Republic of Korea’s Award, which is the grand

part

she started to study at ESMOD. Because of her assignments, it

prize, my eyes filled with tears of pride for my daughter.

02

was natural for her to stay up several nights in a row, and she was

Now that my daughter works at Cheil Industries, I am filled with

constantly dozing off due to lack of sleep. Feeling sorry for her, I used

a sense of peace compared to her ESMOD school days. Without

to stay up with her when she had to work on her assignments or I

the strict discipline of ESMOD, my daughter would not be where

used to cheer her up while attending mass at dawn. Sometimes,

she is today. ESMOD gave wings to my daughter. I know right now

when her classmates would come to our place to work on their

there are many young people working into the wee hours, like my

assignments together, I felt bad waking them up in the morning

daughter, and their mothers will be on edge like I used to be. It is

since they all seemed like my daughter, and I used to always prepare

important to remember that the support of the family really helps. I

breakfast for them. While observing my daughter enjoying her work,

hope that ESMOD will continue to present the wings of hope to its

though the three year ESMOD program was extremely challenging, I

students and I praise the 20th anniversary of ESMOD SEOUL, the

felt great seeing her find her calling in life, and this meant more than

school that mapped a new path for my daughter.
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(mother of Ji Young CHOI, 15th graduating year, Cheil Industries’ Kuho Collection Team)

any subjective judgment as to the worth of her work.

“It seemed as if my daughter
who was shy and careful
had suddenly sprouted wings
when she started to study at ESMOD
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Academic evaluation
system per sequence
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Following the special week, after a semester has ended, the President, the Principal, and all the professors
in charge of each year gather together for five weeks to evaluate the academic performance of every
ESMOD student.
In the classroom, where evaluation takes place, the items produced by the students are
displayed according to class and grade.
Evaluators conduct their business with these types of questions in mind, ‘Were the
topics carried out in line with the educational goals of each grade?’ ‘What were the
results when a program that was different from previous years was tried?’ ‘Was the
standard for the grade fair?’ ‘What is the rank in a class like?’
A focused evaluation of the progress of students with poor grades during a semester and
those who submitted incomplete work takes place as well. Professors are bound to be
on edge since this evaluation shows how well they have guided their students. This is
the time when new professors, especially, feel great pressure.
Once the evaluation for this stage is over, students can then cultivate their ability to
examine clothes and gain new ideas by viewing all of the submitted pieces that are
arranged according to the class that produced them.
On the first day of a new semester, professors and students go through a period known
as ‘collective correction’ where students can explain their work and the results of the
evaluations are shared. Thus, by explaining their creations in a logical manner students are
taught to develop a critical eye while also being encouraged to jurytheir academic progress.
Grades are delivered to the students during the first week of each semester along with a
report card that lists their attendance, late submissions and submissions of incomplete
work in detail. Also included are the opinions of the professors in charge of the
appropriate class. This report is posted to parents at the end of the semester.

Evaluation of modelism

Evaluation is the time for yet more learning
– Seon Hye JUNG (6th graduating year / Modelism professor of ESMOD SEOUL)
As students, we are bound to be evaluated whether in terms of our scholastic attitude or
academic grade. Of course, I used to feel great when I received a good grade. If not, I used to
tell myself that I would do better. However, it feels different to now be a professor and have
the work of my students evaluated.
I still cannot forget the first evaluation as a professor at ESMOD. When the skirts made by
my students were put on the manikins, they looked better than I had anticipated. However,
whenever I looked at the details, I saw many shortcomings; skirts with waists stretched, skirts
heights, and skirts on which the buttons had not been attached properly…
I thus set up my manikins again, hiding those with secrets at corners whilst highlighting those
that I was proud of. But this type of re-arrangement does not make a difference. The skirts
made by students were indeed mine, because I taught them.
Professor evaluation takes place in the presence of the President and all the professors. The
President and Principal are the first to examine the skirts and point out everything that the
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looking as if the buttock area would explode, skirts with the pockets on either side at different

part

professor missed. Fortunately, I was told, “Not bad,” (this was the exact term used) as there
were no major problems with the items, and I think that I was commended too, although I do
not remember clearly.
After the evaluation ended, there were differences in color and the small details that were missed
by each class. I learned that the evaluation is about checking what each professor missed and
then discussing how they can do better in the future.
The evaluation of professors existed even 15 years ago when I was a student. To me, ESMOD
SEOUL has been able to sustain its position as the best fashion school in the country by
maintaining this evaluative process of its professors – a process that, in fact, serves as yet
another opportunity for learning. But I am still all nerves whenever my class is up for evaluation.
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Evaluation system carried out
among the branch schools

part
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The International Meeting can serve as a forum for international exchanges and as a
place where the items produced in a year are examined to make sure that the goals of
ESMOD PARIS are complied with and to set the agenda until the next meeting.
ESMOD PARIS announces its schedule and the program about five months in advance
of the International Meeting. The list of dossiers on stylism and modelism works are
submitted to the evaluation committee.
Comparing and evaluating the works of each branch of ESMOD entails a thorough evaluation that the
schools do not merely share a program but also maintain the same academic standards.
Currently, only A-grade works are selected. But since the 1990s B grade work has been
included also. Yoon Chung PARK, who was the Principal in 1990s used to take more
samples than ESMOD PARIS asked for, carrying them herself in huge bags. The fact
that she simply paid the costs for her overweight luggage, despite the fact that ESMOD
SEOUL was the farthest branch from Paris, illustrates her single minded determination
to bring the advanced fashion educational system of Paris to Korea.
In the beginning, the work taken to the International Meeting from ESMOD
SEOUL garnered comments such as, ‘the color is strange,’ or ‘the shoulders are
too broad for the men’s wear.’ ESMOD SEOUL immediately incorporated the
evaluations of the International Meeting, helping to turn the Seoul branch into a
fully fledged ESMOD school.
As a means of communicating the educational principle of ESMOD, the Principal or
program managers from ESMOD PARIS visit Korea. During this visit, they detail new
programs or revamping that is underway at ESMOD PARIS, evaluate the graduation
projects and dossiers of the previous year, along with the ESMOD SEOUL professors,
check students’ progress, recommend new teaching methods and discuss ways to
develop more effective teaching methodologies.
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International Meeting on programs (Nov. 2008)

Fashion show during the International Meeting held in Brazil (Aug. 2006)

Symposium during the International Meeting held in Tokyo (Nov. 2008)

Scholarship system

part
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On March 24, 1997, the 8th year of ESMOD SEOUL, Ms. In Gyo OH, who is a long
time acquaintance of Yoon Chung PARK, President, paid a quiet visit to Ms. Yoon
Chung PARK went to the meeting site wondering why she had visited all of the sudden
and in such a secretive manner. In Gyo OH handed her a white envelope containing a
sizeable donation and said it was for the utmost passion Yoon Chung PARK had always
shown for her craft.
Utterly grateful, President Park established the ‘Iljeong Scholarship’. This scholarship,
which served as the forerunner to the ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation, was
very helpful to students from economically challenged families.
In August 1999, the year of the 10th anniversary of ESMOD SEOUL, the ESMOD
SEOUL Scholarship Foundation was set up (the seven original members were Yoon
Chung PARK, Principal and the first President of the fund; directors Dong Geon KIM,
Gi Suk NAM, Heung Sun SHIN and Chang Hee SON; and auditors Deok Shin LEE
and Jong Gyeong LEE). After Dong Geon KIM, a TV celebrity, was inaugurated as
the 2nd President of the Scholarship Foundation, in September 2004, the foundation
activities were more energized. There were numerous diverse donators including actors,
business people, figures in the educational sector and parents, not to mention the
ESMOD SEOUL alumni.
The scholarship is paid in two installments, during the first and second semester, of each year. Recipients
are recommended by the scholarship committee, held every semester, in dues consideration of the
grades, attendance, level of contribution to school life, and economic status of a candidate’s family. The
candidates are then interviewed by the ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation’s board of directors in
order to select the recipients.
In the first semester of the 2009, 13 scholarships were conferred upon 17 students. The
ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation has given scholarships to 350 students, since
it was established in 1999.
Gi Suk NAM, the director of the ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation, and who
has continued to donate during the 20 years of ESMOD SEOUL’s existence said (after

the completion of the scholarship awards ceremony during the 1st semester of 2009), “Each
student is the foremost asset of ESMOD, and you can promote the reputation of the
school. Please showcase your talents in contests both in and out of the school, so that the
foundation can focus on fund raising.”
The number of applicants for the scholarship has always been increasing, and the
amount has a limit; Dong Geon KIM, the Principal of the Foundation, and the
directors are trying their best to present every deserving student receives a scholarship.
part
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ESMOD SEOUL President Scholarship ESMOD SEOUL Scholarship Foundation Iljeong Scholarship
|

Yusundeok Scholarship | Seonam Foundation Scholarship | Jeongheon Foundation Scholarship |
Beomeun Scholarship | Juyong Scholarship | Hyseon Scholarship | Jiin Scholarship | Bora Scholarship |
Jayeong Scholarship | Rokwon Scholarship | Nicola Scholarship | ESMOD SEOUL Faculty Scholarship |
Yujin Scholarship | Seongjin Scholarship

Directors of
Scholarship
Foundation

President Dong Geon KIM | Director Yoon Chung PARK | Director Gi Suk NAM |

|
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Scholarship
Lists

|

Director Hong Sun SHIN | Director Yong Ho KIM | Auditor Deok Sin LEE | Auditor Jong Gyeong LEE

Scholarship Ceremony (2006.9)
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Aiming for the latest trends
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Graduation fashion show
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The graduation fashion show of ESMOD is not only a rite of passage but also a
promotional event to decide the career of the graduating students. Those who get high
grades at the jury are awarded with various prizes and gain employment opportunities.
ESMOD regards the graduation fashion show as the most important event on the
academic calendar, and the school manages every aspect of the event unlike other
institutions or universities where individual students have to organize and prepare for it.
The faculty members of ESMOD spend a lot of time and effort in preparing the
graduation fashion show. After deciding the theme of the show at the faculty meeting,
the general secretariat liaises with juries and promotes the show to the general public.
In particular, they are careful to invite high-ranking guests in the field of fashion as they
are influential in the recruitment of the students.
The stage interior is also an important part of the show. The stage and exhibition
should be designed and decorated according to the theme of the show.
Usually, the ESMOD graduation fashion show is held on the campus. There were some
exceptions to this rule, however, such as the 1996 ESMOD international fashion show
that was held in the Hyatt Hotel and the 1999 fashion show for the 10th anniversary
of ESMOD SEOUL that was held in the Textile Center.
At first, the graduation shows were of the ‘booth’ type, but, in 2006, the school introduced a ‘salon’
type fashion show composed of exhibitions and fashion shows that were open to the general public as
well as the juries.
The students become their own models when they take to stage in the creations. That is
except for the lingerie class, where professional models are hired to showcase the items.
While most of the graduation fashion shows end in a family party, ESMOD SEOUL
sets the 1st and 2nd shows aside for the parents and general public. The 3rd show is
the press show for celebrities from the fashion industry. The press show is the most
significant for many reasons not least of which is that it includes the awards ceremony
where the most gifted students are awarded prizes.
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1st

2nd

3rd

Graduation fashion shows of ESMOD SEOUL

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11st

12nd

13rd

14th

15th

15th

16th

16th

16th

17th

17th

18th

18회

18th

18th

Sponsoring Companies for the Graduation Shows of ESMOD SEOUL
NO.

Company Name

1st

Swiss textile center / Shinhwa Silk / Cheil Industry / Cheil Synthetic Fiber

2nd

LANCÔME/Park Jun Mijang/Tiffany Kids

3rd

Donam Wool/Marie Claire/Samyung Wool/Air France/Woolmark Company/Leechul Hairkerker/Hankook Cosmetics

4th

Marie Claire/Samyung Wool/Air France/Woolmark Company/ Leechul Hairkerker/Amore Pacific

5th

Donam Wool/Model Line/ Samyung Wool/Air France/ELLE/Woolmark Company/ Korea Federation of Textile Industries/LG Fashion/SBS

6th

Donam Wool/Park Jun Mijang/Samyung Wool/Air France/Woolmark Company/Jacadi

7th

Park Jun Mijang/Samyung Wool/Air France/Woolmark Company

8th

Donam Wool/ LANCÔME/Park Jun Mijang/Samyung Wool/Air France/Woolmark Company/Tencel/Dupont Korea

9th

Model Center/Park Jun Mijang/Samyung Wool/Air France/Woolmark Company
Donga TV/Lofficiel Korea/Air France/P&J Park Jun Mijang

11th

Revedo/Aisarang/Air France/Woolmark Company/Tony Jung/Fashion Center Korea/P&J Park Jun Mijang

12th

Vogue Korea/Sungjoo International/Aisarang/Woolmark Company/Korea Trading Liaion/P&J Park Jun/YKK Korea

13th

Vogue Korea/Chantal Thomass/Aisarang/Escada Korea/Woolmark Company /LeeKyungMin Artschool/Chungmu Trading Joint/YKK Korea

14th
15th

Gumho Asiana/The Shoe/ LANCÔME/Lenzing Marketing Korea/Vogue Korea/Sungjoo D&D MCM/Aisarang/Escada Korea/Woolmark
Company/LeeKyungMin Foret /Jim Thomson/Chungmu Trading Joint/Taejin International Louis Quatorze/YKK Korea
Gumho Asiana/LANCÔME/Lenzing Marketing Korea/Vogue Korea/Escada/Woolmark Company/Juno Hair/Jim Thomson/Chungmu
Trading Joint/Louis Quatorze/YKK Korea

16th

Gumho Asiana/Moda/Park Jun’s Beauty Lab/Vogue Korea/Escada/Ocon/Woolmark Company/YKK Korea

17th

Gumho Asiana/Park Jun Beauty Lab/Vogue Korea/Escada/Ocon/Woolmark Company/Ziozia/Nest by U.Yang Hee/YKK Korea

18th

Park Jun’s Beauty Lab/Vogue Korea/Swarovski/Lohas Hanji /Jeonju City/ Good People/ Kappa China/AWI/YKK Korea
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The process of creating a collection for the graduation show

‘My father’s closet was blooming like a flower’
Seong Bin CHO (18th graduating year / Design section of Sieg, Shinwon)
The graduation fashion show is an arena for self-promotion and can determine the careers of graduating students. For this event, students
spend all their time and energy planning and designing their works. The following is a student’s view (Seong Bin CHO, who won the Jury’s
Grand Prize) of the preparatory process for the graduation fashion show.

1

Modelism | I had learnt how to pattern both casual and suit pants

Stylism | After I studied costumes according to period and analyzed

that most essential item of men’s wear, the suit. I choose a model

trends during the 1st semester, I began to conduct research on ‘my

with a regular collar and wide lapel as tis best suited the theme of

universe’ for the graduation fashion show. I choose ‘optical illusion

my collection, ‘My father’s closet.’

SEQ

part

trompe l’oeil’ as my theme and created an OPT-designed shirt. I

02

tried my hardest to resist the temptation to embellish my items
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with extra details and to ensure a minimal silhouette.
Modelism | I had learnt much about shirt making in general, such

and the grading difference between them. I had also learnt to tailor

3

SEQ

as the difference between the casual shirt pattern and suit shirt

Stylism | I decided on my design for the 1st model and established

pattern. Based on my understanding of shirt design, we drew, cut

the entire drawing framework. I chose a textile with various

and sewed our chosen pattern. We had much difficulty highlighting

patterns expanded from lace. During the summer vacation, I

the image of the collar and sewing the thin fabric.

had searched for shops, in Euljiro, Jongno, and Uijeongbu, that
specialized in velvet items or embossing. I had also dealt with
remaining problems that had occurred during a meeting with a

2
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velvet company situated in Daegu.
SEQ

Modelism | I chose a model from the 30 sketched designs of my

Stylism | I chose the embossing effect in order to develop our main

pre-collection. Velvet was a very tricky item to work with. When

textile. For this, we placed an object on the bottom of the textile

you stitch velvet and polyester, the velvet is likely to be damaged.

and pressed the iron firmly over it. In May, I had visited Japan

To prevent this, I fitted a thin layer of sponge between the two

looking for inspiration for my graduation collection. Encouraged

fabrics before stitching them together. To prepare for the graduation

by the diverse clothing shops in Tokyo, I was convinced my design

show it is essential that I have to manage our time rigorously and

would be a success.

efficiently. Thus, I started with the most difficult tasks first.

4

This reason this had happened was because of the resilience of the
SEQ

velvet. It seemed that all my hard work in creating my collection for the
graduation show had come to nothing. But my teachers cheered me up,

longer time and cost more to embroider patterns this way than by

and I found out the cause of the problem. After dozens of cuttings and

hand; however, the level of quality was much higher. I applied the

hundreds of pressings, I finally gained the result I was looking for.

silk screen technique only to the pocket of the pants for the 1st

On Nov. 26, I explained the concept behind my project for the

part

model and embroidered the other parts. As velvet was much trickier

graduation collection to the juries.

02

than expected for embossing, I spent a lot of time doing this.

“My topic is ‘My dad’s closet,’” I began, “my collection seeks to
recreate a cherished personal memory of when I had worn some

Modelism | When the 2nd semester started on Aug. 18, I began

of my father’s clothes when I was young. I steered my designs

to make my actual pieces in earnest. It took a long time to make my

towards the vintage style of over-sized jackets and baggie pants,

jacket as I had been using a patchwork technique - turning down the

which I then modernized with embossing techniques using various

margin to the outside and stitching it so as to show two different

textiles such as wool, velvet, jersey, and leather, in a new way.”

colors. Due to the poor embroidery on the shirt and pants, I cut the

On Dec. 11, 2008, the graduation fashion show took place. I will

patterns for the shirt and pants and moved on to completing my vest,

never forget the exultation I felt on the day. I won the Jury’s Grand

the 2nd model item. After completing the embroidery pattern on my

Prize. All my sweat, tears and frustrations were paid for in full by

shirt and pants, I submitted the three items on Aug. 22.

the prize I received.

5
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Stylism | I added computerized embroidery to the fabric. It took a

SEQ

Finishing touches to the stylism and modelism items | I got
tired and exhausted in the run-up to the graduation fashion show.
And a big problem occurred dues to the textile I was using. I had
intended to apply the embossing technique to velvet and searched
for the suitable factory. At the factory I finally settled on, I pressed
the casting on the velvet cloth to imprint a clear pattern. But the
next day, I found the pattern had disappeared.
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Stage for the graduation fashion show

I always dream of a new stage
Nam Hyung KIM, Manager of the Maintenance Section
The booths for the graduation pieces waiting to be reviewed are

of ESMOD SEOUL is permeated with an exhilarating atmosphere as

installed in the classes and the Art Nouveau Hall. Students help

this is the time when the students bring their 3-year-long efforts to

with the easier tasks whilst the demanding tasks, requiring special

fruition. This is also the busiest time for me as I am in charge of the

skills, are left in our charge. Sometimes, we can find ourselves in

facilities within the campus, including the booths for exhibiting the

a real fix. One day, we applied plaster to wood rock so as to set

graduation collections and the stage for the fashion show.

up the wall of a booth; however, the wall ended up bent due to its

At the faculty meeting, the theme for that academic year’s fashion

heavy weight. We had such a hard time fixing this.

show is determined. The faculty members plot out the strategy

After the jury is over, one of the highlights of the graduation

to make the stage the most effective and attractive it can be

exhibition takes place in the Art Nouveau Hall. Initally, we had

bearing in mind the characteristics of each major. Our Maintenance

outsourced the building and installation of the stage before,

part

Section installs the stage. Though we do the same job every year,

gradually, learning to do it ourselves. As the Art Nouveau Hall has

02

we all become keyed up as a totally new stage design is required

a movable podium for catwalks and walls, we can set up a different

to reflect the new theme. Unlike other fashion institutions or

stage whenever needed.

universities, ESMOD assumes full control of the preparations for

When the curtain for the show goes up, my heart goes pit-a-pat

the graduation fashion show.

as if I were a student presenting in the show. While they display

Of course, all the jobs are not managed by the Maintenance Section.

their works, the installations that I set up also make their debut.

The 3rd year students, who will be the heroes and heroines of this

Looking at my work with pride and joy, I nevertheless always tell

big event, and their tutoring professors, also join forces. Working

myself that next year I’ll make the stage even more fashionable

throughout the night with them is all so exhilarating and exciting.

and upscale.
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When the graduation fashion show is fast approaching, the campus

“The stage design differs according to
the theme of the fashion show and is
determined at the faculty meeting.”
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Art Nouveau Hall
The Art Nouveau Hall is one of the most impressive places at ESMOD

students, and graduation fashion show and exhibition for the 3rd

SEOUL. In 1990, a year after the foundation of the school, the hall

year. Once, the Ste. Catherine festival took place in this hall. In

was built on a 330m2 floor space on the 1st underground floor of the

1995, it was transformed into a wedding hall. Gwang Sik YOON,

ESMOD SEOUL building. Being fully equipped with a moving stage,

and Bo Yeon HWANG, the students of 3rd graduating year and the

lighting and sound facilities, the hall has been the main venue for the

first ESMOD couple in Seoul, were married here. President Yoon

various presentations, exhibitions, festivals and special lectures that

Chung PARK officiated at the wedding.

have taken place within the school.

The Art Nouveau Hall has been used as the location for fashion

When students prepare various presentations or fashion shows, they

exhibitions showcasing the creative world of curturier, to provide

gain an awareness of the importance of displaying and showing off

the most up to date information from the world of fashion, not to

their works to go with their knowledge of how to design them.

mention the many in-house events.

Starting with the fashion show, in Jun. 1990, for promotion of

In 1991, the Shin Woo LEE invitational exhibition was held here

the 2nd year students, a lot of events have been held in the Art

for ten days. And the exhibitions of the graduate students of the

Nouveau Hall. The hall, which used to be a classroom was reborn

Industrial Design School and Ewha Womans University took place

as a test room for comparing and evaluating students’ works during

here from 1992 to 1997. In addition, the Art Nouveau Hall served,

the special week. It then becomes the venue for the Mini défilé

in Sept. 2006, as the venue for the exhibition to mark the 120th

for the 1st year students, workshop presentation for the 2nd year

anniversary of Korea-France diplomatic relations.

part
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Drawing class in the Art Nouveau Hall.
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Library

part
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The library in ESMOD SEOUL was installed by President Yoon Chung PARK in 1989,
when the school was founded. The library has an archive of the fashion and art books
she has collected from Paris, US, Japan, Hong Kong, etc., over the past 30 years. This
collection was expanded with the books donated to the library by her teacher Hyun Min
AHN. It also contains those books and magazines that showcase the very latest trends.
The numbers of books further increases with the donations of various professors and
sponsors. As of 2009, the library has around 2,000 books and 20,000 magazines.
It also contains rare and precious archives such as <La Mode Illustrée>, the French
antique book published in the late 19th century; <Femina>, which was in publication
between 1923 to 1936; and the annual editions of <Collezioni> stretching back to 1987.
In addition to the books and magazines, various educational materials sent by ESMOD
PARIS, slides, annual graduation works, and workshop collections have been preserved.
Scenes from various important events held by ESMOD SEOUL and Paris, haute couture
collections, prêt-à-porter, the history and culture of fashion, newspaper articles on
ESMOD SEOUL, etc., were archived on DVD in 2005 and are housed in the library.
ESMOD SEOUL continued to refine its facilities and equipment to allow for easier
use of materials. In one sector of the library stands a textile room where various kinds
of textiles and fabrics are categorized according to mixing rate, formation, and weight.
In 2006, a separate room for exhibiting the excellent graduation pieces was installed on
the 2nd floor of the library. This room demonstrates the challenges and achievements
of ESMOD SEOUL through the collection of every prize-winning graduation piece,
including the piece that won the Grand Prize of President of Republic of Korea in Korea
Fashion Design Contest. These artworks also showcase how ESMOD’s educational
principle of combining the arts of stylism and modelism has stimulated the creativity of
its students and also shown the country new ways to advance its fashion industry.
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Noteworthy
ESMOD SEOUL
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New students
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Admission Presentation

Admission Presentation (2008)

part

03
Noteworthy
ESMOD SEOUL

There are two mandatory admission requirements for ESMOD SEOUL. The first is a
high school degree or higher and the second is attendance at the admission presentation
offered by ESMOD SEOUL.
At the admission presentation, information about school life, from admission to the curriculum, is
introduced through a video presentation, mini fashion shows to showcase the work of students, and the
personal experiences related by students and graduates.
As ESMOD SEOUL requires a very demanding and highly disciplined schedule
of training and study, only those who have a clear goal and motivation are able to
complete the three year course. Thus, it is a prerequisite to attend the admission
presentation and then to carefully decide whether this demanding course is for you.
After attending the admission presentation, one-to-one interviews with professors are
offered, if necessary.
The admission presentation has been held four times a year, without exception, since
the foundation of the school. For those who want to apply to ESMOD, attending the
admission presentation, in order to grasp every aspect of ESMOD education, and to
establish some trust with ESMOD is the recommended course of action, rather than
searching the internet for ESMOD or using individual consultation with the faculties
of ESMOD.
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Competency model of ESMOD SEOUL
Hae Lim CHANG, Principal of ESMOD SEOUL
birth, sought self-fulfillment by knocking on ESMOD’s door. Despite

are the answers to questions about the qualifications, selection

the many different lives and experiences of the applicants, they all

criteria, teaching methods that ESMOD looks for in every new

share the same passion and desire to study at ESMOD.

student.

The applicants try their best to reveal their potential talents and

When selecting students, ESMOD requires documentation in

strong will during the interview. Some arrive for the interview

the form of student records and transcripts; however, it places

wearing a school uniform in the hope of looking sincere and

higher emphasis on the individual interview. Those who have no

faithful. Others wear clothes that show the very strong personality

interview experience tend to be nervous in front of the four to five

of a designer. A soldier submitted a letter of recommendation from

interviewers. But our interviewers help them to relax and speak

his commander, which had no relation to the documentation required

candidly about the dreams and career aspirations. They then ask

for admission. One student brought a portfolio that contained his

part

some specific questions raised solely in response to the person

drawings from the age five to prove he had always been dreaming

03

sitting before them. As the questions are based on this one-to-

of being a designer. Another applicant boldly presented his chest

one, in-depth interview customized to the individual, no canned

to show the tattoos that symbolized the brand he desired to launch

response is useful.

in the future. It is this kind of pure passion mixed with childishness

The applicants to ESMOD are very diverse an expected graduate

and youthful get-up-and-go that often impresses the interviewers.

of high school who has just completed the SAT exam; a teenager

The most common quality shared by the applicants who pass the

who skipped high school and passed the exam for college entrance

entrance exam is that they choose their career themselves without

earlier than others; those who quit university or a company; a

being swayed by social prejudice. They did not let a score on the

soldier soon to be discharged; and a housewife who, after giving

SAT exam nor the resolve of their parents decide their future.

Noteworthy
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What kind of individual does ESMOD seek to admit? The following
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It is precisely this strong mind and motivation of the successful

ESMOD SEOUL has long abolished the requirement of submitting a

applicants that acts as the stepping stone to ESMOD SEOUL. And

portfolio in order to gain submission to the school. In the early days,

whenever we witness their passion and enthusiasm, the faculties

following its foundation, some applicants used portfolios created by

of ESMOD feel a stronger sense of responsibility to lead them in

the graduates of ESMOD PARIS whilst others used unfair methods

the right direction.

to create their portfolios. To root out such dishonest and unfair

The competency model that ESMOD has pursued seeks a talent

behavior, ESMOD SEOUL established the practice of selecting new

that demonstrates not only originality and creativity but also self-

students based on only paperwork and interviews. This comes from

motivation. Designs without originality lack life, and the designer

the confidence of ESMOD that it can ‘teach’ anyone who knows

who cannot motivate themselves cannot stimulate the sensibilities

nothing. Additionally, ESMOD has banned its staff and professors

of others. Thus, ESMOD prefers questions to answers, creativity

from accepting any forms of solicitation for admission. Applicants

to imitation, individuality to unity, differentiated processes to

late for the interview are denied admission on the spot.

standardized results. Adventurers capable of exploring their future

part

03

with passion and curiosity, who have no fear of failure, and who
their own design world, exactly coincide with the educational
objectives of ESMOD SEOUL.
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can note even the smallest change in a trend as they move toward

“Adventurers capable of exploring their future
with passion and curiosity,
who have no fear of failure,
and who can note even the smallest change in a trend
as they move toward their own design world,
exactly coincide with the educational objectives of
ESMOD SEOUL.”
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Interview with students of ESMOD SEOUL

I encountered ESMOD.
So Jeong YOON (3rd year)
I was always envious of those who were lucky enough to have a long-cherished dream come true. The people who clearly know what
profession is for them and what they needed to do to achieve their dream were admirable. On the contrary, I had no idea what I wanted to
be. In 2007, after a lot of time and much deliberation, I decided to be a fashion designer and to attend ESMOD SEOUL.

I applied for the admission to a theater company.
I liked to paint when I was young, so I prepared to take the
entrance exam for the college of fine arts. However, as soon as
part

I became a member of the drama club I forget all about work and

03

focused on having fun, instead. I decided, after this experience, to
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major in theater and cinema at university, but I failed the entrance
exam. As I could not give up my dream of being an actress,
I began to work at a theater company in Milyang.

Stage costumes motivated me to be a fashion designer.
Making stage costumes was one of the most grueling jobs I had to do as a new comer. It was tough going
from treading the boards as an actress one moment to making costumes the next. I would often huddle
for several hours, in a corner of the theater, designing patterns for stage costumes. Laundering, ironing
and managing the thousands of items of clothes owned by the theater exhausted me, but it also instilled
in me a crazy passion for clothes. In fact, I found that I was much happier looking after the costumes than
acting on a stage.
I managed the costumes used in the musical ‘Royal Dream of the Moon’ and the drama ‘A Beautiful Man’
for which one of my costumes won the grand prize at the Seoul Theater Festival. It was watching the
costumes I had made being worn on stage that inspired me to be a designer. Thus, I began to prepare
myself for attending ESMOD SEOUL in earnest.
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Fashion designer, my long-cherished dream
After I passed the 1st interview, I happened to rediscover an illustrated journal I had made when I was
young. Under the theme ‘Designer, my dream’ I had written, ‘I want to make wonderful clothes for my
teacher and my friends after I become a designer.’ Below this I was a picture of a sewing machine and
several items of clothing. I had also written a promise to my friend that I would make a dress only for her,
and I had added pictures of dresses and poncho-style clothing. My dream, which had been long forgotten
by me had remained alive in my diary.
I am a student at ESMOD SEOUL now, and I have prepared to achieve my earlier dream in an orderly way.
ESMOD SEOUL has been the ideal guide to show me the way in the long journey towards becoming a
good designer.
part

03

I believe that bigger satisfaction and success awaits me if I give up
immediate satisfaction. Drawing patterns and making skirts are
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I want to make my dream come true through ESMOD SEOUL

still unfamiliar to me but exciting, nevertheless. There will be a
great number of hurdles that I have to clear until the promotion
exam and graduation fashion show. But I’m not afraid. I am still
young, and my dream of being a top couturier is so strong that
nothing can deny it. I believe every endeavor I make to be step
towards becoming a designer.

So Jeong YOON wrote this article in 2007
when she was admitted to ESMOD SEOUL.
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Achievements in the contest
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The students and graduates of ESMOD SEOUL have won various kinds of prize in
contest home and abroad for over 20 years.
In the Korea Fashion Design Contest, the nation’s greatest festival in the field of fashion (hosted by
Korea Fashion Association and sponsored by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy and the
Korea Federation of Textile Industries), ESMOD SEOUL produced the largest number of prize winners
among the fashion institutions. This includes recipients of the President prize (12th, 13th, 21st and
23rd Korea Fashion Design Contest), the prize from the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy
(2006 and 2007), and the prize from the Prime Minister in 2007.
ESMOD SEOUL has also won the grand prize in the JDG(Joongang Design Group) Contest for four
consecutive years (from 2004 to 2007), which is regarded as the gateway to success by the top designers
at home and abroad.
Though it has excelled in various contests, inside and outside the nation, ESMOD
SEOUL began to attract serious attention some 10 years after it was founded. As the
definition of fashion shifted from ‘clothing as artwork’ to ‘clothing that was suitable for
the day to day’, practical and creative costumes rather than abstract and formative ones
were rated more favorably in most contests. Accordingly, ESMOD was able to exhibit
its true qualities as it had always pursued the aim of making wearable clothes. When
pattern making was added to the performance test category, in the Korea Fashion
Design Contest, the students of ESMOD SEOUL (who had learned both stylism and
modelism) stepped proudly into the limelight.
In addition to domestic contests, ESMOD SEOUL students have receiving accolades
from the international fashion industry in competitions such as the Asia Fashion Grand
Prize Contest in Japan, the Mittelmoda Contest in Italy, the Nagoya Fashion Contest in
Japan, the Festival International des jeunes créateurs de mode de Dinard in France, the
Gen Art Contest in the US, and the China Cup International Fashion Design Contest.
ESMOD SEOUL was selected by the world-class cosmetic brand LANCÔME as
the greatest fashion educational institution. Consequently, it participated in the
‘LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards’ as LANCÔME’S exclusive partner for two
consecutive years (2005 and 2006).
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Prize winners in contests.

1991

1992

1993

JDG Contest
Gold Prize Gyeong KIM(2nd graduating year)
● Japan’s

Mizuno International Contest
Runner-up Prize
Hye Seon LEE(2nd graduating year)

●

Japan’s Mizuno International Contest
Runner-up Prize Beom Jun JEON

JDG Contest
Silver Prize Wook Jun JUNG

JDG Contest
Gold Prize Hyeong Cheol KIM

(1st graduating year)

(2nd graduating year)

(1st graduating year)

1997

1998

JDG Contest
Silver Prize Eun Mi CHO(2nd graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Mi Hye HEO(3rd graduating year)
● France International Young
Designer Contest
Runner-up Prize
Yang Suk PARK(7th graduating year)
● UNESCO DESIGN 21
Runner-up Prize Sun Gyeong PARK
(7th graduating year) Seon Ju SIM(7th graduating
year) Gyeong Gu YOON(7th graduating year)

JDG Contest
Silver Prize Jeong Mi KIM(9th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Eun Hye KIM(6th graduating year)
● Italy Mittelmoda Contest
2nd position in the women’s wear
sector(2nd graduating year), Eun Mi CHO
● Marangoni Fashion Contest
Runner-up Prize
Yoon Jeong KIM(5th graduating year)

● 

● 

France International Young Designer
Contest
Silver Prize Sang Cheol KIM(7th graduating year)
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JDG Contest
Silver Prize Gwang Sik YOON(3rd graduating year)
Bronze Prize Bok Hyeong YANG(1st graduating year)
● Japan’s Mizuno International Contest
Runner-up Prize
Jae Hyeon SON(3rd graduating year)

● 

Gore Contest
In free-wear sector, Best Design Award
Mi Hye HEO(3rd graduating year)

1994

1995

JDG Contest
Silver Prize Yeon Su GIL(1st graduating year)
Bronze Prize Myeong Eun TAE(3rd graduating year)
● Asia Fashion Grand Prize Contest in Japan
Special Prize Gwang Sik YOON(3rd graduating year)
● Indonesia Asian Fashion Competition
Best Design Award Yeon Su Gil(1st graduating year)

●

JDG Contest 				
Silver Prize Yu Jeong CHOI(2nd graduating year) 		
Bronze Prize Seong Mi PARK(4th graduating year)
● Asia

Fashion Grand Prize Contest in Japan
Prize from Japan Textile Association(5th graduating year), Da In KIM
● UNESCO

DESIGN 21
Runner-up Prize Se Won JEON(4th graduating year)

●

Korea Textile Fashion Contest
Grand Prize Yeon Su Gil(1st graduating year)

Korea Textile Fashion Contest
President Prize Da In KIM(5th graduating year)

France International Young Designer
Designer Contest in Korea
Elle Special Prize Hyeong Jin KIM(6th graduating year)

●

1999

1996
Korea Textile Fashion Contest
Silver Prize Hye Won SHIM (3rd graduating year)
Encouragement Prize Eun Ju LEE (7th graduating year)
● Maeil Economy Fashion Design Contest
Silver Prize Hyeon Su CHO (6th graduating year)

2000

Doota Venture Designer
Bronze Prize
Yun Jeong KIM(5th graduating year)

Korea Textile Fashion Contest
Best Pattern Prize
Yun Jeong KIM(5th graduating year)
● JDG

Contest		
Encouragement Prize Eun Ha CHAE
(10th graduating year) Special Prize Ji Hyung
CHOI(10th graduating year)
● Doota

Venture Designer Contest
Bronze Prize Myeong Ji CHEON

● 

● 

(11th graduating year)

Korea Knit Design Contest
Best Design Award Yu Jeong KIM

● 

(11th graduating year)

Runner-up Prize Seung Yeon KIM
(11th graduating year)

Asia Collection International
Contest in Japan
Runner-up Prize Hyo Jeong Yun

● 

(10th graduating year)

Ji Hyung CHOI(10th graduating year)
ELLE Fashion Design Contest
Encouragement Prize Eden Mun

● 

(10th graduating year)

Japan ATF Asian Young Designer
Contest
2nd Prize Da In KIM(5th graduating year)

Seoul Fashion Design Contest
Encouragement Prize Yun Jeong KIM

● 

JDG Contest
Silver Prize Hee Seung LEE(10th graduating year)

(5th graduating year)
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2001
JDG Contest
Gold Prize Ji Seon LEE(11th graduating year)
Silver Prize
Myeong Ji Cheon(11th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Se Chang KIM(11th graduating year)
Yeong Seon CHO(11th graduating year)
Ae Ju CHEON(12th graduating year)
● US

Gen Art Contest		
Runner-up Prize in men’s wear
Su Jeong LEE(10th graduating year)
● Asia

Collection International
Contest in Japan
Special Prize
Ga Yeong JIN(11th graduating year)
● Nagoya

Fashion Contest in Japan
Runner-up Prize
Mi Seon PARK(11th graduating year)
● Doota

Venture Designer Conference
Silver Prize in Student Sector
Ae Ju CHEON(11th graduating year)
● Korea

Underwear Contest
Gold Prize
Jeong Hwan LEE(10th graduating year)
Japan Hep Five Contest
Bronze Prize
Five Prize Eun Jin KIM(11th graduating year)
(10th
graduating
year)
Hee Jeong SEON
● 

Korea Knit Design Contest
Merit Award
Se Chang KIM(11th graduating year)
● WITH Fashion Design Contest
Encouragement Prize
Ji Seon LEE(11th graduating year)
● Jeonju Hanji Fashion Design Contest
Runner-up Prize
Seung Yeon KIM(11th graduating year)
● 

Nagoya Fashion Contest in Japan
Runner-up Prize Jeong Hee GWON
(11th graduating year)

2003
Korea Fashion Design Contest
Silver Prize Yu Na YONG

Nagoya Fashion Contest in Japan
Special Prize Ji Seon LEE(11th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Jong Ju CHOI(13th graduating year)
● Japan HEP FIVE Contest
Fine Piece Mi Jin PARK(13th graduating year)
Eun Ju JANG(13th graduating year)
● Daegu PID World Fashion Design
Contest
Silver Prize Jong Mun KIM(12th graduating year)
● Daejeon Fashion Design Contest
Runner-up Prize
Jeong Ok BANG(13th graduating year)

●

●

(13th graduating year)

Encouragement Prize
Seung Hoon JEONG(13th graduating year)
● JDG

Contest
Encouragement Prize
Myeong Jin KIM(13th graduating year)
● Seoul

Modelist Contest
Merit Award in Student Section
Eun Mi HA(13th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Min Jeong KIM(13th graduating year)
Yu Min YUN(15th graduating year)

Korea Fashion Design Contest
Grand Prize Myeong Jin KIM
(13th graduating year)
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Nagoya Fashion Contest in Japan
Silver Prize Jeong Ok BANG(13th graduating year)

2002
JDG Contest
Gold Prize Jong Mun KIM(12th graduating year)
Silver Prize Mi Yeon SONG(12th graduating year)
Bronze Prize Se Na WI(12th graduating year)
Eun Ju LEE(13th graduating year)
Yun Mi JANG(13th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Ju Ram HAN(12th graduating year)
● Japan Hep Five Contest
Runner-up Prize
Woo Mi KIM(12th graduating year)
● Daegu PID World Fashion Design
Contest
Gold Prize Mu Hee LEE(11th graduating year)
Judge’s Special Prize
Seung Yeon KIM(11th graduating year)
Special Prize Eun Jin KIM(11th graduating year)

Busan Fashion Design Contest
Grand Prize Jeong Gil IM(12th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Hyeon Seon AHN(12th graduating year)
Jeung Il GO(12th graduating year)
● Lotte

Department Store Fashion
Design Contest
Gold Prize Ji Hye KIM(13th graduating year)
Silver Prize
Seo Yeong HAN(13th graduating year)
Bronze Prize
Ji Won HYEON(13th graduating year)
● Hansan

Mosi Contest
Grand Prize Se Won JEON(4th graduating year)
● YK038

SATIN Fashion Contest
3rd Prize Ae Ju CHEON(12th graduating year)

●

●

Nagoya Fashion Contest in Japan
Gold Prize Min Ji SONG(12th graduating year)

Italy Mittelmoda International Contest
Accepted Seong Hee AHN(11th graduating year)

2004
Korea Fashion Design Contest
Bronze Prize
Gyeong Rok MIN(14th graduating year)
Gui Hee PARK(14th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Seok Ju GO(14th graduating year)
Hyeok Sang GWON(14th graduating year)
Yeon Jin SEO(14th graduating year)
● JDG Contest
Encouragement Prize
Yeong Ji KIM(14th graduating year)
Gyeong Hwa LEE(14th graduating year)
● China Cup International Fashion
Design Contest
Men’s Wear -Gold Prize, Special Prize
Jeong Ok BANG(13th graduating year)
Lingerie - Bronze Prize, Special Prize
Jeong Gil LIM(13th graduating year)
Kids’ Wear - Encouragement Prize
Special Prize
Ji Won HYEON(13th graduating year)
Women’s Wear - Special Prize
Eun Ju JANG(13th graduating year)

Design Contest for the 50th
anniversary of Venus
Grand Prize
Seong Hee KIM(14th graduating year)
Silver Prize
Min Yeong LEE(14th graduating year)
Bronze Prize
Hee Jung MOON(14th graduating year)
● SAGA-ESMOD

INTERNATIONAL
Design Competition
Fur interpretation - 1st Prize
Ji Yeong CHOI(15th graduating year)
Accessory - 1st Prize
In Jeong CHOI(14th graduating year)
Fur interpretation - 2nd Prize
Yeon Jin SEO(14th graduating year)
● Jambangee

Denim DIY Contest
2nd Prize Jung Hoon CHO(15th graduating year)

●

●

JDG Contest
Grand Prize Yeon Jin SEO(14th graduating year)

Korea Fashion Design Contest
Gold Prize Boramna JEONG(14th graduating year)
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2005
Korea Fashion Design Contest
Gold Prize
Seon Yeong JEONG(15th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Yun Hee JI(15th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Gyu Seok SHIM(15th graduating year)
Ji Jeong MIN(15th graduating year)
Myeong Hwa JANG(15th graduating year)
Jun BAE(15th graduating year)
● JDG

Contest		
Grand Prize
Yo Seop JEONG(6th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Seo Hyeon WI(15th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Mun Seok JEONG(15th graduating year)
● Seoul

Modelist Contest		
Merit Award in Student Section
Mi Rim JANG(15th graduating year)
●

China Cup International Fashion
Design Contest
Men’s Wear -Silver Prize,
Fabric Development Prize
Boramna JEONG(14th graduating year)
Women’s Wear - Bronze Prize,
Color Fabric Prize
Seon Hee JANG(14th graduating year)
Lingerie - Encouragement Prize
Hee Jung MOON(14th graduating year)
Kids’ Wear - Bronze Prize,
Fabric Development Prize
Min Ji SEO(14th graduating year)		
Kids’ Wear - Bronze Prize
Seung Jin LEE(14th graduating year)
● Daegu PID World Fashion Design
Contest
Encouragement Prize
Arina SHIN(15th graduating year)
● LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards
Modern Feminity Prize
Seon Hee GWON(14th graduating year)
Innovation Prize
In Jeong CHOI(14th graduating year)
Color & Texture Prize
Seon Hwa JEONG(14th graduating year)
●

Korea Fashion Design Contest
Grand Prize Ji Yeong CHOI(15th graduating year)

LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards
Best Prize of All Categories Prize
Ji Hye LEE(14th graduating year)

2007
Korea Fashion Design Contest
Silver Prize Ga I LEE(17th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Seong Hoon PARK(17th graduating year)
● JDG

Contest		
Silver Prize
Myeong Ha LEE(17th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
So Yeon JU(17th graduating year)
Hye Ran CHOI(17th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Hyeon Sang PARK(17th graduating year)
Gi Ho SONG(17th graduating year)
Jeong A HONG(7th graduating year)
Hye Gyeong JEONG(1st graduating year)

Seoul Modelist Contest		
Grand Prize Hyo Sun JU(16th graduating year)
● China Cup International Fashion
Design Contest
Underwear/Beachwear sector Silver Prize, Fabric Prize
Hyeon Jeong AN(16th graduating year)
Women’s Wear - Bronze Prize
Hyo Sun JU(16th graduating year)
Men’s Wear -Bronze Prize, Fabric Prize
Bo Seon KIM(16th graduating year)
Kids’ Wear - Bronze Prize
Seromi JEONG(16th graduating year)
Kids’ Wear - Encouragement Prize,
Coordination Prize
Ji Eun LEE(16th graduating year)

●

●

Korea Fashion Design Contest
Gold Prize Gyeong Seo LEE(17th graduating year)
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JDG Contest
Grand Prize Ji Man EOM(17th graduating year)

2006
Korea Fashion Design Contest
Silver Prize
Mi Yeong JEONG(15th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Hae KIM(16th graduating year)
Seon Ho KIM(16th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Seon Ae WON(16th graduating year)
Hyeon Bok CHOI(16th graduating year)
● JDG Contest
Runner-up Prize
Jin Gyeong KIM(16th graduating year)
● Seoul Modelist Contest
General Part - Best Design Award
Jeong Eun KIM(14th graduating year)

Doota Venture Designer Conference
Grand Prize Jong Ju CHOI(13th graduating year)
● China

Cup International Fashion
Design Contest Men’s Wear Silver Prize
Mun Seok JEONG(15th graduating year)
● LANCÔME

Colour Designs Awards
Modern Feminity Prize
Ji Yeong CHOI(15th graduating year)
Innovation Prize
Eun Yeong CHAE(15th graduating year)
Color & Texture Prize
Yeong Hwa LEE(15th graduating year)
● Japan

YKK Fastening Awards
Runner-up Prize
Seong Hee HONG(16th graduating year)

●

●

JDG Contest
Grand Prize Yu Jin LEE(16th graduating year)

Korea Fashion Design Contest
Silver Prize Ju Hee EOM(16th graduating year)

2008
Hyundai Department Store
Young Designer Contest
Gold Prize Ui Ji PARK(16th graduating year)
Encouragement Prize
Seong Hee HONG(16th graduating year)
Seung Han KIM(16th graduating year)
Ji Hyung CHOI(10th graduating year)
● Han Style Hanbok Fashion Design
Contest
Special Prize Daun KIM(16th graduating year)

JDG Contest
Encouragement Prize
Ho Jung KIM(18th graduating year)
Special Prize
Deok Hee KIM(18th graduating year)
Runner-up Prize
Dong Hyeon LEE(18th graduating year)
Yeong Seon YUN (18th graduating year)
● China

Cup International Fashion
Design Contest
Kids’ Wear - Bronze Prize
Geun Yeong KIM(17th graduating year)
Underwear Sector - Bronze Prize
Mi Hye PARK(17th graduating year)
Men’s Wear -Bronze Prize
Hyo Seung JEONG(17th graduating year)
● Triumph

Inspiration Award
3rd Prize Ju Ri SEONG(18th graduating year)

●

●

France Festival International des
jeunes créateurs de mode de Dinard
Women’s Wear – Grand Prix
Jae Hwan LEE(9th graduating year)

Korea Fashion Design Contest
Encouragement Prize
Jun Yeong PARK(18th graduating year)
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ESMOD SEOUL overcame the barrier of academic cliques inherent in Korean society.
As the graduates of ESMOD SEOUL advanced into society, the fashion companies
gradually let go of their conviction that all fashion students had to learn about practical
fashion from the ground. ESMOD SEOUL provided such companies with a heretofore
unknown type of talented individual; one who needed no additional training when
they joined the ranks of the company in question.
This change of ethos soon spread from the large-scale companies to the other scale
companies. The practice to employing individual based on their creative talent,
regardless of their educational background, is now the norm. The graduates of
ESMOD SEOUL who major in each specialization are able to immediately contribute
to the actual work when they join a company. It is very notable that the brands of
men’s wear and kids’ wear were eagerly distinguished in each brand as ESMOD firstly
produce professionals in these two sectors. The high employment rate in the two areas
reflects the high demand of market for the expert in the two sectors.
As of 2009, over 1,300 graduates of ESMOD SEOUL are playing dynamic roles as designers, pattern
drafters, MDs, and VMDs in large-scale fashion companies, national brands, designer brands,
promotion companies, PR agencies, and fashion magazines. And more and more graduates are opting to
run their own companies.
Numerous graduates have exhibited fashion collections during the nation’s greatest
festival, Seoul Fashion Week, on a regular basis, occupied high positions at fashion
companies and participated in the graduation jury of ESMOD SEOUL.
Recently, increasing numbers of ESMOD graduates have advancing onto the global
stage and have been participating in world-class exhibitions such as Paris’ Prêt-à-porter
and Who’s Next; The Train New York; and Milan’s Vende Moda. The rising numbers of
online shopping malls and select shops, as well as the government’s initiative to foster
new designers, have provided a chance conducive to their professional growth.
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In the early days, the Principal and the administration director of ESMOD SEOUL
had to visit companies personally to persuade them to employ the graduates. However,
once a company agreed to hire their first ESMOD graduate, the talent and capability
demonstrated by the graduated was enough to convince the company that more
ESMOD graduates would be joining their ranks in the future.
ESMOD adopts similar educational methodologies to the companies themselves in order to prepare
their students for industry jobs. In fact, the 3rd year students, who undergo company training during
the summer vacation, tend to be surprised at the how the working process in a company is no different
to that of the school’s. Often, companies that have experience of working with graduates of ESMOD
SEOUL ring the administration office to receive suitable student recommendations. The requests now
number four to five times the number of graduating students
At the end of every year, the designers, CEOs, and the heads of design departments
whom participated in the graduation show as juries select the students most suitable
to enter into an internship at a prospective company. Former graduates of ESMOD
SEOUL, now employed at various fashion companies, request their alma mater to
recommend suitable student candidates as interns. In case of men’s clothing companies,
many of ESMOD graduates occupy managerial positions and help their juniors to
secure jobs in their companies. 3rd year students are often admitted to the company
where they worked as interns during summer vacation.
Recently, about 85% of ESMOD SEOUL graduates are employed, on average, and
they have exerted a sweeping influence on the famous industry. Recently, as Korean
fashion companies have been advancing, in a remarkable fashion, into the global
market, increasing numbers of ESMOD graduates now work overseas in China,
Vietnam and Indonesia.

ESMOD graduates
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As Korea has emerged as a new fashion power on the global fashion stage, Korean companies and
designers have started to step into the spotlight. The graduates of ESMOD SEOUL are an essential part
of the designer pool exerting a significant influence on the global stage.
Beom Jun JEON, one of the first graduates of ESMOD SEOUL, worked as a designer
at Promostyle and Nelly Rodi, the two big brothers of the global trend companies.
Then he taught at ESMOD PARIS as a stylism professor for five years (2002-2007).
Currently, he is a designer at Nelly Rodi and Monoprix. Jeong Eun ROH(5th
graduating year) majored in graphic design at Brazil University before graduating from
ESMOD SEOUL. She started working as a stylism professor at ESMOD SENAC in
Brazil in 1998. Gwang Won LEE (8th graduating year) started working at Kappa in
China in 2003 and is now the general director of the same company.
In addition, Gyeong KIM (2nd graduating year) launched her own brand in Italy, and
Mi In CHO (10th graduating year) works as a designer in Milan. Ha Ryeong KIM
(6th graduating year), Myeong Ji CHEON (11th graduating year), Ju Seong HONG
(17th graduating year), Sang Muk CHOI (17th graduating year) and Ho Jung KIM
(18th graduating year) work for Bakha Factory in China, Chloe in Paris, Yakjin Trading
Corporation in Vietnam, and Kappa in China, respectively.
Meanwhile, Su Jin PARK, who was admitted to ESMOD SEOUL in 1996, before
studying at ESMOD RENNES and PARIS, runs ‘Sauha Trend’ a fashion business
agency in Paris. Ju Yeong LEE, who entered ESMOD SEOUL and also graduated from
ESMOD PARIS, works for Smalto in Paris with Yoon Chung PARK, another ESMOD
PARIS graduate. Ju Yeong ROH works for Sophie Martin in Indonesia.
While many ESMOD graduates attend global companies, some became creators whose
collections have debuted overseas.
Wook Jun JUNG (2nd graduating year) was the first graduate from ESMOD SEOUL
to advance into the Paris collection. After five successful showings in the S/S Paris
Collection from 2008 to 2010, he has become recognized as one of the most prominent
men’s wear designers in the world.
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Jae Hwan LEE (9th graduating year), who won the grand prize in the women’s wear
sector in a unanimous vote by the judges (at the 14th Festival International des
jeunes créateurs de mode de Dinard in 2007) has participated in Paris Prêt-à-porter
salon, with his own brand ‘jaehwan*lee,’ for the four consecutive seasons from 2007.
It was during this time that Mr. LEE began to make his mark as ‘the designer who
can interpret the French image and the emotions of Parisiens in a modern way.’ His
collections have been selected as the pick of the crop every season and are featured
prominently in ‘Forum Tendances.’
Ji Hyung CHOI (10th graduating year), who worked as a designer at Vivien
Westwood in London, has exhibited her collection ‘CHOIJIHYUNG’ at the ‘Who’
s Next’ salon in Paris. She has also participated in New York’s The Train and Milan’s
Vende Moda exhibition.

From ESMOD SEOUL
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The long-cherished wish of President Yoon Chung PARK was that the graduates of
ESMOD SEOUL should stand out on the global stage as designers. Wook Jun JUNG
has done just this.
Mr. JUNG (2nd graduating year) graduated ESMOD SEOUL in 1991 and worked for
‘Chiffons’ ‘Club Monaco’ and ‘NIX’ as a designer before launching ‘Lone Costume’ in
1999. His boutique ‘Lone Coustome,’ situated next to ESMOD SEOUL, on Garosu-gil,
became the best place for fashionistas to catch up on the latest fashion trends. It is very
rare that a young designer becomes famous due to word of mouth about his clothing.
He has played energetic roles in diverse fields; he has participated in the Seoul
Collection since 2000, while making movie costumes and uniforms for hotel staff.
2008 S/S Juun.J Paris Collection
He has developed a very creative and inventive collection in collaboration with Simon
Henwood, the British fine artist, and Nuts, the Japanese graphic designer.
Not resting on his laurels in Korea, he made it to the Paris Collection, with the name of ‘Juun. J,’ in
Jun. 2007. This was the first instance of an ESMOD graduate debuting in the Paris collection. In the
2008 S/S Paris Collection, he was hailed as a ‘promising rookie’ and quickly progressed to be one of the
most notable men’s wear designers in the world.
A lot of journalists at fashion magazines, including Le Figaro, gave wide coverage to
him, naming him ‘the whiz kid in the fashion world’ and ‘the most innovative designer’
or the ‘most noteworthy designer.’
His unique identity lies in his sophisticated tailoring. His jackets and pants show his
time-proven experience in the field of fashion, and his trench coats that give off a sense
of muscular power are his trademark item. His collection features the exquisite ‘nouveau
classicism’ with a touch of the subversive in the details he then adds through the mixing
and matching of different volumes and fabrics. He is particularly outstanding in
interpreting classic items in an avant-garde way by dismantling and then recombining
every part of a trench coat. His collection has been alternately called ‘upscale hybrid’
and the ‘collection that overthrows men’s items through inventive and perfect cutting.’
The ‘Juun. J’ Collection is now popular in every fashion city such as Paris, Milan,
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London, and Hong Kong. Currently, the Juun. J Invitational Collection takes place in
Greece and Russia. The biggest event at the in 2009 S/S Fendi Show was when Karl
LAGERFELD walked on to the finale stage wearing the black suit and shirt of ‘Juun J.’
Following this, his clothes filled the shelves of a store in Milan.
Wook Jun JUNG was singled out as one of ‘Asia’s Top 4 Designers’ by the Asian Times
in 2003 and picked as one of the ‘Top 6 Designers’ by the WGSN, the British fashion
site, in 2008. He also awarded USD 100,000 by the Samsung Fashion Design Fund.
The fund was set up by Cheil Industries in order to hone and sponsor Korean designers
working overseas. Fur four times, SFDF has chosen 9 winners among whom Wook
Jun JUNG was the only designer to have studied in Korea before making his debut
overseas. He continues to hold successful collections on the global stage.
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Backstage illustration drawn by Wook Jun JUNG

Interview

Fashion Designer Wook Jun JUNG
Wook Jun JUNG works at the ‘Lone Costume’ situated in Garosu-gil, Shinsa-dong. He told me the memory about ESMOD SEOUL, and his
idea about fashion.

Q. Would you say a few words about your career as a world-class
designer?
A. I was very happy at first but soon began to worry. Standing out as a great
designer, on the global stage, is very honorable for me and for ESMOD
SEOUL, as well. I could not have been famous like this unless I had
attended ESMOD SEOUL. I’m always proud of having been a student at
the school.

Q. Do you have any unforgettable memory about ESMOD SEOUL?
A. I really studied hard as I wanted some compensation for what I had
given up. I tried hard to be the best in my class and get the best possible
grades. The discipline was very strict in ESMOD SEOUL at that time.
My teachers did not accept any assignment if it was submitted even
one second late. That type of rigorousness though has had a favorable
influence on my life.

Q. What do you think makes a good designer?
A. I’m not certain, yet. But I think a great designer produces work that is
both identifiably theirs and that will stand the test of time, for example
the tweed suit of Chanel or the padless suit of Armani. A designer that
invents dramatic items deserves admiration. It is important to seek out a
revolutionary improvement utilizing one’s own weapon. I have not found
my weapon, yet. This is my 5th collection in Paris. It’s just the beginning.

Q. Who at ESMOD SEOUL was the most influential on you?
A. Professor In Su HONG has been my best mentor. He has given me much
priceless help and advice, over a long period of time, about my job, life
and everything. He has a very sharp mind and a warm heart. He pinpoints
the wrong thing without hurting me and praises me with some criticism.
Thus, I always invite him to review my collection. He lives close to me
and we often drink together.

Q. I’ve heard that you don’t have many clothes, and you don’t dress
up, usually.
A. I hate designers who try to look very stylish. When they begin to
concentrate on their appearance, they cannot make any good clothes.
Giorgio Armani enjoyed wearing simply a black T-shirt and jeans. The
heroic designer Helmut Lang liked western boots, jeans, a T-shirt and a
jacket. The young designers today tend to be immersed in their personal
style. Designers should not be self-centered but customer-centered.

Q. What would you like to tell the students of ESMOD SEOUL?
A. Time is most important. Life is filled with time. And fashion is a time-related
industry. As designers, we need to be one step ahead of time. We should
consider our designs from the perspective of one year ahead. When I was at
ESMOD, I was 10 minutes late in turning in my assignment as I fell asleep on
a bus. My teacher would not accept it. Now I’ve heard that late assignments
merely have some points deducted from their final grade. I think this practice
should not have been abolished. Students need to feel frustrated sometimes;
they require a greater shock than merely losing one or two points off their
grade. I really wish the tradition would be reestablished.
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Q. You’ve not studied at university. Didn’t your educational
background get in the way of becoming a designer?
A. I desired to attend ESMOD PARIS despite the apprehensions of my parents. I
attended university to study craft design for 7 semesters but quit and choose
ESMOD SEOUL, instead. ESMOD SEOUL was the last school I attended,
and I shall never regret it. I will help guide my children towards developing
expertise in an area rather than merely aiming for a university diploma.

Q. What is good clothing?
A. Difficult question to answer. It differs depending on the situation. Good
clothes should become the person who wears them. I happened to come
across a person who wore the clothes I made. It hurt me to see the
clothes were not a good match for him. It is not a designer but the person
who wears the clothes that makes the clothes look perfect.
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Stories of graduates

ESMOD, ESMODIENS
Sun Jin PARK (6th graduating year / Creative Director, Avista’s Kai-aakmann)
It was not easy for me study at ESMOD SEOUL. All of the modelism and stylism classes were too challenging for me. The
tough academic schedule and highly-disciplined lessons were too heavy a burden sometimes. However, though I became
more and more despairing and frustrated, I refused to yield. I wanted to prove something to all those people who were
worrying about me. When I was promoted to the 2nd grade, one of the modelism professors said, ‘You’
re too strong,’ which drastically changed everything about me. Suddenly, I felt as if I had the whole
world in the palm of my hand, and I was full of confidence. However, when my confidence became excessive
and changed into arrogance, one of my professors criticized me by saying that I only produced good-looking clothes instead
of more practical ones. I recognized then that I had not been faithful to the basic attitude of a designer. I have never
forgotten the criticism of my professor and have tried hard to embody this fundamental principle of fashion design.
part
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Jae Hwan LEE
Collection, Paris)
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It was the day that I was to submit my assignment
for modelism class. When I woke in the
morning, I saw, to my horror that during
the night one of my dogs had peed on my
work. The stains couldn’t be wiped off. I
told my teacher and had to put up with

Se Chang KIM (11th graduating year / Head of design sector, Ask Junior, Real Company)

all my classmates laughing at me. Thus,
I had to make something new and hand

I remember the first picture I painted. It was so shabby. I wanted to give up
painting. But my tutoring professors told me that I had great

it in the next day. Eight years have passed

potent within me that I could express someday. His advice

since I graduated from ESMOD SEOUL and came

cheered me up greatly and gave me the strength to continue

over to Paris. Starting with the grand prize at the

and endure. I studied far harder than the others. However,

Festival International des jeunes créateurs de mode

I’d like to say to those who are to attend ESMOD, ‘Think it

de Dinard, I have participated in the prêt-à-porter

over, again.’ If you are not crazy about clothes, you’d better

salon in Paris. The systematic classes of ESMOD

not start the program. Studying fashion is not easy. It is

laid a solid foundation for me to easily adapt to the

much harder to study at ESMOD than any other university. If

different environments of various companies. And

you nevertheless want to accept the challenge then think of the course as

the well-organized network of ESMOD graduates has

being a bridge made of a single log. You have to cross it to get to the other

been a great help to keep me informed of the latest

side so keep moving on and never look back.

fashion trends.
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(9th graduating year / Designer of jaehwan*lee

Kyum Bie LEE (3rd graduating year / Shoe designer at KYUMBIE)
ESMOD taught me the essence of fashion. Though I had much
interest in practical design, I knew that the standard of design
education and the cultural level of Korea were not so good at that
time. ESMOD offers a hard training course. As I was not very good
at making clothes, I was often severely scolded by the modelism
professor. On the contrary, I was highly recognized in the stylism
class. I can remember many times of sweating against a deadline
trying to make my clothes flawless.
The harsh requirements for a work - the tight schedule,
the standard of perfection, personality, consistency
and even upscale skill- of ESMOD often frustrated me.
But the name ‘ESMOD’ reminds us of certain consistent hues, light,
and stylish tastes. Every exhibition or fashion show held at ESMOD
reveals its own demonstrable values and colors.

Ji Yong YOO (13th graduating year / VMD Team Manager of Empolham, Ation Fashion)
Completing the entire terrifying three year curriculm at ESMOD will
most likely be the hardest undertaking of your life up to that point.
However, the euphoria and jubilation on completion of the course
and obtaining a successful result are beyond description. Through
that tough experience, I learnt a lot about what endurance really
means and do well in the company. Currently, I lead the VMD Team
in Empolham, and manage the nationwide branches differently
according to their local characteristics. Several times a year I go
abroad to Europe, Japan, or Hong Kong to explore their markets

attribute to the hands-on learning program at ESMOD
and my ceaseless efforts.
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and research the latest products or trends. I became a team
leader quite quickly for such a short career; this I

part

Seong Hee KIM (14th graduating year / Designer at Venus, Shinyoung Wacoal Inc.)
I joined a workshop with Reneevon and had to come up with concepts, design and make dresses, and install booths.
I designed vests and sold the products to the general public. As the products grew in popularity, so
the orders escalated. We were constantly on the go during the summer vacation trying to produce
over 100 items of clothing for my classmates, juniors, professors and external designers from various
hair and wedding shops.
In my third year at ESMOD, my graduation collection had the theme of ‘Korean Beauty.’ I’ve stayed up several nights
to ensure my work was perfect. As a result, I won the grand prize in the University Design Contest (marking the 50th
anniversary of Venus) and the opportunity to attend the summer school at New York Parsons School. I have now been
working as a designer for Venus for five years. Whenever I go to the office, it evokes memories of going to school. I’m
awfully happy with my work.
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Yoo Seon MOON (7th graduating year / Head of Casual Section, Giordano)
The first time I ever saw a sewing machine was at ESMOD. I had to master the machine overnight. All the things I
encountered were marvelous to me at first. However, I would cry often due to the difficult life at ESMOD, which
was much harder than I expected. However, when I ironed a dress that I had created and dressed a manikin, I felt a sense of
fulfillment that surpassed mere happiness. Whenever I am exhausted with my work, I look back on my time as a student at ESMOD. The
memories always make me smile and I feel proud of myself. I have never wavered from the original ideals I had when I started out in my
life as a designer.

Ji Hyung CHOI (10th graduating year / Head of CHOIJIHYUNG)
The three years I spent at ESMOD presented
me with many ‘first experiences’. My work was
accepted for the Makuhari Contest in Japan, which
part
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was recommended by my professor, and then for
the domestic JDG Contest. I remember the
night I stayed awake to do the job with
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my professor. As I got into the work, I
completely lost track of time. I was also
utterly shocked by the free-style class of my French
professor as I was used to the Korean-style cramming
educational system.

Gwang Won LEE (8th graduating year / Design director, Kappa China)
Though 10 years have passed since I graduated from ESMOD SEOUL, my heart
still goes pit-a-pat whenever remembering the three years I spent at the school.
On the day before we were supposed to submit a modelism assignment,
several classmates and I stayed up drinking until dawn, then I dropped off to
sleep. I was too drunk to remember how I got home. After I woke up the
next morning, I found my assignment had been completed. I
had somehow managed to complete my work whilst being blind
drunk and almost unconscious. My life at ESMOD was everything to me
consciously and unconsciously.

Doo Yeong JEONG (8th graduating year /Head of the Product Planning Sector, Sieg Fahrenheit, Shinwon)
Without a passion for fashion and ample endurance, no one can graduate ESMOD. When the opening ceremony was
over on the first day, I told myself that I would do my best to become a designer and never wavered from this promise for
the next three years. I slept four hours a day for four days so as to complete my homework. I did what I had to do
desperately and even frantically. Such experiences, however, gave me the confidence that I could
handle anything an actual working position could throw at me. The strictly-scheduled and well-organized
curriculum of ESMOD also proved to be a tremendous help when I finally started working for a company. Based on the solid
knowledge and skills I gained about concepts, textiles, colors, style, and manufacturing, I was able to jump more easily into
a product planning job, following graduation, than the others around me.
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Hee Jeong AHN

(9th graduating year / Designer at Gloverall, E-land Overseas Business

Division, UK)

I was older than other students when I began my studies at ESMOD and I

Ho Jung KIM (18th graduating year / Designer, Kappa China)

poured all my energies and passion into my studies. During the ten days

Why is it difficult to attend ESMOD? Only people have

and nights it took me to prepare for my graduation collection,

haven’t attended ESMOD ask this question. For your

I drank only two cartons of milk and did not get enough

information, the school’s nickname is ‘Deadmode’. At

sleep. After the graduation show, I collapsed due to dehydration.

ESMOD, you can learn from your classmates, juniors and

I even lost 10 kg in weight. However, my efforts did not betray
me. I won the grand prize at the graduation fashion show and

seniors as well as your professors as they all have their
own personalities and visions. The clearest thing is

was admitted to Bean Pole Lades of Cheil Industries. In addition,

that if you experience the hardest course of ESMOD,

the company gave me an opportunity to study at Frank Sorbier, a haute

you will have nothing to be afraid of. You will be

couture designer in France. ESMOD marked a real turning point in my life.

able to do everything you want in your life.

Sang Yoon KIM (13th graduating year / Assistant Manager of MD Part, Women’s Wear Planning Team, Benetton Korea)

asked him the reason and he told me, “Drawing is not what I think is important.
I saw your ability and good sense of style hidden behind the painting.” Without
his words and without ESMOD, I could have not found my talent for fashion deep
inside me. Following his recommendations, I choose women’s wear as my major. I was the first
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As I had studied physics at university prior to attending ESMOD, I was terribly poor at drawing.
However, my French tutoring professor always seemed to give me an ‘A’ grade. I

part

male student who specialized in the area. At the graduation fashion show, I won the judge’s special
prize and was employed by a great company. Now, I am recognized as a promising MD at a national
brand. I have to give all the credit to ESMOD and my professors.

Jeong Ae JANG (7th graduating year / Head of design sector, EnC, Netishion.com)
While using the sewing machine all through the night, I used to look up at the dark-blue sky just before dawn. Many times
I believed I had reached my physical limits. When I became a designer, however, the work regime was easy
to endure thanks to the hard training at ESMOD. Meanwhile, one of my friends at ESMOD became my life
companion. We have a four-year-old pretty girl. My husband is the most supportive person and completely understands me
and my job. ESMOD will stay with us both as one of our brightest memories.
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Ga I LEE (17th graduating year / Designer, Le Beige, Cheil Industries)
Immediately after graduating from ESMOD SEOUL, I got a job at Cheil Industries as a designer. Whenever I got tired of the company work, I
recollected the days at ESMOD – patterning and draping in the modelism class, designing and mapping in the stylism class, endless work,
staying up all night…..These memories always thrilled me. I was able to study at ESMOD thanks to a scholarship from the Jeongheon
Foundation and the ESMOD Scholarship Foundation. The hard times at ESMOD made me what I am.

Hee Jung MOON

(14th graduating year / Designer, Levis Bodywear Design Team, Levis,

Good People Co., Ltd.)

When I was a 3rd year student, my classmates had a hard time keeping
part
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up with the pace of the lessons and the workload; our professor invited
us to his home one weekend and treated us to delicious food and gave
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us much good advice. Four years have passed since we graduated from
the school. Whenever I have trouble working in my company,

Mun Seok JEONG

I call my professor to derive some comfort. He always

Handsome)

cheers me up and gives me courage. He is and will be the

ESMOD was the best present my 20s ever

mentor in my life, forever.

received and one that I shall never forget. I

(15th graduating year / Designer at Time Homme,

had such a hard time in preparing for my graduation show
due to the lack of time, my poor physical condition, and the
endless assignments. However, my endeavors were ably
rewarded when I won the judge’s special prize at the fashion
show. If you want to be a designer, then ESMOD SEOUL
should be your first choice.
Ja Yeong KIM (4th graduating year / Students at Domus Academy Fashion Business, Italy)
ESMOD’s identity can be epitomized by spirit, creativity, fun and professionalism. The
countless all night work sessions that spread across my three years at the school were rewarded with the
thrill of finally becoming what I had always dreamt of being, a great designer. If I were to attend ESMOD a
second time, I would engage in more cultural activities so as to explore more creative ideas.
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Jeong Ok BANG (13th graduating year / Designer, Aden.)
The most difficult thing for me during my ESMOD days was the lack of sleep. When I was a 3rd year
student, I had to stay up for 56 hours to complete assignments. Though the experience
was bitter, the fruit was sweet. Following the many experiences of this nature, I gained many opportunities
to participate in overseas contests (Japan and China). ESMOD is the place that can change every
uncertainty into a possibility.

Eun Pa Hwang (14th graduating year / PR Team Manager, Bacio Baci)
On sunny days, we used to go up to the roof
of the school building to have lunch with
friends. If I could attend ESMOD once again, I would
study much harder and would choose kids’ wear or
lingerie as my specialty. I’d like to give some advice to
many different areas and maintain a good relationship

confidence, every effort we make should be our best. Without

with others.

effort, there will be no end result. The endurance and focused
attention required to complete my school assignments has been a great
help to me in doing well in the company. The close communication and
cooperation with professors has also given me the ability to form good
working relationships within the company.

Hyeon Jeong LEE

part
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my juniors cultivate your discipline and abilities across

Jae Hyeon KWON (3rd graduating year / Head of Design Team, Olzen, Shinsung Tongsang)
ESMOD’s identity lies in ‘self-confidence.’ To gain self-

(12th graduating year / Assistant Manager of Vivien SONORE Design Team,

Namyeung)

The benefit of studying at ESMOD is that you gain hands on
experience of the entire process of clothes manufacture, from
designing to making the clothes. Additionally, the professors are all
distinguished in their respective fields in terms of both the theory and practical
skills. If I could attend ESMOD once again, I would expore a wider range of
studies to foster abilities in more various cultural and artistic fields.
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Hee Seung LEE (10th graduating year / Head of Planning Team, Revedo)
Whenever I stayed up overnight to prepare for my graduation fashion show, I often heard the newspaper hit the door of my
house. It was a very hard time for everyone, but we knew this show could present us with many prestigious opportunities.
My first piece was the first by a Korean designer to be selected for the Nagoya Contest. Following this, I won the silver
prize at the JDG Contest and the grand prize at the ESMOD SEOUL graduation fashion show for my second piece. I have
never experienced such a happy time in all of my life. After that, I received the honor of being asked to work at Cheil
Industries. Company life is in no way harder than that at ESMOD, and I find it difficult to talk about my life
without mentioning ESMOD. The foundation of my life and my very passions all seem to stem from there.

Jeong A HONG

(7th graduating year / Senior designer, Bean

Pole Men’s Collection Line)

I used to be a timid and shy person. At
ESMOD, my self-confidence plummeted to be
part

surrounded by so many obviously talented
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classmates. I feel I could have done so much more

Si Hyeok JANG (5th graduating year / Modelist, Galaxi,

to make up for my deficiencies. Now, though, I

Cheil Industries)

pour all of my energy and passion into enjoying my

13 years have already passed since I

life as a designer, with one eye fixed on the ever-

graduated from ESMOD. At first, I wanted to

changing trends of the domestic fashion market.

be a designer, but along the way I changed my
mind and ended up a modelist. I had a tough

Seung Han KIM

(16th graduating year / MD at Product Planning Team, Dong-il

Renown Inc.)

with a stack of materials I had to review, and

I think fashion is synonymous with passion. Before you

I always seemed to have a list of assignments

jump into the world of fashion search yourself to find
out how much passion you have for this area. Here, the

as long as my arm. I often had to stay awake
several nights in a row. Though I don’t

word ‘passion’ is not related to ‘one who likes clothes.’ If you

think I could endure such times

simply ‘like’ clothes then you’d be better off getting a different

again, I realize that the painstaking

job and using your money to buy clothes. This would likely be

three years I spent at ESMOD gave

enough to satisfy you. If you want to be a great designer think

me the self-confidence, boldness,

carefully about the area that interests you and then gather as much

and competitiveness to push forward

information about this area as possible. Experience can become

under any circumstances.

your knowledge. Wherever you are, you should be modest about
yourself and ready to endure whatever comes your way. If you
always do you best, a good opportunity will come knocking. The
most important thing is to love and enjoy your work.
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time at ESMOD. My room was always filled

1

1989

~

HISTORY OF ESMOD SEOUL

2009

1988

May 17 Concluded a branch agreement with ESMOD PARIS.

1989
Sep. 11 ESMOD SEOUL authorized.
Dec. 15 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Egyptian Jazz’.

Jul. 27 Promotional fashion show to celebrate the
opening of ESMOD SEOUL
(held in the Hyatt Hotel).
Sep. 18 First entrance ceremony.

1990
Jul. 20 Fashion show to celebrate promotion.
Sep. 7 Second entrance ceremony.

Dec. 1 Started constructing the ESMOD school building.

1991
Nov. 2 ~ Nov. 8 International Meeting of ESMOD International
and ESMOD TOKYO International Fashion Forum (Tokyo).
Dec.4 Sainte Catherine Festival

Nov. 23 ~ Dec. 5 Participated in the 150th

1992

‘Encounter of East & West’.
Jun. 25 ~ Jun. 26 First graduation fashion show.

anniversary ceremony of

Jun. 30 First graduation ceremony.

ESMOD PARIS (Paris).

Jul. 13 ~ Aug. 14 First summer special lecture.
Jul. 20 ESMOD SEOUL bulletin founded.

Jul. 3 ~ Jul. 4 Fashion show to celebrate promotion to 2nd year.
Sep. 6 Third entrance ceremony.
Oct. 18 Sports day at ESMOD SEOUL.
Dec. 13 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Heroes and Heroines in Movies’.
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Sep. 2 Fourth entrance ceremony.
Nov. 19 ~ 28 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Dec. 11 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Race of the World’.

1993

Dec. 10 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Recycle’.
Mar. 4 Sixth entrance ceremony.
Jul. 6 ~ Jul. 8 Third graduation fashion show.
Jul. 9 Third graduation ceremony.
Jul. 18 ~ Aug. 12 Third summer special lecture.

1994

Nov. 19 ~ Nov. 27 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Dec. 9 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘A Rare Dandy’.

Mar. 2 Fifth entrance ceremony.
Jun. 23 ~ Jun.25 Second graduation fashion show.
Jun. 26 Second graduation ceremony.
Jul. 5 ~ Jul. 30 First seminar on draping for professionals (presented by Professor
Michèle MONSARRAT).
Jul.19 ~ Aug. 13 Second summer special lecture.

Jul. 11 ~ Aug. 5 Second seminar on draping for

Nov. 14 ~ Nov. 27 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Berlin).

professionals (presented by
Professor Michèle MONSARRAT).

1996

1995

Mar. 2 Seventh entrance ceremony.
Jun. 21 ~ Jun. 23 Fourth graduation fashion show.
Jun. 24 Fourth graduation ceremony.
Jul. 18 ~ Aug. 11 Fourth summer special lecture.
Dec. 13 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Role Play’.

Feb. 14 Korea Federation of Textile Industries and ESMOD SEOUL
Jul. 3 ~ Jul. 28 Third seminar on draping for professionals
(presented by Professor Véronique BOUSQUET).

Nov. 22 ~ Nov. 25 Participated in ‘SFAA VISION

co-hosted the ‘International Symposium for the
21st Fashion Education’

Feb. 15 Hosted an international fashion show and fifth graduation fashion show

96’ promotional exhibition

(Hotel Hyatt).

(COEX).

Feb. 13 ~ Feb. 16 Hosted International Meeting of ESMOD International.
Mar. 14 Eighth entrance ceremony.
Jun. 4 ~ Jun. 10 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Jul. 1 ~ Jul. 26 Fourth seminar on draping for professionals
(presented by Véronique BOUSQUET).
Jul. 8 ~ Aug. 2 Fifth summer special lecture.
Nov. 13 ~ Nov. 15 Sixth graduation fashion show.
Dec. 6 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Fable and Legend’.

Feb. 16 Fifth graduation ceremony.
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1997
Feb. 14 Sixth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 3 Ninth entrance ceremony.
Jul. 7 ~ Aug. 1 Sixth summer special lecture.
Nov. 26 ~ Nov. 28 Seventh graduation fashion show.
Dec. 12 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Exotic Emotion’.

Jun. 8 ~ Jun. 10 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Oslo).

Jul. 7 ~ Aug. 1 Fifth seminar on draping for professionals
(presented by Professor Julien CRISTOFOLI).

1998

Feb. 13 Seventh graduation ceremony.
Mar. 6 Tenth entrance ceremony.
Jul. 6 ~ Jul. 31 Sixth seminar on draping for
professionals (presented by
Professor Julien CRISTOFOLI).

Sep. 26 Workshop for 2nd year students with NIX
and STORM of TAESEUNG Trading.

Jul. 6 ~ Jul. 31 Invitational projects on the
technical aspects of patterning;
student evaluation and instruction
sponsored by Ministry of
Knowledge Economy and Korea

1999

Federation of Textile Industries.
Jul. 13 ~ Aug. 7 Seventh summer special lecture.
Dec. 2 ~ Dec. 3 Eighth graduation fashion show.
Dec. 18 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Movie’.

Mar. 23 ~ Mar. 28 Participated in
International Meeting of

Sep. 25 Workshop for 2nd year

ESMOD International

students with EnC and B+G

(Sao Paulo).

of Daeha Co.

Feb. 11 Eighth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 8 Eleventh entrance ceremony.
Mar. 8 Opened material archive.

Sep. 9 10th anniversary ceremony of

Jun. 7 ~ Jun. 12 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Tunisia).

the school; published <10-year

Jun. 15 Launched Internet Webpage.

History of ESMOD SEOUL>.

Jul. 5 ~ Jul. 23 S eventh seminar on draping for professionals
(presented by Julien CRISTOFOLI).
Jul. 12 ~ Aug. 6 Eighth summer special lecture.

Jul. 8 W
 orkshop for 2nd year

Aug. 30 Established ESMOD SEOUL Foundation.

students with Morris’

Sep. 9 ~ Sep. 12 Exhibition for the 10th anniversary of the school.

Coming Home of Mosu

Dec. 1 N
 inth graduation fashion show and ESMOD SEOUL alumni’s collection

International.

(Fashion Center Korea).
Dec. 3 E SMOD SEOUL graduation fashion show to celebrate the 14th
anniversary of the foundation of Hyundai Department Store/alumni’s
collection (Hyundai Department Store’s Apgujeong headquarters).
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Sep. 15 Inaugural ceremony of 2nd Principal.

2000

Jul. 13 Workshop for 2nd year students
with Ssamzie Sports of Ssamzie.

2001

Feb. 15 ~ Feb. 16 Tenth graduation fashion show ‘Petit Prince’.
Feb. 22 Tenth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 9 Thirteenth entrance ceremony.
May 21 ~ May 29 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Jul. 16 ~ Aug. 10 Tenth summer special lecture.
Oct. 13 Participated in the first Sinsa Cultural Festival.
Nov. 29 Eleventh graduation fashion show ‘Colors of my world’.
Dec. 4 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Circus’.
Dec. 8 Participated in the AFC gala show (Association des Francophones de Corée) (Hotel
Intercontinental).

Feb. 9 ~ Feb. 16 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Tokyo).
Feb. 10 Ninth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 10 Twelfth entrance ceremony.
Apr. 18 ~ Apr. 21 Simulation exhibition of fashion design (Fashion Center Korea).
May 24 ~ May 25 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).

Jul. 12 Workshop for 2nd year students with Tomboy and
VIMS OUTFITTERS of Sungdo.

Jul. 18 ~ Aug. 11 Ninth summer special lecture.
Dec. 15 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Bazar’.

Nov. 23 Yoon Chung PARK,
the President,
awarded the
Chevalier de l’Ordre
National du Mérite
by the
French government.

Jul. 9 ~ Jul. 27 Eighth seminar on draping for professionals
(Presented by Professor Noémie REBIBO).

2002
Feb. 2 ~ Feb. 5 Participated in the ISPO Sports EXPO
with ESMOD France, Germany, and Japan (Munich).
Feb. 20 Eleventh graduation ceremony.
Mar. 8 Fourteenth entrance ceremony.
Jul. 11 Workshop ‘Unzip Your Mind’ for 2nd year students with
YKK Korea.

Mar. 4 Newly opened major course lingerie design.
Oct. 28 ~ Oct. 30 Preview in Seoul.
Participated in exhibition (SETEC).

Jul. 15 ~ Aug. 9 Eleventh summer special lecture.\
Oct. 26 Participated in the second Sinsa Cultural Festival.
Nov. 4 Seminar led by Christophe Lemaire, Lacoste’s creative director.
Nov. 27 ~ Nov. 28 Twelfth graduation fashion show ‘Lumière’.
Dec. 13 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Super Heroes’.

Jun. 10 ~ Jun. 13 Participated in the 160th
anniversary ceremony of
ESMOD PARIS
(UNESCO building in Paris).
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2003

Feb. 19 Twelfth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 7 Fifth entrance ceremony.
May 20 ~ May 24 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Jul. 15 ~ Aug. 8 Twelfth summer special lecture.
Oct. 13 Participated in the third Sinsa Cultural Festival.
Nov. 27 ~ Nov. 28 Thirteenth graduation fashion show ‘Code or pleasure’.
Dec. 12 Sainte Catherine Festival ‘Famous couple’ (millennium hall of COEX).

Jul. 11 Workshop for 2nd year
students with Reneevon of ID

Sep. 18 Inaugural ceremony of 3rd Principal.

Look.

2004
Feb. 18 Thirteenth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 4 Sixteenth entrance ceremony.
May 27 ~ Jun. 5 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Jul. 12 ~ Aug. 6 Thirteenth summer special lecture.
Sep. 15 Published photo book<de Paris à Séoul - une histoire de
15ans>to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the school.
Nov. 11 Workshop for 2nd year students with Cappachi of MIU Line.

Jun. 16 Workshop for 3rd year students of the lingerie sector with
James Dean and Body Guard of Good People.

Jul. 8 Workshop for 2nd year students with ON & ON, Olive des
Olive, W. of Beaucre merchandising.

Sep. 15 ~ Sep. 18 Hosted the exhibition ‘Le temps
de ESMOD’ to celebrate the 15th
anniversary of the school

2005
Feb. 25 Fourteenth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 4 Seventh entrance ceremony.
Jun. 18 ~ Jun. 24 International Meeting of
ESMOD International (Beirut).
Jul. 9 2nd year students’ sales workshop ‘trend
factory’ (Apgujeong-dong).
Jul. 11 ~ Aug. 5 Fourteenth summer special lecture.

Jan. 25 3rd year students majoring in women’s wear participated in
the ‘LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards’ hosted by L’OREAL
Korea and LANCÔME (Hotel Hyatt).
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Feb. 16 ~ Feb. 17 Fourteenth graduation fashion show
‘Human…istic’.

Jan. 31 3rd year students majoring in women’s wear participated in the ‘LANCÔME
Colour Design Award’ hosted by L’OREAL Korea and LANCÔME
(Hotel Park Hyatt).

Jan. 16 Inaugural ceremony of the 4th Principal.

Feb. 15 ~ Feb. 16 Fifth graduation fashion show
‘The Show’.

2006

Jul. 1 Sales workshop, ‘Maison d’ESMOD’ for 2nd year

Feb. 24 Fifth graduation ceremony.

students (Cheongdam-dong).

Mar. 3 Eighteenth entrance ceremony.

Jun. 13 W
 orkshop for 3rd year students with Venus of

May 11 International ‘LANCÔME Colour Designs Awards’ final show
(Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts).

Shinyoung Wacoal.

Jul. 10 ~ Aug. 4 Fifth summer special lecture.
Sep. 1 Opened students’ lounge L’ESPACE.
Dec. 8 Sixteenth graduation fashion show.

Oct. 18 Workshop, ‘Supplies ATTACK’ for 2nd year students with
YKK Korea.
Jul. 30 ~ Aug. 6 International Meeting of ESMOD
International (Sao Paulo).

Sep. 18 ~ Sep. 22 Exhibition ‘Au-delà du vêtement (Beyond Clothes)’ to mark the 120th anniversary of Korea-France
diplomatic relations.

Nov. 24 Salon exhibition ‘Shop in Shop’ by the sixteenth set of
graduating students.
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2007
Feb. 22 Sixteenth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 2 Nineteenth entrance ceremony.
Jul. 16 ~ Aug. 10 Sixteenth summer special lecture.

May 30 Workshop for 3rd year students majoring in lingerie with Vivien of Namyeong.

Jun. 27 ~ Jul. 6 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Paris).
Jul. 7 ~ Jul. 8 Sales workshop ‘Twoday market’ by 2nd year
students with Ssamzie
Market (Ssamzie-gil,
Insa-dong).

Oct. 26 Workshop ‘smart & supplies’ by 2nd year students with YKK Korea.

Nov. 29 Seventh graduation fashion show ‘Talk Talk’.
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Dec. 13 Seventh graduation fashion show.

2008

Feb. 27 Seventh graduation ceremony.
Mar. 7 Twentieth entrance ceremony.
Jul. 14 ~ Aug. 1 Seventh summer special lecture.
Sep. 1 General educational electives opened to 2nd year students.
Nov. 3 ~ Nov. 9 International Meeting of ESMOD International (Tokyo).
Nov. 8 Participated in the Symposium on ‘Industrial Cooperative Educational
Programs of ESMOD International’ and gave a presentation on the
case of ESMOD SEOUL (Ikegami Honmongji, Tokyo)
Nov. 27 Workshop for the 3rd year students majoring in lingerie with Chantal
THOMASS of France.
Dec. 11 Eighteenth graduation fashion show.

Jun. 18 Pororo and Dibo workshop for 3rd year students majoring in kids’
wear with Ocon.
Nov. 27 Sponsored Chantal THOMASS’
lingerie seminar (SETEC) hosted
by the Seoul Fashion Center.

Sep. 1 Opened elective course in liberal arts for
2nd year students.

Sep. 19 Workshop ‘plus’ for 2nd year
students with YKK Korea.

Jul. 4 Sales workshop ‘BizBazar’ for 2nd year students
(Sangsang Madang in front of Hongik University).

Nov. 3 ~ Nov. 9 International Meeting of
ESMOD International (Tokyo).

2009

Feb. 25 Eighteenth graduation ceremony.
Mar. 6 Twenty-first entrance ceremony.
Jul. 11 Sales workshop ‘POP-UP Store’
for 2nd year students with YKK Korea.
Jul. 13 ~ Jul. 31 Eighteenth summer special lecture.
Sep. 18 Celebrated the 20th anniversary of the school and
published <20-year History of ESMOD SEOUL>.

Nov. 27 Eighteenth graduation fashion salon ‘Art Fact Story’.
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Afterthoughts regarding the edition

After 20 priceless years, now looking ahead to the next 100.
When writing the <20-year History of ESMOD SEOUL>, I focused on compiling a book that could be read and enjoyed by as
many people as possible. I wanted the book to reflect the personable tone of a fashion magazine rather than one of those highminded tomes that seem merely to decorate so many bookshelves. During the process of gathering together and organizing the
scripts for this book, however, I realized that the story of ESMOD SEOUL was not, by any means, a simple one that a reader
could browse and then shove aside.
At a first glance, it may appear as if the history of the ESMOD SEOUL started out with the dream of an individual, but on
closer inspection we see that its foundation was in line with the wish of an era. ESMOD SEOUL had to face up to numerous
obstacles during the process of realizing its educational goal of ‘cultivating advanced fashion experts who are indispensable to
fashion industry.’ One such obstacle was the relatively short history of fashion education in Korea, and another was the close-knit
educational ties and perception that only graduates from the highly ranked domestic universities should be considered as potential
employees. In this respect, the <20-year History of ESMOD SEOUL>can be considered the story of a pioneering institution in
Korean fashion education.
I hoped to highlight the pioneering spirit of ESMOD SEOUL that heralded a new path in our fashion educational system. Thus,
we were somewhat concerned that we may have neglected seemingly minor, yet important details. However, we also tried to embrace
the diverse, vivid interviews and writings of the professors, students and leaders of the fashion market, who journeyed together with
ESMOD, complementing them with illustrations, photos, cartoons, etc. Among these, the stories shared by the current students and
alumni are the gems of the <20-year History of ESMOD SEOUL>. They represent the fruit of the pioneering spirit and passion of
ESMOD and are the reason that the last 20 years has given way to the hope for at least a 100 more.
However, a book is limited in what it can contain and as such many important stories had to ommitted for the sake of brevity. It
is my hope that these will have their time to shine in the near future. Moreover, it is regrettable that I could not include the stories
of all the professors at ESMOD SEOUL. Their efforts together with those of the employees in academic affairs, PR, management
and data functions made ESMOD SEOUL what it is today and will realize a brighter tomorrow for this great school.
Lastly, I would like to express our deepest gratitude to the poet Chil Hwan BAN and to Flint whom ensured the design for editing
accurately reflected the fashion roots of the source material.

Jul. 2009.
Young Soon SOHN, Head of Compilation Committee of <20-year History of ESMOD>
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